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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
81.00 A YEAR. HOPKINSVILLE. CHRISTIAN COUNT
Y. KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, APRIL 20, 1888.—SIX PAGES. VOLUME XVIII. NO 43.
THE DISTANT ECHO!
CONDENSED NEWS. I The Banks-Monroe feud broke out
afresh Thursday in Wirt county and
resulted in the killing of the three Mon-
Pleaee bear in mind that we keep no 
ways arid means committee Monday. ti as prisoners can quarry and break rockleft the state a year ago, but returned take warning; avoid the hot pencil
trash or last years' styles. You are al- 
Corsets, we carry In stock over thirty Fsench Satteens in choice patterns are Ile will call up the tariff bill to day. It again. you would a mouse : there's no telling 
suitable for city use on her streets.
wags welcome, whether looking or buy- is etated that the RePublicans will tint On Dec., 30 a license was issued by what It will do! 
It is therefore now ordered that said
different standard make., our pricee 20 very sctree, we have a beautiful line,
all confined patterns.% below competitors.
ng. attempt to obstruct the bringing tip of the clerk of 1Vayne county, Mich., for 
manager of said work-house shall take
the county prisoners from said work-
Cleveland, aged forty, and Mrs. Robert- 
- 
---...-Bas; .B.....•;.
work them in the quarry or on thethe bill, b
ut will fight its passage to the the marriage of Wm. M. Brown, of A . house a
t 7 o'clock a. m. of each dry and
bitTtewroebond
boilers used by the Artniated son, of Detroit, aged thirty-eight. About 
The New Efts cannot resist the temp- streets, or such places, or on the cowl-
Lumber Company at lielanatchee,Mias, two weeks later the bride called upon 
Cation to show Its readers how very bury ty roads as said board may direct until
exploded Situelty trim:dog, killing the minister who performed the cere- 
our legislators at Frankfort are, and 6 o'clock
 p. tie, except Sundays, and
Samples cheerfully furnished. We invite comparison, as we know also how very important that business such days le rain or bad weather may
our prices cannot be matched. two fireutan. A young white tuan molly with a request for a duplicate of prevent and each day give them rest
named Denting, a son of the Newyer, her marriage certificate, stating that her 
is. No use talking this legislature Is* from 12 noon to 1 o'clock and during
'BASSETT & Co., lUill-luillie is • complete wreck Both
was also killed. A laborer eateed Allen
potters were blown to pieces. 
Linsey had a leg badly crushed. The
Evan Owens, a (temente.' young !Urn, 
ceived a circular from the aittlierities at
husband had stolen the original and fied.
About this time the county clerk re-
Pontiac, wareitig him to look out for a
W. J. Brown, who was roaming around actually did all this business at one sea-
hustler from way back, and the way It said intermission of one hour he shall
handles matters of importance to the peo-
ple of the commonwealth is astonishing.
is not overdrawn and that tile solous
We beg to assure our r.eaders that this done at such distance from the work-
or too far to have them come back to the
bal:iitrigifd itilineemr, back to the work-house
house, or it shall be found inconvenieut
where the jailer ellen provide them
but in case work is being
shot and killed his brother Theodore, a sion, Friday : 
, work-house for dinner, the manager
seekieg whom he might marry. It is
victims of shall 
notify and arrange with the jailer
'Wreckers of High Prices. e ! farmer, near Greenwood, Ky , 
Monday said that less than twenty
evening. Ills brother had &voided hint Brown's matrimonial ventures have been the session of the general assembly to lood for dinner to be carried in the
House joint reeflution 75, extending to provide each priaotter with sufficient
for standing ill the doorway in iiiii bare 
morning from the work-house by eachdiscovered, among them one at Pontiac, May 4th.
°he at Kat:mita xi, and at Grand Rapid', Mr. Peterman buoyed the previous prisoner.
FIOPKINSVILLE, KY. 
feet. The crazy youth secured a rifle
and creeping up behind his brother shot t an at Detroit and one at Niagara Falls 
question on the resolution and amend-
utenta. Carried, shall cease and the manager shall return
At 6 o'clock in the evening the work
Nouth Carolina legislators in their en-him down, killing 111111 alutoet iestant- Mr Goebel'a amendment to strike out the prisoners to the work-house and
the-Aaiun have overstepped the bounds May 401 and insert April 13th was taken commit them to the custody uf thely. The murderer ill be sent to the
_ 
 
C. T. TIMMS, President 
-- -- 
 
asylum. of rear eel. At the last session of the 11,ILt.
legislature.an act was passed giving a Mr. Dickerson moved to
 adjourn. Provided, Trott if it is found practice-
jailer until the next morning at 7 o'clock.
pension of $5 per month' to all disabled 
ble to work said prim:merit at to i great aJOHN W. FAXON, CasIstee. The brewery lockout has begun and
O. more 
than 5,000 brewers, brewery- Mr. Goebel mo
ved that when the diatant•e from tile city to be returned at
confederate veterans or their widows. ernate atij.nirns, it does so to meet at night, the board may provide a guard,
1110 F11111'' IIII MO1'0111111S' N3110111i B1111, Staten Island are out of work. Themakers, painters, apprenti !es, in Iir.sik-iyn, New York, Newark, Paterson awlwagon drivers, helpers, coopers, wagon The act appropriated $50.000 and au- .Won was exlialiate I. The pension May 4, 12 111 , and insert April 30, 12 tn. proper food and reeominodation forthoriz., I the treasurer to borrow itsmuch as wits nee led aftsr the apropri- awl insert "ill89 " Lost.10 n et. to-morrow. Loot.Mr. Wright's anieuthuent to strike out from jail, and the manager will provideMr. Goebel moved to strike out "1888" the control of the manager, will takecharge of said prisoners while absentor guards, who, in oonneetion and under
lockout was caused by the action taken
COr Cill.Elisr li.191‘71.1145 9 91[1024Xila • by the National Brewers Association. palled at the number of applications Mr. Dar
bt 'a amendment to strike out jailer wlil not charge ter dieting aald
the prisoners while et, abeent, and theboard is now In session and they are ap- Lost•
pouring in. It would require et least 
May 4, at Ii re., and insert April 24, at prisonere while absent.The plat!es vacated by the union men
Authorized Capital. $500,000. Paid Up Capital, $100,000. 
have ail been filled.
Of the gentlemen mentioned In con- 
$200,000 to Pee the pensions applied for. Mr. Clay's amendment to strike out oner does good hard honest work a* far
Many good soldiers 110W regard the May 4, ad insert April 23, was loot, as each 
are reasonably capable of doing
The ntanager shall are that each pi-fe-ll) tu., l8ile. Lost.
nection with the chalet joeticemblp, Gray, wittole itelietne as a mistake, but they are Mr. Dit•keratifi'a motion to substitute without
 Injury to health.
Offers its services to the citizens of Christian Todd and Caldwell Counties, Ky. 
Accounts,afraid to take otelitt to repeal the law. 
And all those Wing( to do good hoe-April 20 for May 4 was rejscred.
of Delaware, is not yet 48; McliJs.Osarilel,
. of Indiana, Ge; Bayard, of Delaware, Tax-peyees object to the Increased bur- strMikri.egiloi4t;litetri:eneimitili.717gd 
etloslaisneg:itiLosbty vet hard work to the extent of their abil-
solicited of Farmers, 'Merchants and Individuals on the most liberal terms, to whom we 
59; Carlisle, of Kentucky, 52; Thurcuse, 
ity without injure to health, the team-
accord every accommodation consistent with sound banking. Collections made in any 
of Ohio, 74 ; Morgan, of A la linin i, iii;
Justice Field, of Celltoritia, T1; Jusitice 
den on them and the numbers of ap- Mr• Goebel moved to strike out the ger is 
directed and rtquired to punish
piieatimi„ hid, were refused will ',ince cc,' mid set•tion of the resolution 
lAtet by attaching to them ball awl chain t r
logMorut teiebetiltsuiosveetatlioto.atirosaiti. by it rik- putting them oft diet of bread and We-
something to say.
John Vit•e, whose home is a short die- Mr. Goebel moved to amend by •trie- to boards or flogging them if found nee-part of the United States, Canada or Europe. Miller of lows, 71. Ot the former 
Chief 
ter. strapping them down on their backs
Justices, Jay was 32: Marshall, 45; Unice west of 0 w iegsville, Ky., has been ing out the words "be extended." Loot. eseary ill the 
discretion of the board.
Mr. Dickerson moved to amend by
All Business Proniptl- and Carefully Executed. nlic,It6(17:irttell 75"1.;bell"aeliePYP:A15"9:til'iffit ell"e ever ins Id to anyone by tbe governmentawardiel perhape ilie largest ',elision striking out May 4, and substitute April10. LoilF. 
is ',1:41:te inulasensagoiroro,wiratill tbee ucoduertr of claims
A dispatch from Louisville states that 
eral control, dileetion Red eupervision
for itervice as a private soldier. The Mr. Dickerson moved to amend by of the board, consiating of two triastio-
The Closet Attention Devoted to Our Customers' Interests. 
Francis 41urphy, the great temperance
le Lost.advocate, who has been exhortitag for a 
pettaitm is eir total bliteltiess, and da". striking mat May 4, and insertilig April trates and the 
county judge of Christian
Your Accounts Solicited. JOHN W. FAXON, Cash'r 
Week past before immense crowds In tile tliction, early ip the war, now amounts pinking out May 4, and inserting April 
county, anti the said board may at any
time, when sitting as a board of com-ing back to the begnining of Vice's af- Mr. Dickereoti moved to amend by
Moody taberna..le, Monday morning un- to sometlileg over $14,000. 'lee was a 17 Lost 
utiesloners, make an order removing
 
dertook a‘altecial unship:1. Ile tackled 
ifiritoimet.saohrl ptioliskit.!ou:idfuoert,afolyr•
• A WORD TO THE WISES 
the Louisville base ball club, and as it
result every member of the 1111te eigneil
the pledge. Tills included the great 1111- 
and ha quently was' compt•Iled to ask
very poor men and had a helpless family, Mr. Dickerson moved to strike out
for assistance nom tile charitable In 
3:30 p. ne Lost.
May 4, at 12 in., 1111 I insert April 16, at
Mr. Dickerson moved to amend by 
sifitiltdario"prithra"te•ort
said board may deem sufficient cause for
lack of attention to business that tile
removal, or they may dismiss 111111 if
keeping the %oil from the door. Vice striklog out Ma, 4. st 12 in., and in- there is no oct•fullun for Ids services). and
_ 
!club manager. regard their eine as sure Kentucky lefalitry. There are !now 
when so removed the said board, sittingreformed left•liantied Itteusey, and tile was it soldier in the Twelity-fourth eerting April 16, at 3 p. in. Lost.
winners 110W. three men in 'het Immediate vicinity, 
striking outMay 4, and Inserting April
Mr. Dickerson ttttt veil to amend by as a board, shall appoint some °titer
lEIMAILID IT! The people of Newbeiry t•outity, AlfJackson, John Smith and John Vice. Mr. Goebel moved to amend by sub- the meeting of the court of Claims, or
shuouitallehlwe hi:rig:ill iti•itn ititnigevi tre 
()tin tttlnir.eau:ortko-
Mr. Goebel moved to amend by latent- 
until Inc to removed by oeiler of saidSouth Carolitia, are Ill a state of excite- who are each drawing the PUU1 of $72 a etItuting April 13 for May 4. Lost.
strong smell of sulpher. The dieter- 
said that they were all members of the Mr Dickeremi moved to amend by
flame company.
- Early Monday 'nom ing all attefu pt 
striking out "12 el." and luserting "1
p. el." Lost.
May 4th at 2 p. me Lost.
Mr Dickerson moved to amend, strike 
se lAtett'e"sirriisiorsiesr tuti,aystuityakueo.at:roolustimiaelinot 
to
board.
shall hear tile tenuplaint and direct the
him by the manager 111111 said board
manager what to do ill the pretenses.
Tee county judge shall purchase at
ment over subterranean diettirbances. month front the U liked States Govern-
in the vicinity of the house or P. L Wise went, all for the same cause, and It is 
ing out May 4th, 12 tn., and flittering'
PYE & WALTON 
the earth shakes, and Oils has recently
cameo,' crackers miter a Well there is a
been suppletnetited by loud reports like
banes.' are not experienced el-ewhere in 
was made to blow up the residence of out 12 tn., and insert 12;30 p. tn. Lost. the expense of the county nt.ceesar
y
Have received a large lot of the county. The superstitious people in Mrs. Hewitt and her four citildree were to Ma
y 4th, 12 iii., was then put on ite
fine restolution extending the session tools for the prisoners to work with, andMrs. Jessie Craig, at Richmond, hid '
the vicinity believe that spirits are teak- passage slid concurred in—yeas 19, nays resPolleibl
e for their safe keeping•
the manager shall take charge of and be
also inmates. Mrs. Hewitt was seated
Spring Clothing, Cumberland Gap Wetineeday betweenthe house. !strikers and men who lied takee theirThere was considerable of a row in of tile children were in bed when a sud-den loud report shook the building, and Lost,the floor under Mrs. Hewitt surged tip- Mr. McKee moved to reconelder the ry in rainy weather.Mrs. Craig was by tit • stove and three efinaider the vote by wiled' the resolu-tion was concurred in.M r. Diekereon rie‘ved to adj film of leexpeusive shed or covering at thequarry to plotet:t the prisoners from
at the expense of the county *owe kind
It breontes tiecemsary, shall have erected
rain, ao that they can wank at the quer-
The said boat!, when int their opinion
big the disturbances end will not go near 
14.
on a eommon wood chair near a table. Mr. Dickerson entered a motion to re-
Which they have placed on sale at their store. We are showing a tunnel there and the men employed to the door and rendered mei:I-conscious. 
civet:n:0e, obiya isisulineicillui i ttelit ime .s eat nuadteuleoxvteednittor tableti it s paidk 'o rfor tile tileywtir k that wayto  it wi le t.lounteo toy tilt:.places. A railroad company is building ward. Mrs. Craig was pitched forward
styles that can not be duplicated inHopkinsville. We .re offering bar- threatened to atithit 011 the spot ally and split to plet•rs and she was knockel senate. Lost. 
city is hereby authorised and directedthat motion. Withdrewil•
struck for higher wages. They 'deo 'file cheir on which Mrs. !Lewitt sat was
On Wednesday niornieg their places 
seiteeleas. 'I'lle twit on which the chit-
Hon on Mr. leckereon's motion to all-
Mr. Wallace. moved tile previous ques- tent of hie salary, litre allowed hire. at
poarertol7thalle incoeu")„tytiljeuttligiliellattgietriteuie)11-1
air. leceeraon moved a will of the to pay
gains that can not be matched. Our assortment is composed of selec- 
all men who went to work ill their places.
Lions from the cream of the very best makes, and on several ws have 
Were filled and the strikers, all bring t•tilliiren eaceped unhurt. kir,. Hewitt Mr. Pt•terinan moved to table the tno- ary the city will hold aild pay saute oil
pure. mice or PIllpliie over anti 1160Vr lila sal-
the end of each month, and any hal-
dren slept was wrecked, though the
drunk, attacked the work:nee iv ith Win- Was hurt aboot the stole and arms and I
the exclusive control. Vire have an elegant line of Browning, King & cheater rifles, killing live mei wuweling Mrs. Craig slightly bruised. A dyne. 
vote by which the senate concurred in
t.on of Air. Dickerson to reconsities the sits, itilfizatti:te.rstooroltoriet, ttlsobduictlifirsotieutrhi ta:ti)
the house resolution extending the sea. Is not 01101110 lo ItaY Line sal at) nil lain
several others
William Hopkins, who Is eonfifeeal at cellar and evidently exploded. Enoch
tulle eertrItiget hail, been !dame' inn the
4th. Cerrieti—yeas eti, noes I\e.al COIL
SPRING SAMPLES, Clerical/111e, Us., will be hanged on May craig, who hi apperated from his wire,IL. lie is the Milt Iit Inn, 111 V01110111 Mrs, Jessie t 'raw, Is 00144 WI. 
•Ifin of the general misembly to May manager, the iirticit shall be made et
muMisrui, aliiii:;titierruau..initiiiiit:wveitisotItioatuisseelitenattil  saterittoittritanteleutsi . by the court of (lane
bed paid by Ole tamely by itli order u
with Ills brother Joe, murdered William Col. Granger, tile expert eecountaht 
a. in. tognorrow. Lost
1.(1,1tItieurgt 
lit ease the city for a II mu
Which we make suits to order, guarantee a flt or no sale. We also 
Thomas In Ashen county on litimiay in !-
cause he wore store clothes. Ills only 
employed to examine the amount.' of the seilliarte. alittil"rvten‘al ttlivulelli!o,"trin"t; itLiii)edaktleler 
oil eutto unable k eerpt still; top hosatlitlite 
prisoners 
outrewgourika rally, fist
have an elegantline of sorrow Is that his brother, who made his report to the council Wednea- 
declared the seliate adjourned until *.o. work the county judge may direct th
morrow at 10:30, a. in. city 
treasurer of New Albany, Intl.,
-- —..e.  41.-- 
manager to work the 'trimmers on any
etiPECOri‘T . lkieseSeeirrel 
henget, with lien. Ills father called on
him to-day, anti when about to leave the
Was len-
complete but thus far he finds • shortage
teneed to the penitentiary, is not to be day night. lila examination la not yet 
of the county roads. In case any via
murderer asked, "Pap, will you come County.
by the following merchants in Christian his time or be tried and ementitted fo
otter shall escape and run off and be
back to finish ou
0(570,000 in the accounts. Ile complains 
MeElrees Wine of Cardui is for sale captured and brought
H. B. Garner, Hopkinsville, Ky. 
an escape he shall at all times when out
that the system of bookkeeping is very
G. E. Gaither, 
of the work-house at work and going t
in all colors, and we invite the young men to inspect before buying. Our line of . 
out to the hanging?" The old man, bad, as it has been for featly years.
ellb . 
looking at the passing cloud., replieti Public opinion is somewhat divided as 
• 1 
and returning front work be secured by
"Waal, if hit's to wet for plowin' I 
" a suitable ball and chain, mei whet
11
Spring and Summer Furnishing Goods red. I will." to the report's correctness, and, while 
Hopper a Son,
Weir's friends maintain that there is J. R. Armistead. 
11 may be chafer.' or made fast to a tree or
reaching tile quarry and while at work
Don't buy second-class goods.' Don't pay two prices for what you bu).,. Don't fail holocaust Weders.1...y mot-Meg. At an years, and act:unit:1g to the report of the M. II. Miller. Pembroke, Ky
Crofton, Ky. and chain to any or all prisoners under
, stake.
Ids charge in going to and from an
The residence of A. D. Huffman, nine welling wrong, others am stoutly main. Clifton Coal Co,
miles north of Jackson, Mo., in Cape tain that there is. The accounte of the W. H• Nolen, 
ilatiniligt", nY• ' It Is further provided that the ntana: . .
Si now complete. 'We respectfully invite one and all in to see us. 
hattomidge, Ky. ger may at his discretion attach a bal
Girardeau eounty, was the seen i of a treasurer go back over a period of twelve W. H. Martina
to see our stock. Don't forget our prices are way, way down. 
, during the hours of labor.
early hour a fire broke out oil the prem- expert they were kept lit such a loose,
lees, awl Hoffman arid three of his chill- careless manner as to almost defy loves- It is said that Geri. Hermann Lieb'e! 
It is turther a part of this order tint
nation is still not completed. Many of 
book on the! tariff Is accomplishing •
great and pied work for Detnot•racy in
 
 
__........ 
iswnotr.iskies-eleitolv,uesnetidiatiwpaodrretstYas f ult oft ls'alacilipeatidyuieniniglw gall:ilia;dren were hurtled up. Six other child- tigation. Ile had been at work over five
PYE &I WALTON, dren made their escape. Several atonal).ago Mrs Hoffman tiled, and slime thee months up to last eight, and the exam1-
O he has been acting in an Insane manner. the books and reeords were mietting, and 
thee*, parts of Indiana Where the voters 
part of same under the regulations here
in above made, the county attorney
is
the administration of ex-Clerk lluette, 
cannot read but can grasp with singular
correctness the Import of the pictures 
shall receive thirty per twint. of ti
amount so worked out. Provided gaitHOPKINSVILLE KY. From the stories of the children thepeople believe that lieffunsti sat the in one instance hue found where, under ul
house on tire with the itliention of de- thirty-seven leaves have been torn out 
It was the immortal Napoleon wbo field attorney until alter the wages of sal
thirty per cent. shall not be paid to sal
"I care not who makes the haws GO long superintendent shall have first bee
stroyIng himself and his whole family, of one ar the journals, paid.as I control the 'Peep artists."
The "white caps" around New Alba- I
ny, 11111., have become unusually daring. I
%Vatter West, aged seventeen, was ac- i roe brothers—George, Ebel' and Lemuel 
Saturtlay night a band of tilty-seven of ' The City Conseil aid Court of C1111111.
the suburbs athese
Snag Baulks, single-itai deil. They 
Agree ea a Plea.men rode into mid ,
eidentally killed at Evansville, led., by I —by took from their beds time stalwart !nee : Tueeday morning at 8:30 the council
hula four-year-old &might with a loaded met on the road, near Leurel, the Mon- the sons of a widow named Jones, tied ' met 111 the city court room to confer
pistol,
C Duckwall, of Louisville, was dinary revol vers, while Biak• bad a whippings with switches art! sticke. At- court of claims to take some steps look-
roe brothers brine ermed with only or- them to trees and gave them severe % ith a committee appointed by the
From the abyss into which our prices have fallen is sweet music to the run over and killed by a street eel* in Winchester repeating rifle. At least ter the whipping the men were told If leg co the establishment of • work-house.
buyer's eir, and means that there are many bargains to be had if that 
city on Wednesday afternoon. He twenty shots were fired, the result being they did not go to work and earn a liv- Mr. (leo. 0. Thenipson, chairman of the
attempted to board the car from the front that the martroe•s were all three shot to ing they would receive more of the same city council, called the meeting to order.
the people will come and get them. and fell under the wheels. death, while Batiks was %omelet, four medicine.Jones,  Mrs. oes tilemoth K.er, . D .Davie in behalf of the county
A iigust Amit•ra ti, a Norwegian times, but not fatally, however, takes in washing to support herself and urged the necessity of this Institutiont 
stone-c atter, blew out hie brains at A determined effort will he made to grown acme. rrliry then visited the in a logical and forcible speech, show-
shell') vele, Tuesday. Ile stated. just open all stewing In Iowa again. The house of Will/Tarn Wright and warned ling the necessity of co-operation of city
before cononitting the at', that Inc noir- plan I. to sell ill original packages liquor him, under pain of death, to get out of and county. Ile was chairman of the
Sweet-MusictortheEconomical eh-talon t.. 1w 10 1.1 nit the fl-st Nobilitythe thirty-ftetrth senaterlal disti lee for in Align-r ii. the taateties 1,111111.111gL'eut. One. 1{'1 ivi Ins' ordered an e‘cites. The atterney for the law and years, who lind beet) too dentonatraitive meets be effected by which the countysell, under the ret•eut decision of the law-abiding citizen. From the Wright's favorably digitised towards the nireaure.packageft el iiquor shieped !edit other Leave liworth lawyer, aged sixty-two mesaure and dealred that some arrange-United Suttee supreme teem, originei the regulators went to Taa well, where a Judge Winfree spoke In behalf of the
tiered ids wile and two children ili Nor- which has been Imported from Canada. Harrison eounty. What Wright had committee from tile court of claims and
way, eight years ago. III addition, an attempt a III be made to dune Is not known, lie Is apparently • desired to know if the council was
tr
the election of a artie order league states 
there Is no way of in his attentions to • young girl, was prieoners could be leased to the city, as
N. Pleratt, deceased. • 
r. vit•e Hon. R.
preventing then  open sale of liquors lin- called out and given an hour to get out the latter was provided with the tutees-
ported from Cattails, but deities that of town. sary tools and appliances for giving
MO. Jennie Burdine, of Nieholasville, liquors imported from other states can be Information has reached here of the JeuhdagiermLatilttreeladl tluteine
Ky., wino was bitten by a mad dog re- sold. crazy act of an old man at Aurora, Mar- atitlettilheeZitil:Lilioetie
cently, has returned from Frankfort, Mary Sniith, who s kept house for shall county, Ky. At that place resides fitatutes bearing upon the queetion.tie 
1R/MAeolD !, 
stone stuck to the woued eight hours
drawing out all the potent)
where a mad-stone was applied. The
The Senate bill appropriating $15,000 
John and Henry HID, estruere, near
log a general etfire anti warehouse on
Paducah, •Iel his sons, the latter keep-
onef formerlyrt,heTeooee lees rireeesri.deAti tb00ft
counneeted on. Judge Winfree pro-
posed that committees from the council
Several propositions were submitted,
feasibility discussed and questioned and
jtibale lmeedasftooriwlnies,r"Killig.."calTialeir tit eli.eeknelikda allighorrgnabt°hre'dy tMhei l tb 1':kg
for the continuation of the geological had killed two peddlers, fun clog her to  5 o'biock Thursdayafternoon the afterno  old and tine court of c ms. lai be appointed to
survey was agreed to by the house by a meet in the afternoon and draft articleshelp them. By threats of death they man asked one of the boys for tile key
vote of Ill to 29, after the adoption of an r of agreement, awl laws for the regula-had kept he ellent. Now they were to get into the store. This was refused,
providing thud the survey talking of killing tier, anyhow, to be en- and he welked away with the remark tion of the establishment. This was
All sites full regular made Genuine Are you troubled 
with Black Hose Make a note this. Some houses call shall be 1 xresidell to those counties tirely st cure. Two weeks ago hogs were that he would burn the building to the 
agreed upon and the meeting adjourned.
British Socks. 
1 Jo you want
any? 15 color coming off, if so, come to Bassett American Sateens 
French—We practice which 'neve hitherto received no belie- found eating human remains near the grotoid. No attention was paid to the On Wednesday the articles of agree-
. 
cents a pair. & Co . and they 
will sell you Ladies', no deception. tit therefrone Hill farm, and later the remains of the threat, but a few minutes demonstrated ineut were drawn up, presented to the
Messes, or Men's Hose, guaranteed ab-
d00 Mena' CnIatindried White Shirts, whitely fast black or money refunded. Don't 
forget our Parasol opening 
'the news f  Mr. Coiticling'e sick peddlers were discovered in acave. The that the demented old turn meant what council at a special session and passed.
Reinforced Back and Front, Linen Boo- April 21st.
ow., eontinuotts beck and sleeve teeing. 
What do you think? We are giving chamberm chreis of a 'et rin me cnaracterr, Hills were lodged in jell at Jae nstow. lie said. Ile applied a toh rt• to the store l
'hey were then t•arried before tile court
made to sell for The. You can have all 
'freebie Oil Paintings. Decorate 500 Boys Fancy Pereale Pleated shirt and there is every Irati011 to believe that The Georgia evangelist who preached and stood back laughing at the uestrinc- of claims, which body ratified thew.
piles at 48... 
your homes. welaw 4 to 13 years. Beautiful patterns don. The fire had Keeled much head- Tine agreement is here given :the driest! crises lisp pooped. Mr. Conk- Iii, own rith derai a few ays aiiiee before
40 pleees Genuine Anderson Frew+ choice of lot 48e, way before it was discovered that It was It is ordered that a work-house, for
lilt In all things 500 cards u.s.T. spool lila Meese 'I lie periodical ettecks of
Bing speet one of Ihe beet bights since a large amiirile, "11 w ho i nn that hiiirrai
impoodble to save elitist- the store or Christian comity be end tile saline isHeld log's Spool 1411k, WO yds., At,. Gingham, beatified patterns, .0111 all
Belding's Spool .r• ha, 10 yds. Sc. over tile U. S. at 36c., our privy line *might to teenfort his 
wife mid i•otiliole
Cotton, Black anti Willie all intiniberl, delirioni 11111 not timeliest themselves at with iner on the lump of her litisbend Is leg warrlionee. Eggner is well known at 
here esiAblialled in pursuance of an act
You can buy the genuine J. B COr- Our Parasol Opening will be a daisy. of the general assembly of the common-
sets for 73c. Be sure and come. 
ladies a great saving 10c.
all during the night.. deed le the coffin before them, attem Paducah. lie once owned the street pted wealth of Kentucky, entitled an act to
Newport French woven for $1 00 oth. Still milling the Gentiles' Celluloid Beautiful line Tinsel Drees Trimming te cOUlity courts to establishrellwey ss seem, wideli was abandone
d .1 iall.lor.Ivaniall &le- to carry ills coffin to their residence
0 •r
 houses in tills town sell above for Collars   17 uents. Copper, Gold, Sil
ver, Steel, ell the rage A Canvass of the Penns)
Thersdny and put It away until such several years iwfore the present liner workthouses etc., approved Ma
rch 9,
$1 00 and $1 26. Celluloid Cuffs 34 cents. 
gatiou le congress dimes that Mews.
Ladles why pay big prices for Goods were built. Ile is evidently lessee, and 
le7e, and to carry out said object in dna
Rsetiall awl stowilein are the only two time as its oervices should be rt (tufted. county, so much of the county jail of
Ladies white Embroidered Flee Lin. You pay more. on credit, a clear anvieg of 10 to 23 per
cent, by buying of Bt et Co., for cash. claiming t i tw Denim
-rata who will vote The wife wino lied calmly put ep with will probably be sent to the asylum.
en Handkerchiefs. This is a special lot We are the largest, strictly Dry Goode assett 
this county as shall be required for same,
worth wholesale $6 00 and $7.50 dozen, House in Kentucky. against the Mills bill. Representative all his fteslisin w
hines rebelled at this slid l'retty Miss Helen Forster, of Hills- la hereby constituted and made the
we bought the lot and make the price Barbotir's Linen Thread, 200 yards., Ladles Jersey Summe
r Underwear, Lytle'', about whooe eourae there Is voised it should not come while she was delphia, will not wear her dresses cut 
work-house of this county as to all
worth SO cents a dozen wholeaale, you Pink, Blue, Ecrue, White.38e. 
pritioners, as to whom said act will apply
 
5 eta. 
sov mteefosrpteaterniffisetrieolitt); iiiss. ill, it is believed, there. Ile then left it with a neighbor, decollecte this season, owing to a very or who can under said act be committed
Genuine English pins, full count, can buy. . 
. Everybody wants them, What? one of but next day went after it and carried singular accident. Saturday evening to red made to work ill a county work-
price the world over I0e, our price 5e. Mrs. P. c. RicLardson will be glad to our handsome oil paiutings, they don't it into the house despite all her otajec- while she was ill the midst of her toilet, tiouee and the county jailer obeli feed or
American braes pins 2c. see you on cost anything.our second fl ior. 
At Montgomery, Ala., Saturday, 125
tiona. She says she will not live In the preparatory to making herself particti- diet all pretoner
s confined in said cotiety
Ernbroiderieti. We always like for a Nobody can match our prices on Lace Large lot of Fine Linen Laces, saved 
pounds of powder stored ha a freight work-houae and he paid tor 1011110 as
customer to ask for embroideries, we Curtaius. from the recent fire on Broadway, New ear extilodel, 
tearing several cars or houtre with the teat1 and all Llano point tarty attractive for expected company, heretofore paid for dieting personas core-
impart them direct from Switzerland
and sell at what other merchants pay
tor them. 
Choice line Windsor ties for the boys.
Ask the railroad agent, ask the ex- 
bargain.
York, tills is a special chance to secure a pieces, killing one man mint wouittling to a divnree between 
thetit•
several others. The a bole eity was
The famous French-Eversole feud, of blonde hair on the nape of her neck,
A telegram from Hazard, Ky., says: In curling into tiny ringlets the locks shall have the care and custody of all
such prisofiere while in the house not at
work.
the aecident oct•urred. She was engaged witted for tuiselerneanor, and staid jailer
pre.* *gent, and they will tell you there No fancy profits asked at our house, shaken up, windows and
 doora ftruashed
which has extended otter many years, and to do this she used a red hot slate
Mena' Fancy Stripe, Brown and Grey Is 'scarcely • day passes that we do not one low price all over the house, it will 
-
and houses unroofed. The ex tt•t cause And--is here appointed manager of
mixed, half hose, competitors wonder receive a shipment, pay you to be one of our customers. cannot be aecettained. came to a tragic end Tuesday when pencil.
 At this moment she was lightly said county work-house and his (steepen-
how we sell them for Sc. Be certain to see Linen Laces saved Braitied French Sateen Robes sold 
Hon. J. C. Eversole, one of the princi- clad, having on but one garment, when &anon tor his services is here fixed at
Extraordinary values in Intlia Linene, from the tire, all perfect. right in this town for $8.00 our price WOO. 
All o'cloAt Irleire lay inoterug tire pale, and Nicholas Combs, a follower, the hot pencil slipped from her hands 
$—per month to be paid by Christian
Only house where you can find French were assamsinated from ambush. This and dropped down the op
ening between 
county as hereinafter provided.
We are always pleased to show you Our business is increasing every day, 
started from tiatural gas in the foundry And the board of comicilmen of the
i India Linen. through our stock. what causes it? Standard goods polite 
department of the William Anew' 1Vood Is the first autbush since last fell, when the single garment and her illy-white city of Hopkineville having by suitable
se 5 eases?choice Patterns in Fancy 13,. I treatment and the lowest prices ever 
Mower & Reaper-works, and the exten- Eversole killed a man limed Gambrel'. skin. She screamed with pain and ordinaiuse agreed to have its city prison-
!neck: Lawns, white and colored 
We closed a large lot of imported
grounds. I
Turkey Red Napkin's fast colors. Come 
quoted in this country. sive plant is now a mass of ruin.. 'Fine ens worked in connection and coltjunc-J. C. Eversole, wh ne Was o ce a menu.m ju ped about, hoping the hot pencil
her of the legislature, and II. J. French would slip through to the floor, but it 
don with the county prisoners and
Ladies Fancy Stripe •rel solid color 
esrly they are a ;cleat bargain. A beautiful line of all wool Henrietta's concern employed 500 men. The
 loss is
under the same manager, and having
all the new shaded, very popular.
hose cheap at 10c, a big bargain at 5:-. i We lead the procession on low prices, 
estimate tl at $250,000; inaurance, $80,(110; were once rival merchant* of this place. would not. Before tine pencil could be also provided by ordinance that said
Received this week another shipment ,
i money refunded If not satisfactory. We sell standard Bleached and Brown divided among eastern c
ompanies. They quarreled, fought, and a feud elm- removed Miss Helen's back front ghoul- hoard of councilmen for and on behalf
Cottons cheaper thanany house in Roger Q. Mills has returned to Wash- Ilar to that of Rowse county was the re- dere to waist had been scarred Into of the 
city will provide and furnish free
,of Fine French Satteens. 1 Something new in Kids. Fancy Four- Christian comity. of Half a dezsii men have already rows of red, ugly-looking blisters, as 
cost to the county, suitable rock quer-
Make a note of the date April 21st. • 
chette tops and fingers. Leadig spring
500 yards Dragon thread, 
we ii ye Ington from Old Point Comfort andnems- suit. In or convenient to the city of Hop-
Parasol opening. 
shades, only to be found at Bassett & tenet upon his duties as chairman of the been killed as a result of it. French though pile had been grit-ironed. Girls, kinsville, in which said county and city
Co. control, Sc
WORK-HOUSE ASSURED.
2 Doors From Bank of H^TAinsville
-• 
.
A VALUABLE ROAD.
That is What the New Lire Weald be
is all Cieseersed.
Editor Nett Era:
In View of the tact that we have sev-
pays $14,000 annually for freight on
lumber. The western part of the state 
See in "Ills of Life" hew Man-a-lie
could aid us considerably on tbe lumber 
business. 
cured F. Brown, of 409 Gravier St.,
New Orleans, of intolerable Piles.
Now, see our connecting lines: We
crofts, commencing with the East Ten-
nessee, Virginia& Georgia connection,
the Louisville & Nashville in Simpson Piles and Fistula troubled Charles
ctunty, the Owensboro & Russellville Frank, of Emrichsville, 0., till he took
In Logan county, the Louisville & Nash- Man-a-lb.
ville again at Elkton and again at Hop-
kinsville, the Indiana, Alabama and Died
.'
peake & Ohio in Graves county, eon- 
Died, of congestion, March 20th, 1888,Texas In Trigg county, and the Chem-
fleeting at Cairo with the Iron Morin- 
in the 19th year of her age, Miss Ida
nhe Mobile & Ohio, the Illinois 
Owen, of the Sinking Fork neighbor-
tai, t
nti, greatest Red best of all, 
hood, while attending school at Ceru-
Central a lean Springs. The sad death of this es-
the Mississippi river, and at a point tunable young lady has cast • gloom
where the largest steamers and barges over the entire community. Cut down
can be !tested at any season of the year. on the threshold of her usefulness,in the
I failed to mention in the abov- list of joyous spring-time of life and the haley-
roads to be crossed the Ohio Valley, on days of youth. She has gone we
which will give us an outlet from Hop- trust to a brighter world where the fields
part no more. In tson, and is by no means an enterprise to 
are ever green and loving friends meet
to he family circle
kinsville to the Ohio river at 'lender-
be "sneezed at." Now, if we ever ex- she was kind and loving, as a daughter,
pact to get a road, we must be willing gentle and obedient, as a sister she was
to pay for it, and I believe the Cairo & affectionate and :pleasing and always-
Cumberland Gap is our best road. It kind to a fault. I went to pay my last
will lessen our freights on all producta, duties to my deceased friend but who
increase thereby the commercial value can describe the torrent of sorrow which
of wheat, hay, corn), cattle, bogs, sheep overwhelmed my breast on my arrival
and tobacco, cheapen onr groceries, coal at the house of mourning and witueseed
and other supplies and afford us better the heart-broken cries of the bereaved
passenger rates and comforts, and in- family. She was completing her course
crease the welfare of our county in the of education but was not permitted to
price of lands, give us cheaper labor, enjoy it for death, that king of terrors,
and I think be a "(Sod send" to the has pierced with his fatal shaft the heart
community. So let ne go to work, make of generous Ida and taken from our
• long, strong, sure pull, put our own midst one of our brightest jewels. Her
II. II. A. 
garden was planted with the choicest
*boulders to the wheel and victory will
oobeiv'oec*rueird for all diseases of Man Intl beast Little did the family think when Ida
Positively 
fruits and decorated in the most grace-
the best remedy ever die- the valley of the shadow of death.
eir ml manner, but the ewner has gone to
that can be reached by an external met!- left them on the 2] Sunday in February
{cal appliration, is Rangutn Root Lini- to attend school at Cerulean that they
meat. One trial will convince. Manus would never see her again in this life.
teetered only by Itinguill Root Moth- To the mourning fattier, mother, broth-
due Co., Nashville, Tenn. 50 cents per ers and sister we would say mourn not
bottle. For sale by all druggist*. for her she is not loot but gone before to
..
Belleview Netes. 
make heaven brightee and more attra •-
tive for you. S. E. E.
seesiai Correspondence.
BILLLILVIIKW, KY., April 16.—Mr. J.
W. McGhee has returned from the east
where he has been purchssing his new
spring goods. wheat Baby we. sick, we gave her Critter*
Misses Bettie 0-see and Vie Meacham Wien she we. a Child, she cried for Cartoria.
11•Yr returned home after spending sew- When she became Miss, she clang to Castors',
eral (hoe with Mrs. McGhee. 'When maw had Children. she gave them Carmine,
Dr. W. I. Patton was down n few
days since visiting his old friends. The
Dr. way always count on a hearty wel-
come here.
Miss Mollie Kennedy epeet Saturday
friends were delighted by her appear- property of 
CHAPEL, April 18, 1888.—The
▪ Stenday with her in eller. Her
was sold last Saturday.
the late 'I'. H. Markham
anee at Sunday school.
Stimlay with Ills parent*. ill f
or sotne time, Is recovering.
M re. Nancy Carr, who has been veryMr. Claude Clark, of your city, spent
1Ve are glad to learn that Mr. Bryant, The Woods 
in the vicinity of the poor
of Grace)', a ho has been dangerously house were fired by 
some scamp last
ill with erysipelas, is Low out the road to Sun
day, and it was very troublesome to
recovery. 
seixotri,iettgiuish, though little loss was occa-
'Squire Clark is quite certain 'twas a
half of tine clime. on his plant bed. Tine her 
sister, Mrs. King, of Pore returned
Miss Ad.11e Morris, who Is visiting
Republican who made away with only
thought la not so abotruse w hen he t x- home las
t Sunday, accompanied by ber
plain' had it been a Denwerat lie would sister 
who will spend some time visit-
have taken all. 
lug friends in this section.
Mr. R. S. 61eGliee, retureing hoine Mr.
 Geo. Boyd, who hiss been very
after his trip east, passed through Belle- 
low with pneumonia for some weeks,
view taking his wile, who has twee via- is n
ow able to be up.
with him. Cha
pel Sunday next Sunday afternoon
Circuit Rider Cole will preach at Hall's
king her mother the past two weeks,
Miss Ellen Clark, who is attending at fou
r o'clock.
L.
school at Montgomery, spent Saturday 
Miss Nora Goode is visiting her
and Sueday at houte.
. 
cousin, Miss Gilliland, of tine tile 31t.
Zna neighborhood this week.
4iPeCTolit-c:orr";,1'1:1‘.1 7;pril 17.—Rev. Mr. 
When you feel depressed es
dn,Mori: dos111..
Crofton Items.
Wadliegton bee 'reached here two 
yourself with mean bitters. Hodges'
SareaparIlla renovates and invigorates
nights of this week. Ile claims to be- the system, anti cures all diseases arising
long to no denomination but believes In from an impure state of the blood. $1 per
holiness as the true principle of Chris-
tianity. Ile is also selling a book, 
bottle, six bottles for $5. ldanufactured
n by himeelf, explaining 
by Mangum Root Medicine Co., Nash-
writteideas. 
his ville, Tenn. Sold by all druggists.
.. -- -
Willow Brook Notes.
W. C. T. U. DEPARTMENT.
[The matter for this department ui furnished
by the meinbers of the womana Christian
Temperance Union, a ho are reapeassble for
what appears •
wounded bird.
Christ says "Ye are of more value
than many sparrows:" Must you, can
you, repeal a law and by so doing leave
souls to perish for whom Christ died?
They have fallen and lie with broken
wings unable to rim, pleadhigfar die
help that God's word counsels you to
give.
-Oh: the world is full of sighs.
Full of sad anct weeping eyes:
Help your fallen brother rise,
While the days are going to."
In the spirit of this desire then, incul-
cated to help weak, erring and fallen
men, it is plainly right to throw around
them all the moral influences and legal
barriers we can. And respecting the
drink curse, many years of sad experi-
ence have detuonstrated the fact that
moral linfieences are not sufficient to
save men front it. As long as the traffic
Is sanctioned, and hardly restrained by
law, it will continue to spread Its a 'W-
ei-nig curse.
Let it be the effort of all that would
save their fellow men from this curse to
wield the strong arm of the law prohib-
iting traffic.
eral new railroad projects on hand, it is "If thou forbear to deliver them that
well to take a casual glance at our trede are drawn unto death, and those that
Suppose, for instance, the Cairo and pohlonid'ewreethkntienew
are ready to be slain; if thou say, be-
hietanrtotc;ondstdirniot laiendthiet
and inducentente to these enterprises.
Curowbehart eolod m hlandGap ireastiliwppaL oIbutilti,t.leti4n: that keepeth thy soul, cloth he not knowsee
it? and shall not be render to every Man
ct.ehe tliaosnts twelve 
anti they 
eyye awrse,rew 
(Prov. xxiv.
now ship ten thousand hogsheads of to-
according 
t° his works?"
bacoo annually, and have done so for isters said to me that he was hurrying
11, 12.t One of Boston's honored rain-
hthortbeurtep"Vocaerxs-. from or.e part of the city to another, to
meet a friend, when, looking down, he
Our grain shipments', including d ing with its wings. Hurriedly passingour, 
saw at his side a little sparrow flutter-
amount to C00,000 bushels per year. Ad- on, he thought of the piteous cry, and
&led to this we ship several hundred car was kept awake two hours hearing the
loads of cattle, sheep and hogs, besides cry of that hurt sparrow. God, be said,
old iron, hides, wool, etc. New York. 
hati taken care of him till he fell; tben
he left hi there for me to take care of,
New Orleans, Bremen, Antwerp, Liver- and I didn't. That man of God had his
m 
pool, Australia and A iric,a receive ship- sleepless hours in remembrance of that
menui of our tobacco. Boston, Phila-
delphia, Baltimore and Charleston re- 
incident, and doubtless for years hence
he may hear the piteous cny of that
ceive our wheat shipments. Now, I
think It not only reasonable but an as-,
sured fact that one-halt, if not nearly
all tobacco and wheat would go to Cairo
as it could be easily traesferred to barges
there' and that would give a water route
Wall the points mentlesied and the wa-
ter route is far preferrable for tobacco
destined to foreign ports, and equally as
good for wheat.
Coming from Mayfield to Hopkins-
%tulle the new railroad would pass
through iron and coal fields west of us
and could easily divide our coal trade.
Our groceries could be brought from
New Orleans up the Mississippi and al-
most the entire stock of heavy groceries
would be brought over this route.
Passing through HopkinsvIlle the road
will cross Todd, !Agate Warren and
elisupson counties and bring to us p:o•
duce from an entirely new territory.
Of course, having tine largest market for
wheat and tobacco on the route, we ex-
pect to double the receipts and shipments
Of the above rneetioned articles. Pig
lien could be put down here at a figure
low enough to insure manufacturers to
come to us, and the shipments of lum-
ber could be increased. This latter is 
Pe-rtena has undoubtedly cured more
by no Dwane a small item, as one firm 
cases of consumption than all the other
remedies put together. '
While there is life there is hope, If the
patient's friends will but insist on try-
ing La-cu-pi-a.
••
Dulled McIntosh, of Petersburg, is
very low with consuniptioli amid it Is
thought OW he will live but • short
thee.
Chas. C, Uneaten.% , colored, of Peters-
burg, whin ea. a blackain'th in Compa-
ny I), Seveinteenth Ketitucky Cavalry,
hall just befell granted a pension for dis-
ability coutracteti while sinuelug a horse.
U. J. Long and family, of EarlIngton,
are visiting Mr. Long's fathers' family,
Redding Lone, near here.
Miss Grace, of Dixon, la visiting her
aunt, Mrs. C. R. Hancock, in our town,
this week.
When young ladles In keeping apace
with the age of trusts orgeniz 3 a leap
year trust some confirmed old batelielor
will be calling it a miss-trust.
Mr. Carniff took charge of the extra
gang of section men here to-day, re-
'levies( Mr. Simmons, wino will go to
another point in the employ of the L.
&N. C. A. B.
--
Hall's Chapel Notes.
special I rre.pondemee
Wmi.mua IlltooK, RT., April 17.—Miss
Lou Shaw, of your town, Is visitling Miss
Minnie Daugherty, this week. I
Mr. Arthur Hord, who has been quite
sick, is able to beup again.
Miss Lizzie Fruit waste the city shop-
ping, Saturday.
Mr. Molten, of Paducah, Ky., visited
Mr. P. A. Cuttliman, last week.
Miss Anna Hord entertained a party
of her young friends with a nice musical,
Friday night. The evening was very
pleasantly spent.
Mr. Noel Dills, who has been Ill for
some time, Is Improving slowly.
The Sabbath school at Vaughn's Grove
is flourishing. All the young people
that possibly can should attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey donee spent
Sunday at Mr. E. J. Hord'o.
C•errol..11.
Baeklea's Araks Halve. Hotne teetintonials are most reliable,
The best salve in the world for Cuts, and if you will send your 
name and ad-
Bruises. Sores, Ileers, Salt Rheum, dregs we will send statements 
of num-
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, hers of the best citizens of Nas
hville re-
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Krup- I garding tine wonderful cures affected by
done, and positively cures Piles, or no the Ethiopian l'ile Ointment. It never
pay required. It is guaranteed to give fails. 50 cents and $1 per bottle. Man-
perteet satisfaction, or money refunded. ufactured by Ranguin Root Medicine
Price 26 cents per box. For sale by Co., Nashville, Tenn. For sale by a11
H. B. Quast. druggists.
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THE NEW ERA.
-PURLISHLD BY-
Mow Ere Priatiaq sod Poblishmq Co.
111 A TZAR..
OTTICZ NZW MRA BUILDING
7th. HMO, near Main,
ILANTITOR Y.
A.1•111111111146
ous ussii, arts tasertioa, 
- $ 1 lie
'• " oat month -
" three months
s. x mouths -
- 3 00
- 6 00
- 9 0
one year - - ls 00
Additional rates say be had by applieatioa
at the once.
IlerTirasaMat advertisements must be paid for la
advance.
Charges tor yearly adverUssmenta will be col-
lected quarterly.
AU advertiaamema Inserted without &cadged
Mew will be Charfen for until ordered out.
Aaseeseetwonta or Marriages sod Deaths, not ez-
eeedlag ars Uses. and boraces of preaching pub-
lished gratis_
Obletary Mosioes. leratutioas Belereel end
ether Utter NOW, See outs gee Haw
FRIDAY. APRIL 20, 1 0 • •s a it
_ -
Lack of space prevents a criticism in
this Issue of the order by the court pro-
viding for a work-house.
The Louisville Times impertinently
remarks that "the railroads have bought
the birthright of the Kentucky press
w ith a mess of passes."
A report comes from Boeton that Ben
Butler is to be appointed chief justice of
the supreme court. Dollars to apples
that Joe Mulhatton is in that city !
The editor of the Ca!hoon Democrat
was abroad this week-went to Owens
boro. Ile gives his readers a two-
column account of his perilous trip.
Gov. Buckner would be a fOrmidable
opponent should he conclude to make
the tight for a seat in the senate.
He is on the topmost wave of popu-
larity.
Will the executive committee of the
Kentucky Frew Association please
state what date has been decided upon
to meet In Danville, If the time has been
changed
Uncle Ben Harrison had better leave
the Caseyville Enterprise severely
&lose; its editor is loaded for b'ar, and
and he seeuis to be in something of an
humor for gunning.
Tbe Henderson Gleaner is in a fair
way to get paralyzed. In its last issue
it credited an editorial to the Hawesville
Plaindealer, which originated in the
thinking apparatus of Will Sterett.
The Paducah Standard very truthful-
says "that Jim McKenzie does not find
his i.valtion on the fence very disagreea-
ble. Not half so much so se the other
fellows who want to see on which side
he will drop."
Another bomb exploded. Judge
Groesbeck has "positively declined" to
accept the position. As the judge is
only seventy-two years old it is not
likely that he will be given an oppor-
tunity to accept iL
Aa praiiated, the senate on Thursday
=
ba the house resolution ex-
session of the general assem-
asistily to May 4th. Press of business
(Baking and other matters of impor-
tance) is assigned as the cause.
Monday, the 16th, was the time set
for the adjournment of the legislature,
but, of course, the session will be con-
tinued. A resolution extending the
time to May 4th was passed by the
house and will likely be concurred in
by the senate.
A Brooklyn dispatch tells of a man
wbo swelled up and died from the bite
of a "hide" insect. That explains why
so many easterners die when they go
west to grow up with the country.
"Hide" Insecta are called by another
name in that section, though.
It is expected that the commissioners
mating the accounts of the treasurer's
office will make a report by the middle
of the week. t ie simply the duty of
this commission to report the exact state
of affairs. How they came into that
condition is to be determined by another
commission.
Another nominee for president. Fred
Douglas, in • speech at Washington,
nominated Justice Harlan, of the United
states supreme court, as the colored
people's candidate. There is plenty
more material In Kentucky fit for the
office if any one else has any nominations
to make.
Tbe New Ent's advertieers have
about taken charge of the paper, but it
still manages to give the news. Ar-
s rangessents are being made to prevent
them from "scooping" US in the future.
Our subscription list has been increas-
ing rapidly and the business men have
"got onto IL"
Saturday's Courier-Journal contains
a column and a half of clippings from
the state press complimentary to Gov.
Buckner and the good work he has ac-
complished. The press Is unanimous
in his praise, not a dissenting voice be-
ing heard. Kentucky is certainly for-
tunate in having such an executive.
The Rev. Sam JC011011 on being asked
by a Pittsburg reporter what he thought
Ingall's speech, remarked that In-
galls was an au, and he didn't want
to talk about him. Ingalls on being
asked what he thought of Jones' ser-
mon, remarked that he waa a sensa-
tional fool and made him tired. Sensi-
ble men!
Perhaps the legislature may be pre-
vailed upon to adjourn sure enongh
May 4t.h. At present the treaaury is
is empty-not a dollar of cash is to be
found in its vaults that can be used for
the per diem. Let the legislators work
on a credit till May 4t.h, and then let
the state repudiate the debt. That is
the only way to get even.
The dispatches state that Emperor
Frederick's condition ia alarming and It
is not thought that he can live but a
very short time. Crown Prince Wil-
liam will Goon be Emperor of Germany,
and then what ! War ; war is as certain
as that young hot-head ascends the
throne; and such a rar aa will make
old Mars kick up his heels for joy.
Tbe Republicans of the country are in
about the same state of mind in regard
to Mr. Blaine as the people. of the Sec-
ood district are in regard to Jim Mc-
Kenzie. Congressman Milliken, who
represents Bleine's district in the house,
says that be bean/ from the stateaman
quite frequently, that he is in robust
health sod will be the nominee of his
party for president.
The New ER• feels a little bit like
crowing, but it will choke it off for a
little while yet, as it does not wish to be
too previous. The Indications for oil
out at the well are very flattering, and
tbe hopes ot the company are corre-
spondingly high. Crude oil may be
skimmed from the waters of a spring
Ansi at band and the odor of petroleum
Ito. tie well and-earth that comes out
alb the ab wooed for quite a distance.
sie; .
Won't some one please come in aud
tell us the fruit crop was killed by the
frost, Thursday night? We want to try
our new !piffling gun.
Congreasman Perkins. of Kansas,
Was knighteWhy Worthy Master Ingalls.
Saturday, and is 11CW a full-fledged
member of the Order of Asses. This
was brought about by Perkins' speech
in the house in which he quoted and
read from the constitution of the south-
ern eonfederacy to show the attitude of
the Democratic parte on the tariff, to
prove that they were tree traders. The
membership of the 0. of A's. is increms-
ing rapidly.
As good an evidence as is needed that
old Kentucky is coming rapidly to the
front ig fertile:led by the New ERA'S
exchanges, many of which speak of the
organization, or prospects of such, of
commercial clubs. The importance of
these organization, to a young or old
city can hardly be estimated, and the
one In our city should be backed up in
its work by all those having an interest
in our growth and prosperity.
The Calhoon Democrat doesn't believe
that there is any show for a third man
in the race for congress In this district
and says: "Mr. R. W. lienry, a young
Hopkinsville lawyer, is feeling around
over the district to see what his chances
would be in the race for congress this
year. The race is now made up between
Ellis and Powell, with Ellis as the win-
ning wan, and it would be useless for
any other malt to enter the contest at
thia day."
Speaking of tobacco, just cut your
eye over the sales in this issue and then
fay our market Isn't a hummer! The
prices paid were high with plenty of
buyeis, and this has been the case ever
since the season opened. If you have
any of the weed to sell, or wish a
large lot to select from, come to Hop-
kinsville and your wish will be grati-
fied. Our market has been leading all
others this seaeon and the farmers seem
to have found it out. Right thia way,
gentlemen!
The Louisville Post says: "On the
proposition to extend the session the
delegation from Jefferson county broke
even. Four voted to extend the session ;
four voted to adjoura April 16. With
such beautiful neutrality exhibite I by
the city, the responsibility for extend-
ing the session rests exclusively with
the eounty members. Let the state
press remember this when they begin
to howl." A put up job, no doubt, and
one in every way worthy the record of
the Louisville delegation.
The tight ia now on, and for many
moons we may expect to see the festive
daily filled to the outaide columns with
long-winded tariff speeches. The house
has gone into a committee of the whole
(Mr. Springer, of Illinois, in the chahe
for the consideration of the tariff bill.
No opposition was made to Mr. Mills'
motion to that effect. The chairman
opened the tight by a strong and con-
vincing argument, arid at the finish was
loudly applauded. Mr. Kelly, of Penn-
sylvania, replied with one of hie pro-
tection speeches.
While the merchants of Oweneboro
and llopkinsville are complaining of
dull business, the merchants of this city
are hard at work telling goods -Hen-
derson Gleaner.
Dear Gleaner, you're a little off!
Speaking for thheend of the world the
New ERA begs to say that the mer-
chants are not complaining of dull bus-
iness. On the contrary, dear Gleaner,
our merchants are doing a rushing bus-
inese; trade is brisk in every depart-
ment and Hopkinsville is selling and
buying in a manner that is astonishing
to the natives. If you want to see
things move, come over this way.
There are no tiles on us.
In this fame may be found the an-
nouncement of Judge J. W. McPherson,
for judge of the court of common pleas.
The Judge is the present incumbent of
the office and seeks re-election at the
hands of the people. He is a man well
known in this community for his good
traits, for his ability aa a lawyer, and
is in every way a suitable man
for the poaition. lie is a good
sound Democrat and one worthy of
trust at the hands of the people. He
has had long experience as a lawyer
and is the oldest member of the Hop-
kinsville bar. The New Efts will cor-
dially support him, believing the judge-
ship could not be placed in better hands.
House bill 298. Mr. Reed, Judiciary-
To repeal an act, entitled "An act to
prohibit the sale, barter and traffie
spirituous or malt liquors, in Christian
county." Passed.
The above little paragraph which ap-
peared in Friday's Courier-Journal,
created considerable excitement on the
streets Friday evening. For the infor-
mation of thoee who are interested the
New ERA Will say that, as above indi-
cated, the bill passed the house on Thurs-
day and was sent to the senate. Up to
last accounts no action had been taken
on It by that body, and it Is not probable
that there will he until Wednesday or
Thursday, thaw being the days set apart
for the consideration of local measures.
The outlook for the Commercial Club
is very pleasing, and the indications are
that it will soot: have enrolled as mem-
bers nearly all the active and progress-
ive business men in the city. Wken
one considers the vast benefit the Lou IP-
ville club has done for that city, and
then that the material compoeing our
home club is equally active if it is not
so rich, there is reason to feel elated.
The members of the club are all enthu-
sisetic and determined to push matters
aa far as possible and ere long we may
expect to see their labors bearing fruit.
The club already has its eye on one or
two manufactoriea that can be induced
to come here and no doubt that Induce-
ment will be offered.
A special eeselon of the city council
was held last night for the purpose of
considering the advisability of building
a work-house In conjunction with the
county. The New Efts hae earnestly
advocated this measure and it le pleased
to see there is a ehance of its hopes be-
ing realized. There is no question but
that the building of one will result in a
great saving to both the city and county
and probably result In a decrease of the
number of offenders against the law.
Ihe "free boarding house" system now
in vogue hais heretofore been ventilated
in these columns and the evils shown
up. The New ERA hopes to be able to
nform Its readers in the next issue that
the project will be carried out.
There is a alight coolness, a sort of
strained relationship, 118 it were, between
the editor of the Sentinel-Democrat-and
• Frenchburg editor. It is presumed
that the matter le settled to the satisfac-
tion of all, as the Sentinel
-Democrat has
dismissed the matter in the following
courteous words:
There is a fiendish atrocity, a twisted,
warped, livid, blear-eyed, greasy, claw-
nailed, tusk-protruding, shaggy
-haired
freak of nature up in Frenchburg, who
advertised his editerial opinions for sale
at the low price of $10 tiLany body except
Hon C. R Brooks. s a matter of
newspaper courtesy we made mention of
the advertisement list week, which
greatly exasperated this ignorant, Im-
pertinent, impecunious tramp, and his
railing at the nentioel-Decnocrat this
week lo a mixture of mad-dogs and black
cats with Ilta is a dark alley at midnight
and with thunder and lightilingon deck.
It le a combination of • two
-weeks-old
corpse in the river In mid
-summer, or
the cross section of the morgue on a busy
flay ; a concentration of cold shiver,
night-mare and delirium tretnena.
It is useless to attempt to argue with
this lax°, brainless tramp, so we dismiss
the dirty thiug.
The eommunication tide issue by
"IL H. A." should be carefully read
and coLeidered. In the last issue the
Saw Efts, printed a long article on this
road, which is down on the eharter as
the "Misitippi Valley & ( timberland
(Sap," and which haa as It terminus
Columbus instead of Cairo. But this
is a matter of minor importaece. The
road Is &Weedier much attention from
the outside, and its value le being vonsid-
ered by capitalists. If this matter were
taken up by our citizens, and the in-
ducements In the way of freight, pas-
senger traffic, etc., placed before the
proper parties it is very likely indeed
that It would do [Illicit to hurry them up.
When it is eonaidered that the receipts
at the & N. °Mee in this city aggre-
gate en average of $1 000 per tits. the
year round, then one 4:ati readily gee
that Hopkinsville offers considereble
inducement. Again, !1 one considers
the great coal fields ing right at mar
doors, and that at some seatema of the
year for weeks at a time long trains of
coal cars are running through our city
every ten or &teen miuutee, it can easily
be even that there is something tiere to
fight tor. Here is an opportunity for
the Commercial Club to do gtod work.
Let it appoint a committee to gather
statistice relating to the exports and im-
ports of our city, of the amount of busi-
ness we do, calculate the increase that
this road would bring, and send it to
those at the heath of the scheme.
A NEW Ro AD.
The Cumberland Gap and 3116.111.
aippi Valley Railroad Attracting
Attentiou.
Some month@ ago, pas s the St. Louie
Globe-Democrat. there was talk of build-
ing a railroad from Hopkineville, Ky.,
to Columbus, on the Miesiesippi river,
for the purpose, chiefly, of enabling the
great coal and ore interests ly leg be-
tween these points to obtain a shipping
station on the river, which alwaye
open to navigation. At some seasons,
oe account of low water, it is impoesible
to bring a coal fleet out ot the Ohio river.
and utillions of bushels of coal, for which
there is a demand on the lower Missis-
sippi, are thus kept out of the market
for periode ranging from severel weeks
to many months. Front Columbus down
the river is always open-never 60 IOW
as to prevent the presage of barges
loaded to 6 feet or 7 feet, anti seldom
lacking water enough to carry the larg-
est barges, laden to their full capacity.
There is an excellent and commodious
deep-water harbor atijouning Columbus,
just above the town, with contiguous
land in any quantity necemary for tracks,
coal dumps, sheds, liouaea for employes,
etc. The location is peculiarly adapted
to the requirements of the coal shipping
business conducted on a large scale.
Unlike other portions of the river where
deep-water harbors may be found, the
bank here does not cave or wash •way.
It was good business sagacity, there-
fore, which led to the conception of this
plan for evading the embargo %Ilia low
water imposes upon coal fleets above the
mouth of the Ohio, and turning it into
profit by taking exclusive command of
the market until a rise In that river re-
stores competition.
If the coal fields lying along the line
of this road can be developed so le to
yield quality and quantity stilted to the
market, there is good promise of success-
ful competition with the coal buslneas of
the upper Ohio. During the present
session of the Kentucky legislature,
however, Mr. Sebree introduced a bill to
incorporate the "Cumberland Gap and
Mississippi Valley Railway Company,"
with a capital stock of $10,000,000.
The bill is to authorize the construc-
tion of a road from some point in Ken-
tucky, on the Mississippi river, through
llopkinsville and Cumberland Gap.
This may be taken as an ludictaion that
the original idea has grown to greater
proportions, and now contemplates the
construction of a "through line" in an
inviting and unoccupied territory. The
east and west lines of road that constitute
our great highways of through traffic are
north of the 01110 river. Between the
Ohio and Mississippi railways and the
Virginia, Georgia and Tetineseee Air
Line, from Norfork to Memphis, there
is no road directly connecting Atlantic
seaboard with the spacious west. Nor
can the Virginia, Georgia and Ten-
nessee, so far as its connections west of
the Mimiseippi are concerned, be clamed
with the reads north of the Ohio.
Columbus is due west of Norfolk. It
is also the eastern terminus of the Iron
Mountain division of the Missouri Pa-
cific system, where direct connections
can be made with all points in the rapid-
ly growing west and southwest. It le
nine hundred and sixty miles front Nor-
folk to Memphis. Possibly the new line
can be limited to eight hundred miles.
Four hundred milts will eonnect Co-
lumbus with Bristol, the western ter-
minus of the Norfolk and Western, four
hundred and eight miles from Norfolk.
St. Louis to Norfolk would hardly ex-
ceed one thousand miles. Connect Ca
lurnbus arid Bristol and the work is
done.
Southern Kentucky is riot subject to
blizzards or extreme conditions of tem-
perature and climatic phenomena tha
muses so much trouble upon roads buil
further to the north. So delightful Is
the climate, and so notoriously beauti
ful is the face of the country, that the
route would be popular with the travel-
ing public. There is no place on the
MIssieeippi river where railway ears can
be transferred so cheaply and expedi-
tiously as at Columbus.
As etated in our columns a few months
ago the river here is narrow, ti.e incline
tracks and boat landings directly oppo-
site each other, easily maintained and
always serviceable at any stage of water
The river does not freeze over, and the
ice Dever runs so heavy as to prevent
the transfer boats from crossing. With
tide route at command, the rail traffic in
western cereals for export would hardly
be confined to northern roads.
Teken in all its features title appears
to be a very comprehensive project of
desirable and vast possibilities.
Successful Raid.
Friday morning Deputy Collector
Gus. Moore accotnpained by Deputy
United hutted Marshall Jno. Rule,
Joitett Henry anti Ed Higgins made a
successful raid upon illicit distilleries
near Bivenaville in the northern portion
of Todd county. Marion Moore and
Bud Reeder, who were operating one of
of the establishments, were captured
before they could offer any resistance or
attempt to escape, another party how-
ever who was connected with them In
the manufacture of the "Moonshine"
made good his eecape. The officers then
proceeded to coefiscate the property
and destroy the liquor. About twenty
gallons of raw new whiskey and one
thousand galloes of beer with all the
chemicals essential to the prosecution
of the nefarious businees were dietroyed.
The officers then proceeded further up
the valley where another similar estab-
'ailment was situated. The party 110
had eecaped from the first raid however
had given the alarm, and the proprietors
of this distillery had esicaped. They
could not take their goods with them
and the officers also destroyed five
hundred gallona of beer here. Saturday
morning the posse returne 1 to this city
with their prisoners. Judge Landes
being absent thelprironers were cartel d
to Bowling Green where they will have
their exemlnieg trial.
Would a marriage solemnized on elec-
tion day be legal? We think it would;
but there are eminent journale who seem
to think not. X note eetectited on Sun-
day does not always hold, but we main-
tain that a wedding, like a woman, is
always in order.
%I INFAMOUS CHARGE.
A Henderson County Man Jailed For
Attempted Rape on His Daughter.
A special from Hentlereon stye that
Robert Hicks, a farmer Hying nesr Zion,
eight nalem front the city, Was arrested
Sunday on a werraet etvorit out by hie
nephew, William Paniplin. charging
him ell!, "abuse to his family." The
real offeese, however, Is understood to
be the attempted rape of ble daughter,
a lovely and hinocent girl of 15 years.
It Id said that the unnatural lather has
for some time been perriatent his ef-
forts to eccomplitili his vile purpose,
threetening hit daughter with death if
she should inform oti Litti Deputy
Sheriff Kohl proceetlea to Hicks' house
to make the &levet, and, thiiiii g the door
locked, forced an entrance. Welke WU
found crouching under a bed, and with
some resistance was handcuffed and
brought to the city, where lie was pieced
in jail in default of $1,00u bail to await
trial on next Thureday. Sluice being
placed in jail the prisoner itas been
playing the crazy dodge, public opinion
being divided at to whether lilt insanity
Is real or feigned. About 3 o'clock Sun-
day afternoon lie was seen to rush wildly
at the door of his cell, buttieg his head
against it witla such force as to knock
hien senseless for some time. A physi-
cian being called, dreesed the wound
aed administered restorative., after
which the uehappy man recovered.
Hicks a middle-aged matt, anti the
family connections cum both sides are
numerous and highly reepectable.
Threatened to Lynch Ilim.
A opeciel from Henderson to the
Naeliville Democrat says that but tor the
prompt action of Judge Givens and
Judge Lockett, Ileteleraon would have
been the scene of another in Since
being jailed the feeling against Robert
Hicks, who was arrested lees Seturilay
tor attetuptieg to rape hie fifteen-year-
old daughter, has increased to allt•11 all
extent [hot lytiching has been freely
illecuseed and urged. The prisoner lois
nearly' recovered front the effects of hie
attempt at suicide, anti it is clear that
lie has been playing the insanity dodge
HI@ wife has entered atilt for divorce.
Ahout 9 o'clock 31onday !theta Judge
Givens received informstion to the ef-
fect that a well-armed and tie:ermined
mot' had been formed in the Zion neigh-
borhood, near Hicks' home, eight tellea
from the city, with ihe Jeterinitiatiou to
attack the jail at a late hour in the eight.
'rime terrified pritoner was humediately
tette!' from the j ill by proper officere,
placed in a close carriage and driven
hurriedly to a point outside the city
where the party intended boarding the
3 o'clock train for Hopkinsville.
As they have Lot yet arrived in this
city it is presumed that the excitement
has died out and that Hicks was re-
turned to the jail in Henderson.
A Jumping Crank.
A man named James C. Chapman,
says the Owensboro Iliquirer, of Satur-
day, who claims to live near Sturgis,
Union county, Ky., hes created an ex-
citement at Evansville by announcing
positively that on Sunday lie will leap
from the highest span of the Henderson
bridge to the water below. He claims
to have made a similar leap from the
Quincy, Illinois, bridge some years ago
and feels confident that no harni can
result from the feat, if care is taken to
leap straight.
The !tenderloin bridge across the Ohio,
at ies highest span, Is just now about
ninety-tive feet from the water. Chap-
man says that he wears a pair of rubber
leggings, inflated with air, and by this
means lie lessens the force after striking
the water and aide him In quickly com-
ing to the surface again. When asked
what incentive there was for hie per-
forming his perilous feat he. stated that
it wae upon a wager of PO and that he
was backed by a party in Uniontown.
He was a well-dresaed man, about 35
years of age, but has a peculiar pair of
keen black eyes, which move ahout in a
wild manlier while he is talking. He
talked about the affair in a most careless
and indifferent manner and seemed con-
[Meta that re) possible harm could befall
him in its performance.
• - - -----
Henderson News: The Evansville
papers of last Saturday _published the
announcement that James C. Chapman,
of Union county, had made a $50 bet
that he would on Sunday, 15th inet.,
jump from the center span of the Hen-
derson bridge into the river-a distance
of ninety-tive feet. It WAS stated that
Chapman hail heretofore made a sue-
eeesful leap from a bridge at Q ;levy,
ill. The perilous plunge was to come
off at 3 o'clock, and the announcement
had tl.e effect (ito doubt anticipated by
those, who were to reap the profits of
attracting tolite a crowd of sight-seer•,
many coining down from Evatieville.
At the time hitlicated a stout rag man
was plumped from the bridge arid sunk
beneath the water. Many hoaxed ones
strained their eyes in vain to see the
sepeosed human emerge from the
flood. It was a huge "sell," and some
of the gulled ones are as mail as amino), d
hornets.
Omitting Dead.
New Yoe's, April 18.-(Speciale-
Ex-Senator Roscoe Conkling, whose
death was looked for at any moment
since 6 o'clock last night, died at 1:50
this morning, at the Hoffman House
annex.
At the b«iside of the dying Mali were
Mrs. Conkling, Judge Coxe, Dr. A nder-
eon and Mrs. Oakutan. Mr. Conkliug
passed away without moving a Herb.
Ile looked as though peacefully sleep-
leg. To-day Was the ninth day after
the capital operation, and this was look-
ed forward to by the surgeone with
much anxiety. As was expected, it
showed from the begintiiiig a marked
decline. The ex-Senator's vitality was
absolutely worn out with two weeks of
torture, and he succumbed. Ills disco-
lution began at nood, and from that time
he showed few signs of life.. lie seemed
to lie in a deep sleep, and it wns only
by obeervation by pulse beats that the
waning spark of life was known to be
presetit.
funeral services will occur in
Utica in Calvary chapel on Saturday
afternoon, instead of in Mr. Conkling'e
late residence in that city. The pall-
bearers selected are Judge Shipman,
Abram S. Hewitt, S. L. M. Barlow,
Clarence A. Seward, Manton Marble,
Senator John C. Jones, Senator Don
Cameron, Witt. J. Wallace, Walter S.
Church and Isaac II. Bailey. This
morning the body was enibalined by
undertaker Nevine, and placed in a
casket which is a duplicate of that in
which Senator Conkling's brother-les
aw, Governor Horetlo Seymour, Whe
buried.
-
Oo Pleasure Bent.
The following liellea and gentlemen
eft this morning for Hargie' bridge on
• flailing excursion provided with every
thing necessary for a day of pleasure:
Messrs. Gray Lewis, Will Glass, VVill
Cooper, Will Weeks, G. N. Campbell,
Ed Boyd, John Ellis; Mismes Madge
Fairleigh, Fannie Fairleigh, Sallie
Campbell, Frank Campbell, 'Simple
Bat bout, Mary Barboineldary WarNfl_eellids:
Mary Clark, Jennie Mesns, Julia
ble, Emma 1Vheeler, Wiose Wallace.
Death of Peter Baker.
Mr. Peter Baker, highly respected
citizen of this county, died at the reel-
dence of his son, Thoutas Baker, in the
neighborhood of Newatead, •botit
o'clock Wednesday night. Ills burial
took place Thursday at Baker's Gap, his
old home, near Cerulean Springs. lie
was the father of R. A. Baker, who
laWly died in this city.
TOBACCO NOTEel.
'I lie market this week was nut so
strong as the preceding, and very little
tine leaf was stirred. On good end
medium grades, however, the prices
were steady arid firin.
Wheeler, al ille & Co., sold the. week
50 lilt is. as follows:
15111141s. medium to gaol leaf $8 00
to 10 50.
tilide eonittion leat $6 75 to 7 00.15 Mids. hip .1 50 to $6 00. -
Sales by Gant & Gaither Co., 6/1 Mids.
as follows:
22 hints. gime] and flue leaf, $9 (10 to
12 75
14 !little. medium leaf, $7 50 to 9 00.
la blithe commou heal, $6 VO to 7 50.
20 blots. lugs aed trash 43 00 to 7 00.
Hancock, Fraser & igstiele sold this
week 80 Weis. as follows:
50 Mids. medium to good, 40,, 8 60.12 50, 12 00, 12 75. It/ 00, 9 50, 9 60,
s 25, 9 20, 65, 8 70, 9 10, 9 '20, 8 7ii,
• 40, 75, 8 65, s 00, 50, 9 •J5, 84 SO,
S 00, 9 Mk 8 70. 9 25, S SO, 8 50, s 70,
10 00, 9 50, 9 50, 9 50. 9 :10, 9 50, 9 50,
9 50, 9 00, 9 00, 9 00, 9 00, 9 00, 9 00,
8 50, 00, 8 00, 9 00, 9 25, 10 00, 10 00.
14 idnis. coin ttttttt leaf, 6 50 to 8 00
16 laids Jut; arid (note 3 00 to 7 00.
liaribery & Slayer sold this week ls
Idnis. as follows:
iihile. good to title le-if $9 95 to 12 75.
medium leaf $7 e0 to 9 00.
common $6 SO to 7 25.
Luxe $4 20 tu 6 00.
. II. Nelson & Co., sold this week
15 lilitis. as folloWa
10 good to ineditin leaf $7 50 to
10 (.0.
lugs $1 50 to 6 40.
Idle sales which we quote below did
riot rea it us in time for the last weekly
edition Joel were peblielted the '1'ri-
Weekly of Saturday. We reproduce
theiu in this lisaue of the Weekly as
meny of our country (Heeds do not see
the Tri-1Vet•kly edition.
The norket last week Was unusually
strong tc kit a decided upward tendency
on ah grades. The sales were large and
some very fine leaf wait sold.
M. II. Nelson & Co.., sold last week 19
!dela. as follows:
15 iilide,e1.1 leaf, 5 00. 5 7 00, 7 00.
7 00, 7 00. 7 00. 7 00, 7 00, 7 00, 7 00,
7 00, 8 50, 8 50, 9 00.
litute. new lugs, 4 25, 5 95.
2 " " leaf, 25,7 90.
Abernathy & Co., cold lest week Si
Wills. as follows:
5 !dela good leaf, 13 25, 13 00, 10 50,
10 50, U 55.
31 1.11.1s, conimon to medium leaf, 9 23,
9 00. S 65, s 50, 50, n 50, S 0e, S 00,
S 00, 7 95, 7 95, 7 95, 7 50, 7 45, 7 40,
7 30. 7 2a, 7 25, 7 25, 7 JO, 7 10, 7 00,
7 h0, 6 90, 6 80, 6 75, 6 70, 6 70, 6 55,(I 50, 6 50.
Islets goo.1 lure 90, 6 40, 8 35,
6 30, 6 00, 5 70, 5 60, 5 60.
DS blunt. common to medium lugs,5 00, 5 00, 5 00, 5 00, 4 site 4 50, 3 50,
3 50, 3 30, 3 05.
ilanbery al Slayer sold last week 21
blithe tollowe:
5 lilids. lugs, 5 LO, e0, 5 70, 3 50,
6 50
9 hints. medium to low, 7 95, 7 00, 7 50,
7 40, 7 50, 7 45, 7 10, 7 05, St 00.
10 Went, good leaf, S 50, 8 lie 12 25.
S SO, 8 40, S 00, 9 10, 9 OU, 9 00, 8 50.
Good tobaceo will always co nd
good prices.
A planter, writing to the Covington,
Ky , Ct itinionwealth, says that tobacco
(seeds may be tested by throwing a few
in the tire; if they pop, tliey are good.
The Westerit Tobacco Journal, Cln•
cinnati, reports the sale by Messrs. J. P.
Garvey & Sone, through the Morrie
warelionee, privately, of thirty-eine
hogsheads of the De47 peeking at pt ices.
ranging front $24 to $30:
The Louisville Times says editorially :
From the way the new crotp of tobaceo
is raining in on the Louisville niarket, it
may be that old Dodge was not as big a
fool after all as we thought he was.
FIRE AT OW ENSBODO.
About *140,000 Worth pf Property
Destroyed Sunday Night.
At 11 o'clock Sunday niglit an alarm
of fire wae turned that called the fire
department to a small blase In the din-
ing-room of Fisher's restaurant, at Ow-
ensboro, but which afterward proved to
be a very disastrous tire, as it destroyed
one half ot a block in the heart of the
business part of the city. The depart-
meet responded promptly, but could
render no services, as the water works
were not pumping, lieving shut down
some time in the afternoon to do Roue
repairing. A second and third shunt
were then turned in, but by this time
the tire was fast glinting headway, and
had eaten up into Ow sei onel story con-
ountitig the otiloring eetablielonent of
J. F. Meitiken mei the t 91 'e ill the rear
of alehiketi. With lightning rapiiiite
the tire crosose.I the hallway Red wiped
out numeroue offices above the store-
house occupied'hy J . F. Harrison & Co.
as a e011111116.0011 liOUPe. About this
time the engiiie arrived and began
pumping, anti succeeded in throw ing a
stream of water into the dourway ot
Fisher '6 SAInOti. Ties did noe last more
than three ['dilutes, when something
broke and the supply of water was
again 'exhausted. The tire, thus lett to
burn iteelf out, rapidly croseed the
three-toot alley dividing the Rudd bloek
front the rear of the Main-street 11011Seg
of F. 'I'. Gunther, and gutted the half
block extending front Stann stieet to
the house owned by Mr. Charles Werner
and recently oecupled by J. F. Meinkett
& Sone.
This half block, one of the fittest on
Main street, was occupisti by F. T.
Gunther's wholesale groeery, Marks &
Dittein'a retail grocery, Mouarch
Midett, %hole/tale whiskey huitee, Geo.
Boster's esteem end billiard parlor, N.
Smith, produce ttore, ate, Doctors Mc-
Cormick and Drake's and Dr. H. M.
Skinner's (Beet, .1. A. Head's drug
store, arid above thia J. F. Allen's pito-
tegraph gallery and ettlee of Dr. J. K.
Ritter, and the large iiirtilture eetab-
lititiment of Jute Reieliartit. All of the
houses were brick.
The flre burned so fiercely that, for a
while, It Wee thought all the central
portion of the city would be lost. The
water-works were finally gotten in or-
der, and did magnificently, but not mi-
di all hope of saving the buildings hall
been abandoned.
loss cannot be accurately given,
but it is in the neighborhood of $150,000,
with probable itisuranee of about $75,-
000.
Court of Claims.
The court of claims met In the circuit
clerk's office Monday, April 16th, and
continued in open !elision four days,
during e tech time munch important
buitinere W as transacted and the usual
clainis allowed. 'There Was a full at-
tendance during the session. The es-
tablieliment of the work-house was a
wise and judicious step and the people
are grateful.
•
Look Oct for the Cireits.
'I lie advertieing car of Sells 'Bros. big
circus and menagerie, which is billed
here for May 10th, came in yesterday
anti the gentlemanly press egret, Mr.
S. II. learrett, called pit the New Este
at once. hut he was too late for an "ad"
In this paper and reluctantly consented
to wait till next week. So look out for•
the big "ad" about the big show.
- 
--se. • ewe-
Buggies, Surreys and Carts.
Call and examine our stock of Bug-
glee, Surreya and Carts before you
purchase. We are receiving daily new
styles of first class goods II this
and sell at lower prices than ever be-
fore, you cannot fall to be pleased.
Fetuses & Bate
AP.
Wool Growers Attention.
We have an order to buy 75,1100 pounds
of wool and will pay the highest market
price cash for all grades delivered at
Wheeler, Mills & Co'ti. warehouse. We
furnish sacks free, send in and get a
supplt. J. F. Cionnoe ct Co.
THE CONNER( IAL (LI B.
Two Lit els. Meetings and The Foals-
dation 1.aid for Good Work.
'The regtilar noted iif the Commer-
cial Club wes lield at thrir looms iii the
llowe block on almiday Ogle,
fair attendance The as (Teter) reported
that thirty mimes were enrolled as int in-
here, end that 'iie had risested the hall
for a sear, bought all iie •ceputry Ism 1(•,
etc.
The directors reported that 1101 had
purchatied the iievepaary furniture fur
the hall.
The committee en printing made
their reeort and were diecitarged.
A committee oil hunt igret comdit-
ing ot Messrs. Abernatlis , Detreville
and Prime, were nittorlijed
ntrtletioilln to open iip cerreepotidellee
with the proper ptaties.
The secretary was ordered to open up
commune...lion with W. a4. Bronaugh
st Sons., tobacco nialitifacturert, of
Pembroke, with a view to their locat-
ing here, end to see what inducements
would be 'looked. He was also di-
rected to tind out, if possible, from the
secretary of the 0. V. road their inten-
tions in regard to building to this point.
The meeting then adjourned till next
evening atieetlay -; when it Was the in-
teethe' of the club to consider the
Thomas bill, and a resolution to con-
demn the railroad CO1'011116111011.
The meeting on Tuesday eventing wae
a very mithusiestie one and some good
work was done. The resolution to con-
demn the railroad co lesioe was
cal;ed up and discussed at length.
Messrs. Forgy and Prince spoke against
the resolution and Mr. Wilgus in its fa-
vor. Atter all hour's debate, which was
participated in by many of the mem-
bees, the club decided that it would
postpone indeflititely further considera-
tion of the matter.
It was decided by the club Oust they
would call a few speakers trout the
Louisville club to addreet the citizen@
of ilopkinsville on the benefice of a coin-
mereial elub to a city; as to ite manner
of dealing, etc. The direetore were or-
aered to open up correepondence In re-
gard to the neuter.
a he eitib thee atljotirliet1 till ile eext
regular meeting night-the first almelay
in May.
t'brletlau Work.
The Christian contintielty e Ill be
glad to note the very evident mieelonary
opirit which is being evinced by our
clurchee. It is a good
sign. Our Baptist Wendt, as we hear.
took the lead in this important matter.
For some weeks they have been discuss-
ing and considering the feasitelity of
erecting in the northern portion of the
city a gospel tent and conducting a
cguipeign ef gliettel a ork in the barrel!'
of those persons, in that vicinity, who
by reasoi, of their peat dhow ce from
churrhee, rarely atteiel puttee wor-
ship. Their plane have about toired;
and it has been stiggeete.1 thet Rsv. .1.
U. Spurlin, en able preacher of teat
faith, be invite., to eonduct a revival
meeting in the new gospel tent.
And nue: come our Methodist frietils,
tj.itri:rrnineil, like valiant soldiers of the
g6, tO fight their part of the Chrittian
battle, and, in order that there shall
be no conflict with their brethren
of • different achool, have chosen the
western part of our city as their
btatle ground, and that they tnav
have a solid and permanent feotitig
have purchased the btatitittil vacent lot
of M re,. Lieber, on the west side of Jesup
avenue, with 100 feet front and 2Jer feet
deep. Here they will erect a plain
chapel where gospel mission services
will be het.; ft u time to time, and a
Sunday-school and prayer mectitig es-
tablished. Evehtuelly it strong congre-
gation must grow up here, as the city
will inevitably extend rapidly in Olio
direction. We congratulate these two
great cht hes on this great enterprise,
a friendly rivalry as to
churches bly follow their ex-
he most good. Other
ample.
MARKIET REPORTS.
HOPKINeVILLE.
(Corrected tor each leen! by the local dealers.:11•cox.
Hauer-Country
llams-Sugar-eured
Shoul•lers ..
sides
Beret, ell- Pre
Pateet Flour
Ch Fondly
Ptah.
Graham Flour .
a's f lour
1111r6Wheal Flour
lblral, per bush -
Hominy, per eat
tir ts, per gai
L•en
howe Leaf .(Am ce Familv
Peutidea.
Butter.
Butter, Medium..
Cheese
Egg.
esathers. Prime
F. ether*, Low Grades
Ilt•esut as
Tallow
Genseng
kraut, per gal 
Honey
Clean Wool .....
Burry Wool .
tee, Ilitlea . .
Green links
OKI Kb Fault'.
A merit .
Pt...elle*, peeled
eeashee.unpeeled
FIELD Scans.
Sapling Clover ...
Red Clover  
Tim ally . .4
Orehard Grim
Red Top
Blue Grasa .
White ,eed 1/ats.
Merit Seed Oats . .
If Cr esiti eget).
11-an. tier bush. 
Roiled Meat
Timothy- Hay, per hundred .
clover Hey, per litin.lred
'•
Cogs
1 is Ear
Shelled
OAT..
No. Mixed, per ..
White. per bushel
rout-rev.
hirkens, iter tea
Chickens, dressed, per lb
Duets.
tieetie
Turkept
Weimar.
No. 2, Red 75 to
•• •• longberry 73 to ..W heat . toControlling markets lower on grain and pro-
LOUISVILLE.
[Corrected for every Wale cruet the daily pa-pers of the day beftwe.,
PROVINION,.
Baeox--Sitles 
shovelers. .
hit -sides
snoultlerti
si Att •ct- Kee-Haim,
?shoulder. .
Itre•k fast baron
f, e Leaf
Keigis a-itl Buckets
Prime steam
Yhoeit--Chirce petents
Plain patent.
Choiee
Plain fancy
Kxtra
13 to Itc
13 to 144-
it to 14.0
10 toll,'
$ 5 00 to
4 50 to
VU to
Vie
t Ft
44 to 6
to
10 to 34i
• 25 to
lu
tu
30 te
10 to 15c
13 to lee
121
40 to 5ue
15 to Ise
to tic$1 50 per IL
let to
Is 21.I
IOW 13c
to I lc
4 to 5c
7 to &-
IV, 1.01k
7 to tic
5 25 to 5.4
4 60 t
.3 00 to
1 40 to 1 tie
76c
1 00 to 1 15
45 to 50
45 to Sti
tO In
110 to
to
7.. to
et, to
71, to
"Scooped Ca."
For the last two testis% the New ERA
has been "scooped," so to epeak, by our
voracious advertieere, It is bard enough
all along for us te dell estates for all our
111111 when an advertiser Ilke M .
Frankel & eoines along and '•wailits
the earth," we ate -put to it" indeed
to itetelintelate ; felt we generally
manage OP "get 1111.11." till 11111r end WP
ate doles lei, Itiess al the old stend.
Apropos ot 105'er' lee ele tits ; j del glance
at the fourth pig, see • het the
Fran Isele have tio hit) . They haVe got II
mighty bed this time and the big bar-
gains olerred are ealeulated to make
sour month aster anil your isoul yearn.
They are "semi, goods" Keil anything
they thtly theintielees Indy tie re-
does epee with sire's.. .1 litok through
their magnificeet stock will convince
aiiy belly. Go leek !
R. al Laces
and the ti ieet qeality of first-clese %chits.
goods, ribbone, handkerchiefs mill Ito.
leery at priest% which any lady will find
cheap euough, largest anti beet as-
sortments at Latlianed.
The W. T. U. will meet in the Bap-
tise chureli Frilav st 4 p. m.
Sale of Real Estate
—For the Payment of—
CityTaxes!
For the Year 1887.
I will on Monday the 7th day f May Peel, -tween the heti... of 10 o'•-lot•s a m. and 2 o,elftu. et the court housP door ill HopkiusVille,
-mucky. se.I to the togbest heftier. at public
auction, for cash in band. It outeciency of thift•Ilt•wing real eetette eituated in the city of11101.11n.VIlle• Kentiteky, tit ;fay soil mil let, tee
re tutting taxes lot tbe }car las:, and penalty
and coeir as follows;
line lot situated on Weet 7thstreet. bound-
ed on the eolith by west 7 ill street. on the
weet ity the lot "f sailie Wttherr,
..n the east by the hits of )4 M
Handle and Mr. Lula reNeal, on the
nortli by the Z. Idaral tied aasesaedin tbe name t•f It. L. floulware for wife.Taxes. penalty and cool p:7
e lot situate,' on east Tenth street,tioun•lett tiu the twrth by raet Tenth
•treet. tive•t by Coleman street. esod%VA nut street, geees•ell III the name ofhairleo tile" t for el Catlett. Taxes,ponatty and root 23
One lot on w 'at Seventh street, Irtundett
on tee ...nth by weld Seventh street onthe 'teat by an alley, on the east by Elm
oi reel, on the north t•y west tserond
st re. t assetiard in the name of J. F..Jeh-up. Taxes, curt and pena.ty 96 :r.;
19 13
One lot on Fourteenth street, Ion titled onthe north be eurteenth etteet. on the
went h Fattentli street. on the east by
the 14 id Mrs Harriett It ger., on tite
w ot by the Burbridge lot ,ati 1 a twei•eilin the risme of .5. 51 1 anti fur eife.Taxes, root •stl penalty
One lot on Virot 0.11. et. bountled on the
north by Fine street. ants west It) tied -
read street. end amuse. .1 an the name ofJenne' Mont.tinsery. 'leans. cos. andteunity
One l•it tin north Liberty stree t, innited
on the a est it: north I. Iterty sheet. enth • eolith by Fifth ot ert, on thr east Itvthe Peter l'oetell lot : nd aoteriett tu the
o•nue of III A. tem•re for Jame. Motire'iihet •. Taxer, penatty and cos
One let bountiel on the north by east • ev •
enth etreet.on the nest I., the lot of tree.0. Thomp•on. on Ole ellbt by a etteet endli by. the sharp land tool a, eeesed
the name of Mrs. ELeu Taxes.penalty and cost
fin• tot to Jeseisp .lventie, bounded nnthe east by 4e•sup At-retie, north Ity theloten .1 .1. Moore I•Yee, south by
a street and west by an alley and as
tl in the name of J. .1. Mitchell.Taxes, peealty and coot
One lot !sounded on the eret by northMain street, on acute I.y 1 lord street.
n the north by the lots of Dr A. Sear
seat "'I M Mayes, and on ihe rest by
wort 5 Virginia street and woo teed in theBalite of II F. NH1113..116 for wife. Tater.
cost and ltenalty
One lot east Seventh street in trout ofthe hit on wh•ch John !Kell reeieeo.hounded I .n Noah by ea-t Seventh street
on the weet 1,y [helot of tieo.0. Thomp-
son. on the north by east eeontl street.
anti ails ssed in I ite name of M, !tad
ford. Taxes, penalty and cart
One krt acre* east Ninth street from tlie
reeitlence Mrs. (4 A. Chatep.in antiW. 1.. Nuttier and ',melded on ths north
east by cast Meth street and aseeseedin the name of Mrs. E. J. Templet At',heirs. T. xes, 4/48 pa'haity
line la on John Th400140.1 and wife
now reside. bounded Cin the south
neeond street, oa the west he Geo. Wil-liatno, east by Mary Cello, north hr an
allry and anst•sed in time name of JohnTheobald for wife. Taxes, penalty and
coot
41114S lot bounded on the wept by smithMain street, on the south he Thartre nth street on east by south Virgiu
street. on • orth the lot of Mrs. tiuyen
and &sect; ied in the name of Mr*. X.11..t% att. 3 axee, te-t pe ally 22 67
44. W.GRAV ES,
4 'ity Tax catteetoe.
For Rent.
Dwelling house with
4 rooms on the West-
side of Jesup avenue,
with all necessary out-
buildings, lot 80x208.
Building all new. Will
sell at a bargain as the
owner wants to leave
the city.
We will rent or sell a
brick dwelling on Elm
street, large lot
•
35 acres of splendid
farming land just out
of the city for rent.
- " '4- iv" On the Cox's Mill road,
.,„„. near city limits, dwell-
vt: 1;; ing with 7 acres ot land.
lt tO 10
10 1U
04 to el,
(Pi to
•!,e to Pi
I1 1.0
III' IA I 1
710, tI)
i.) I I'
1110
10 to
7le 114
4 7.5 to 5 23
4 75 to 00
4 53 to 4 is
4 25 to
3 50 LOS 75burl* beat 6 23 to 6 51)Corn meal per hundred lbw bolted I 2.5 to
lAtAIN22.11AY.
Welt er-t I arrive ai Inlongberry t47 t.e to
Coes -No. 2 mixed 
 
 654 to
White 344 to
In ear .;.'t LI Mi0•7's- ... 35 to 36
ItYlt-No. 3 70 te .
Il AV—Fancy timothy .. 16 00 to
Choice . 15 00 to15 :o4.1
Low grattes ... 11 OU toI3 50
Straw, i•er miy . 6 00 to
COVNTRY PIO iliCCII.
' Betere-Choice country To to 2:i
Low grades . . . 14 to 17
Dairy 27 to VClient-fancy cream chedder 121,, to 13
Twins . 13 to
Young .‘ omelette 13li to i4Skim cheese • to AKues-per doe 13 to
BE A So-
Northern band viekell - 2 63 to I 76
Ta t.I.43 w- per lb 4 to ..
Haar xx- per 114 ... ... . . . $0 to
telsaastr-Cliotee Meg I 63 to I 80to:wee-per ble . 5 25 tO 3 30
Loose Fiteere-Apples . .. 7 to
Peaches .... I to 8
Melo stip SI lea-Prise Oist is to
Prinie dry tialtee .... V to
Prime green Kellett 6 to
ho. 1 green holes 41. toW001,--Iledi um greaten to XI
l'u I•1 to NO
1.1%.14 STOCK.
;Reported by S Snodgrass a t 0.. Lite stookCommission 51erchauto, !liaison slot k yurda.j
Cattle-Good to extra shipping. 1,400
to 1,10t1 pounds 34 25 to 4 50
Light rhipping, 1,910 to 1,560 .
pounds . 4 00 to 4 25
Gum! to extra mon . 5 SO e• 4 to
Common and rough oXen . I 50 hill uu
Hue., . I 13 to 3 50
1.ight ateekeSa . '. 
 
$ SO toll U0
P retie re .. It lo to 435
Enid hoteliers .... 
. .. 3 73 to 4 25
Medium to good butchers . a 00 to 3 75
I 'Immo° to medium butt-hers 2 Leto 3 2.5
Thin, rough ideers, poor cowl+ and
analawags 1 50 tO 1 2511m/et hoice packinit•nd butchers 5 to to 5 75
2 air to good butrhers ... .. 5 20 to 5 30
Light medium butcher, . . 3 to to 5 25
Shoats, H 50 to I 00
Sheep aud Lamba, lair to good
slopping . 4 60 to 5 00
Common to medium . . 3 50 to 4 25
10 07
 
 15 52
el 37
16 r,
67
tO 96
Children Cry
FOR PITCHER'S
astoria
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world pas ever known.
Ii1111uAlooriliN Coto to SO! ,
Mere Wteter A. Woo Moe ers in use than any other ruske the world,
—ID ..4.7.78 —
They Do Better Work. Are the Lightest Draft. and Last Longer.
We are permanent Agents In Christian county for Walter A. Wood Binders. Reapers.Mower- and Hey Relies, the newt eomplete and highly imprevett line ever lioilt by any roarer\in the world. For ease of management and light draft they beat the worid.
Farmers Call and See Our Samples
now up at the Masen Block We will keep a fell line of Repairs for all Walter A. 11 '0nd ma -chiner previously sold in this county.
We are abio agent. tor Kingsland *Daigle&
Engines,. Thre hers, Corn ,hel ers (with or
It about shuck , eaw Mies anti Mill Supplies.
Please give us a rail before purchasing ant thing
in the also • lice.
Respect fu0-.
W. B. & C. T. MASON:
1...se.soss. Block,
JMITTMDMIRJ!..
Large seo, k :1 .1,- Wurk !-Tieelalty.
57 Franklin Street, Clarksville, Tenn-
ENSBORO JOCKEY Mill
o SUMMER MEETING, 1888---Jalle 13, 14,15, 16.
4 63
Cottage, 3 rooms on
Princeton street, price,
8.50 Der month.
1 Store-room on 9th
street in the Hord
block.
Cottage on South
Campbell st. Price, $15
per month.
For Sale.
1=101E1.4304311-1:t ALYANISALE a
Fl Rh? DAV. WE DINEeDAT, JUME IS.
I. Puree, tlen; 52.5 to second. For 2-Tear tilde. One half mile.
2. Puree, $200; 025 to ereunit. For all nese. Torre quarters of a mile heats. 11 in 3
3. 1 eat terre7 eta kes-lor year olds. SU escb to start of which $10 must accoottp•ny nom-ination. ,Nontinationa to cloee June 1, . $250 witted; of which $50 to second; FM to third.
Filse furlong..
4. Puree, ;too; stsEtolre,efiell00d 0FoActit,11 aTetnet.rininxeomji:;..., July 14.
I. Purse. $200: $25 to aecenti. Ver 3-year olds Three q 'tarter, of a mile.2. Purse $21;0;1•15 per 'nil For au ages. Half mile heats 2 in 3.
se v e3n. States-For all 'Kea SI:teach to start; of welch $10 must IlenOnt nary nomina-
tion. (Nominations to close June 1, hog . 5250 to ee added; or a bed' Me secood ; 52.5 to Laird.
I Purse, Ono: $25 to eecend _511 ages. One sad one-sixteenth mile..
TIHIIRD DAV, FRIDAY.  JUNE 15.
1 Puree. 5500: $25 to second. For all ages. Three-fourths tif a m :2. !eine sets: $23 to seeond. For an ages. Five furlong* heats. 2 In 3.
11 s rehants• !tttakeet-For all ages. $25 to statt; of which $10 mus4 •reonspany nomination
NOM I tint um, un June 1, nes). 1250 added: ttf Inch $5.0 serond; $73 to third, 4 toe Mat .4 rur.e.5-200: $2.s in arieon.1 . All acts. Oae •nti one-eighth miles.
FOURTH DAV, SATO MOAT, JUNE 16.
Mara programme to be announced later:.
No forfeit order system. Winners peel in full. Street cars direct to the
grountle. admittea free. Eetry Weeks anti programmes furnished on
Replication to the itecretery, Rt tiweneborti, Ky.
F. W. CLARKE. Sec'y CEO. V. tRIPLETT.
President.Owensboro, Ky.
The Rockport. Indiana, JOCKEY CLUB will Hold its Summer
Meeting 1888,,on June 21 22 and 2:;.
TOBIN ;4 CO.,
Merchant Tailors.
Opera Building, No. 108.
A large and elegant line of tine
SPRINC SUITINCS
are now in stock Call early and see the new
styles.
A frame cottage on WHEELER W II. FAXON. Book-keeper tHS • MILLSElm St., with 4 rooms.
Large lot. Rented for
this year at $10 per NMI) iihrchollsEmon, Conithislion Merchants and Grain Balers,
month. SEVENTH AND R. R. s'rs., HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
At A Bargain ! Li bera AtIvane eon Coneignm?nts.
We are mutherized to sell the dwelling
with store room attached, eituated on
Ninth street, emir the depot, itie! the
dwelling on the lot adjoining. We a ill
sell at a bargee!. The purchaser to re-
move both buildings at once.
Fire and Tornado Insurance written In
arid-class Compaidere and prompt at-
tention in case of loss.
Negotiatilig Loans a specialty with
us.
We rent houses anti collect rents, and
pay taxes for non-residente. Come to
see us if you want anything In our line.
Cats & Co.
Main street. Post-ofiloe
WHEELER, MILLS & CO..
All Toliseco mint us Covered by Insurance
Commissioner's Sale.
Christian Circuit Court, liy.
. Equity.
Ann R.aflasilit;;ht ter, Av.,
D11-,%• v iritrei"tp•atudi'alt; Met tit and order of sale of
the I hristian 4 freed (part. recilerist at the
september term thereof, He% in tee alsrte
rause, I blot II prts•eed to offer for sale at the
home house, doer, In Hopionstille, to the high-
est bidder, et !midi, *notion. On
Monday, the 7tit day of May, I eeS,
al II p'elock. a. m , or therealeod. tieing, only flonrt day', Upon a cieetii of in el.
the renowing propert v. 11 wit: tbrick hhuse and lot known as Ilie ...laughterplice.•illta led We.d el do f.f south Main
Street. in IlluitV1111•1111e, eye and •••y•toline thelot of F.. SI Henderson staid propertt being
on. a the est lecated stud uro•t desirable rest-
dej1.17.-rei tilutelii"tuPrekilhia%"•I letrice the pureliaaer ta it h
approted sturett or slart•ttes. must rats.itte bond
bearing legal interest teen, the day of •Ii• until
ill el 1 f'1.4rre et:‘ruilo: riTe7
proinIal) %eh Irene lerins.
1 It( • de ETT, rt•ter I
NOTICE.
J. D. ClardY, ac. CA L T HOUSE
Commissioner's Sale.
(liristian Circuit Court, Ky.
.1. 0. 4 'tartly. Ac.1
unmet Equity.
I C. D Mell, Ate
1ty virtue of a ,iudgmeet and order of sale of
; the 4'111'1,414n t irruit Court. rendered at theJanuart term thereef, Doge lu the above cause,
;I shall proceed to oger f r sale at the court
I house door. in Hopktasville. Ky , to the highest!Odder, ill viiblie auction. on
Monday, the 7th day of May, 1Sttl},
at II o•eltwt. a. or therunbout. :being oottn.tv ,Lourt day upon a credit tif Rime months, tee
oit,•isit 11.0,c rt i•e001 proirer. V to on: The
110001 611014 n no the fair greupds, in llopltins-
vt, .. containing esillt or acres %aid
m find be offered for sale In lots eauthen as a a hole. All peratuis tieutiring cheapliono e 1401,e ala opportunity to buy deslra-Ch. Otis at loa ',neve
Ftir the purchase price the pueeiseer. with110.1.15.1ett ruruty or sureties, must t xecutobend. t carom legal interest from the day of
este el i d paid. mod having I be force and effect
of a jti lam •tit Robb! • w prepareo
romply promptly * sib these remits
I. BURNETT. Master Cotter.
ve
nor, a
All persoue hating drel In the liri.tian
C mnty .1sriculliiral and Merbanwia 5•••••• 1,00
lion, 011" haying elaini• -gain-11 ...toe, are beret.,
a anted t I e ye.' Ovate. of sl. I k sod
t heir clatfila, properly verified. a ith me at Ili)
°Mee in llopkineville. Ey , on or l•fore Ove 1st 'day of May, 118S. 1. k N ETT,
Master lona r.
LOUISVILLE. KY.
 •
The F:neat •rol Largest Hotel Ea the City.
Rates 112.b0 t• 1 1.00 Per Day.
• coording to ROOMS
Turkish and Russian Baths in Hotel.
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WEAK NERVES
r•PflrileiLlear 00111TOV ND to a 5;,-rt-n Toole
whack never tails. Containing (Mary maill
(looklhoes woodevful nerve stimulants. It
II oprM 
•, 
y Mire* all nerose theerders
1 1 Pistee's iCrx r eildattletivent minfi:ta hthit:c.w.o. Rheumatism. and restores the hlood-
uiakans orioles to., healthy condition it.
the true remedy for Elieumaussu_
KIDNEY COMPLAINTS
Palsies (-smear Coneorsn q auckly restore.
the liver and kidneys to pertect histitta. Thu.
curative power, .inibined with at. nerve
tomes, makes it the best renesly for all
kidney complaints_
DYSPEPSIA
Panel. .11 etLille COIIPOCWD strenorthens the
d stomach, and 
quiets the serves al the item.
ti.. omens. Thi• Is why at cures even the
worse cuss of Drspepaia
CONSTIPATION
Panties Curer Onettsforwto Li not a cathar-
tic. It ass latat.ve. ravine easy mid maul*
setkni to the no, is Is ru lam, surely fol-
lows its use
tnta Nervous Prostration, Nervous Headache, Recominendssi by professiozol and bus: nem
--- 
Neuralgia, Nervous Wealiness, Stomach 
men Bend for hook.
and Liver Diseases. Rheumatism, Dy•- :.rice 
01.00. Sold by Druggists
papma, aml all arTectIons of the Kidneys. WELLS, RICHARDSON &CO. Prop's
BURLINGTON. VT.
meltis+Rist14+441, 4414.4.+Sie has tom•sies1 roiii three
to *vs &Wars an • Rublwr •al. sod
al lib Ant balf hour s experience an
a stone ands to Ins sorrow that it la
badly a beta: protection than a mos-
QOM usellang, sot only feels chagrtned
at esiag so badly taken is, hut luso
/mils HU lies not mot esscily lake
Ash kw shs• rem BRAND ^ Suture
awe wit sew nu CUM Basso. mend for doseriptive mutate,.
'i`14÷4'•:•44+++"1"f"i'mt
• oiler he man who went. service
(not sty!,) a garment that will keep
Sty ea the hardest storm. It is
called TOWER'S FISH BRAND
" SLICKER, ' a a.sm• familiar to every
f'ow Tao)o.lI met liar lasd. With them
etc •i -1 ii W,nd and Waterproof
Coat I." Pasta Brand SI er.-
and : -.• r. Hymn stneek•aper
rumori• St., Boston.
Garner's:- City:--:Pharmacy,
No.7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
-One of the largest and meet elegant edifice* in the city,-
New and Complete In All Its Departments
H. B (lamer, of me old firm of Gish & Garner, who for many years id the leading drug trade Is
Western Kentucky, haying purchased Dr. Gish's interest, Is now sole proprietor of the new 
house. He
win use all his experience and ability to iDeresita0, at possible, the high reputation of the old firm for 
fali
dealing, competed:S. and rellsbnity. by keeping
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
And mock of the nest quality in all departments of the trade, at the lowest prices. Drugs. 
Paints anc
Das °revery tied, Including SHERWIN& WILLIAMS' CELEBRATED PAINTS. Patent Medicines
the best and moat popular In stock.
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
Manufactured to order In any quantity. A sure and safe remedy. Bric-a-Brac. Novelties and Holidal
deeds • Opaetalty.
Proscriptions Carefully Compouded
At any hour of the Day or Night by-
21.&r. C. IC. W-7-I.6-2". littlfite Pli1ile3E4
H. B. GARNER,
Sueeessolts1 Gish&Garner
NAT GAITHER, Manager J. K. GANT, Salesman.
CANT & GAITHER COMPANY,
-PROPRIETORS-
1E201454,113.t112,3r ' WIT ELI' 43 co we; 42).
Tobacco and Wheat Commission Nerrhassts„ Hopkin•ville, K.
J W McGaughey, Preendent. Dir (*tors: 11. B Nance, M U it ales. E a. sebree, T
Games, M. Laminae, A . G Boales.
T. H. HANCOCK. R. E. COOPER W. I. ER %SER. W. E. RAGSDALE,
Hancock, Fraser & Ragsdale,
MAIN ST. TOBACCO WAREHOUSE,
CLARKkVILLE. TENN ,
1 
HOPRINSVILLE, KY.,
F. siotiog Exchange. 10 k II Main Street.
,
r. R. HANcut.K, Salesman W. E. RAGSDALE, ss'esaiisn.
W. J. ELY, . - Book -t eeper 7'. B. EAHILKIGH, Book -keeper.
Special Atternte n to Sampling and Selling Tobacco. Libera Advances
' **de on Consignments
All tobacco ini ured Itilleso we hare written instructions to the contrary.
11=-ASOINT ec CC,
TOBACCO AND GRAIN COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
Hopkinsville Warehouse, 11th and:R. R. tits.
Ilitspkin••111e, Ky. Itoomajind Stables for Drivessand Tea
T. C. HASHER? H. 
NIEStick1134eir ii I1 ES ck. 37 r,
 PROPRIETOR 4eS- 
F. SHRYER
15=01=a-.=S 7.7.7"..A.R=1-107.73=
Pernseri• of Stripkianiville Warehouse. Rade ail street. between 10th and 11th. Hopkinsralle. Ky.
Careful attention given to sampling anal selling ell Tobacci consigned to us. Liberal ad-
vasees on Tobacco in More, Dorsi quar.era for teams and teamsters.
T. 11CRNDON. I, R II IAA Ms J T. EDWARD•4. Loft P. MAJOR.
Herndon, Hallums & Co.,
Ticoll3ei,cscs EisEalisiztx4313.•
ROBT. B. WITHERS, Cen'l Agent.
GRANGE WAREHOUSE
CLARKSVILLE, TENN.
Cash ad•snces on Tobacco an store, or in the hands of responsilde farmers anal dealers. All
Tobacco insured while in store at the expense of owner, except where there is no advance, and
Uses withotn written orders sot to insure.
• ILM.e>ct•se•iNirdemEs Mei COI' 91Clcskolaic,c
Than any house in the Western Country.
a
OWENSBORO HEM CUB
SUMMER MEETING, 1888----June 13, 141 15, 16.
1=0MILCI.C31-7Et AL.311,E1WM
FIRST DAY, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 13.
I. Purr, IVO; $26 to second. For 2-year olds. One half male.
I. Parse. Um; 5111 to second. For all are. Tritest quarters of a mile heats, 2 in 3
S. Itumners• Stakee-Yor 3-year olds. $25 eat h to start; of which 310 must accompany nom-
ination. Nominations to close auue I, MSS'. 11220 added; of which $S0 to second; 1125 to third.
riretarlonan.
$. Purse, 1:00; $28 to second /or all ages. one mile.
alteasille DA), THUsapalr, JUNE 14.
I. Puree. $W; ;21 to aecond. For 3-year olds Three quarters of a mile.
1. Parise lin0 In to see nd For all ages. Half mile heats 2 in 3.
4. Stakes-For all ogee $26 each to start; of which $10 must acrompanv Doming •
Ii. (Nominations to clove Jens I, 11140,. Ws to he added; or which ISO to 'woad; In to third.
Wean furlongs.
0 Purse, FRP: III 1•42 socon(1 All ages. One anal one•statrentb miles
TI11110 DA, /MIDAS", JINN 16.
I Purse. HOC 414 to woad. Fur all $aw. Three•fourths of a mile;
S. Purse. floe: $1S to seemed. For all ages. Fos furlongs beats, I in li.
11 Merchants' atalter-Vor all ea. to 515.1; of which $10 must Ovii,.1111attly DOT InatIon
tit teeinations toeless June sae added; of which $60 to second; Ist tion ml. tine ile.
r Purse. $100; 1111 to second. Allages. One and one-siglith miles.
FOEHTH DAY, SATURDAY, JUNE IR.
axtra programme to be announced later:.
No forfeit order system. WInner4 peel in full. Street cars direct to the
grounds. Ladles admitted free. Entry blanks and programmes furnished on
application to the secretary, at Oweneboro, Ky.
F. W. CLARKE. Ilec'y CEO. V. TRIPLETT,
Owensboro, Ky. President.
The Rockport, Indiana, JOCKEY CLUB will Hold its Summer
Meeting 1. on June 21, 22 and 23.
Wendt gortwinge.
Diaz, it Cuban miseionary, preached
at the Baptist church Friday night.
The risvenabore amateur opera com-
pany has tiecidett not to come to Hop-
kineville.
There is some talk among the young
p. ople of ergeeiziee a fishing party for
next Pride).
Mr. R. W. Henry mei S. Walton For-
gy have Comte(' a partnership and the
et s le of the den is itow Henry it Forgy.
Toriau was II lel te.00 an I
coats before Judge Winfree Wedneetlay
for assaulting hla brother Jack Turian.
Mr. C. P. Nolen has begun the foun-
dation for the erection oh a fine two sto-
ry brick business house on the ate of
his old stand.
A Henderson paper states that ar-
rangements have been conatinunated for
the extension of the Ohio Valley on to
the extreme south.
'elle foundation of the brick store house
to be erected ty Henry Drexel on Sixth
street is being laid sett the work will be
pushed to rapid cempletion.
The Tobacco-Leaf says Henry Bry-
ant, of Gracey, who was seriously Ill
front ery eipelaa t.iiiised from a wound
made by a lick on the head w Ithi a banjo,
is 'repro% hig.
The Kentucky Chautauqua Areetnbly
will meet at Lexington, Ky., June 26
to July 6, lees. Rev. T. DeWitt Tal-
mage and many others of note will ad-
dreas the assemblage at different times.
The recent rains and sunny weather
have very materially changed for the
better the prospects of the wheat crop.
Title Is the principal product of Chris-
tian county awl a deficiency would
certainly be felt by our farmers.
The master commissioner warns those
having dahlia against the Christian
County Agricultural lied Mechanical
Association or owning stock in same to
tile their claims and certificates of stock
at his offise on or before May 1st.
E. C. Snodgrass was brought before
the county judge Saturday and ad-
judged a lunatic. He was carried to the
Hopkinsville asylum by the sheriff. He
had been before the court once previous-
ly, but was discharged.-Muhlenberg
Echo.
The county attorney had warren ts
Issued for Jno. Goodrich and Ed Brad-
ahaw, the hesoeti of the mule tail duel
Both parties, however, were confined
to bed from injuries received in the af-
fair of "hone'!' and the officer did not
bring them in.
Attention it directed to the cotnission-
er'a salts in this issue. The property
to be sold Is valuable and it will be well
for those wielting to purchase to look
into the matter. The old fair ground
property and what is known as the
Slaughter place are both offered.
W. R. Armstrong will finish his hand-
some livery stable at the corner of Elea
said Seventh streets in • few days. This
is one of the most desirable locations in
the city tor a business house of this
kind and Mr. Armstrong will doubtless
receive a liberal share of the public's
patronage.
Mr. W. D. Elliott, of Lafayette, and
Miss Carrie Jones, of Oak Grove, were
uneted in marriage at the residence of
the bride's fattier, Thursday. Mr. Elliott
is a prosperous and popular young farm-
er. Miss Carrie was one of the most
charming young ladies In south Chris-
tian, and was uraversilly popular in
social circles.
William K. Vanderbilt speaks of his
new cook as a maitre de cuisine. Out
here in Hopkinsville the same kind of a
person IS called a obeli% Maitre de
cuisine must be Latin. Sheff is French
and comes from the old Norman root (to
be found in all Percheron stud books)
eheff doover. Thia word was introluced
into Hopkinsville when Mete Rhea first
visited us.
Roht. Anglin was arrested Thursday
evening by Officer Felix Biggerstaff for
disorderly conduct on the street. lie
was placed in the calaboose and his trial
set for Friday evening at 2 o'clock, be-
ing sick at that hour the trial was post-
poned until Saturday morning at 9
o'clock, at which time lie was fined $65
and given ten days in jaie•Fifty dollars
of the fine was for carrying concealed
weapoese
ClarkevIlle wants the train on the
Elkton and Guthrie division to continue
from Guthrie to that city. The Demo-
crat speaking of the proposed change
says: The project to run the Elkton
trait to this city is alerting with con-
siderable opposition from the Elkton
people, who are fearful that Inch a
course would prove very the:paging to
their interests. There is no question
that Clarksville would be greatly bene-
fitted by it. To some branches of trade,
however, It would not be favorable, and
those who would be the sufferers are
making a vigorous opposition. It will
be decided by the tifteenth of the month
if we will have the train or not.
To those seekleg homes in the west,
respectful attention Is asked to Olt from
the Owensboro Inquirer which will
apply to many localities as well as to
the one referred to: "Receutly Mr. J.
C. Rudd, Jr., contemplated going to
California, and wrote to Mr. James A.
formerly of Louisville, but now
a member of one of the most prominent
Insurance agencies of San Diego, In.
qulring about the outlook In that city.
Mr. Miller and Horace Greeley differ
very much in their advice. The for-
mer wrote Mr. Rudd that if he could
manage to get a little to eat in Ken-
tucky not to come to California, as there
were thousands of young men out there
unable to get employment."
A disconsolate widower wrote to the
Louisville Post from Pembroke, Ky.,
as follows: "Mr. Editor, please pub-
lish the following In the Portland please
4erp it in the paper for severe' clays.
Here tomes Isle auvertisement : 'Wid-
ower of forty years, with one child 2'13
years old, desires correspondence with
a widow or maiden lady with means.' "
Then as If fearing that maybe this "ad"
was not a xpileit enough, he said I "1
will write It again. Here it Is: 'Wid-
ower of forty, with child 21ei years old,
desires correspondence with a widow or
maiden of forty or under, who has $3,-
000 in property or money.' " The
widower meant business, and sent his
address, which the Post will be glad to
furnish any old maid or widow desiring
to apply.
I- Evevything Is In readiness to com-mence bot hag for gas. The machine-ry is on the ground and erected ready
to siek the wells. A 'scaffold sixty fous
feet high is surmounted by a huge
pulley trout te heel bangs the imtnense
drill, weighing fifteen hundred pounds
and eapable of sinking a well of eight
Indus. The etroke et this huge rod of
iron may tw regulated from one to titres
feet as the occasion may require. 'law
work is tinder the management of Mr.
Wilhelm, who is RH expert at the Mini
nest', linelitg had much experienee in
Pentetylvenia. A NICW ERA reporter
asked Mr. Wilhelm what he thought of
the prospects, lie replied that he
thought 1rous the surface noileatione
that the prospects were exeetelingls
fluttering, lie had frequently bored
successfully where tile indications were
apparently not so favorable. Petroleum
in a crude form may be seen oteing
from the rocks around the machine.
There's no dettylog that Hopkinsville
has the greatest town clock in existence.
Not only does it reenetintep tell the time
of day but on the slightest provocation
it will toll AP if for a funeral. The fact
that there its no funeral on niskea not
the alighteet difference, it will toll all
the same, just to remelt' its that there
ought to be. Then for fear some one
has (Rigged count, when it strikes the
hour, it will repeat some ten or a doZen
times. It has Rettistinies been known to
be exactly correct, too, as to the hour,
and w lien it is gleefully announces It
by frequent and repeated arsertioqa of
the fact. I will also ring a fire alarm;
if there doesn't happen to be a fire, why
it eoneoles itself with the knowledge
that the boys needed a little exercise
anyway. Sometimes it gets milky and
refuses to strike at all; then we know
at once somebody has had the impu-
dence to assert within its hearing that
it wasn't half as good as his Waterbury.
0 'Lit a great clock, we have!
A Correction.
Editor New Kra:
An article appeared in the Cadiz Tele
phone of April 5te that contains s num-
of erroneous statements, made without
doubt unintentional lyeliat are calculated
to do thia city great lejustice. 'the ar-
ticle in question makes the statement
that Hopkinavele has lose much of her
tobacco trade, which lima gone to Clarks-
ville, and that the principal reason for
Oda la that the Clarksville batikera favor
their patrons by lending ['retry at only
el per cent. Interest, notes due one day
after date, while Hopkinsville banks
charge 10 per cent. Interest, and require
three month's of it in advance.
These attempt :its are erroneous, anti
calculated to mislead farmtes especially
It is but due Hopkinsville to say the has
held her ()en as • tobacco rcarket, and
favors her II tends sewed to no other
city. The Clsrksville batik. thrirge 10
per cent interest, on money lent, three
months in advance, just the same as
Hopkineville does, and there are ex-
ceptions. The banks of this city favor
their patrons as much as any bank in
this or other states, and this Is& fact that
v.III stand all test*.
This article IS written by one who has
no interest whktever in the banks of thls
city. Nor la he directly or indirectly
connected with any (Athena. He simply
detritee to see justice done the city of his
residence. TRUTH.
Croft's items.
Special Correspondence.
('eorros, KY., April 12.-Even as
Welter. Bowls Isles himself around and
brews the fragrant catnip, to tooth the
late arrival, he is proud of his daughter.
Cholera is ragitig among the hogs of
several farmers in Ode vicinity.
Mrs. Annie Jameson of Slaughters-
elite, is visiting the family oh C. U.
Day.
James M. Kiettler has moved his saw
mill to George Lacy's timber.
Rev. '1'. L. Crandell, of the Dixon cir-
cuit, will preach here Monday n•gitt,
30th inst. Ile was formerly pester of
the church here, and being very popu-
lar with all denominations will have a
good house.
Rev. D. H. Cotton, of Siesektone llo7,
arrjved here yesterday to visit his re)a-
lives In this section.
Wroth Etheridge and Levi Burk
went to E Igttleld and Neaten
der
visit-
ing, yesterday. Charley Etheridge has
temporary charge of the night t ffice
here during the abeence of the former.
Rev. Mr. Cole Is conducting a revival
at Atkineon's 'school li011ee this week.
Spirited contests for the championship
of the game of checkers have been in
progress here for eigist months with no
very satisfactory &ogress as V) II final
Cresult. . A. B.
Citorroe, Kr./April 15 -Strike Jno.
8 Long, of Petersburg, has been con-
fined to hie bed for several Jay s with
a complication of cold and rheumatism.
Rev. le U. Cotton, of Stoekton, Mo ,
preached here tide °venlig to a large
audience.
Smith Dulin, of Mortotee Gap, has
been /pending several day s Vikli his fa-
ther, uncle Rice Dulin, who, we are
glad to know, is improving.
Frank Datighterty, of Chattanooga, is
spending a few day it with his relative,
near here.
Fereando Bowles leaves this evening
to be absent sometime at Hot Springs.
One hundred end forty pupils have
been enrolled in this public school (Ile
trict between the ages of six amid twenty
this year.
Rev. Mr. Gant, of Cie retreats,'
church, passed here yesterday en route
to Macedonia church, near Squire Ful-
ler's, to hold a protracted meeting.
Slitilre Dock Collins, of the Scate's
Mill precinct, has been receiving nia-
terial here this week preparatory to the
erection of some flue dwelling houses.
Toni Long says that from present ob-
servations lie is lead to believe that the
past season was eminently favorable for
the propagation of lissarde arid that not
owl lies died the past whiter, he is
sure.
Goree F. Myers says he don't know
certainly what he will call Iiiin yet.
There are two will geese on the farm
of Mr. 11. L. Barnes that 'pave
been there for over twenty years.
They are both supposed to be ganders,
and the domestic geese, hogs, and even
the horses and cows, are driven from
their feed by them. C. A. B.
_ 
Recent disclosures at Washington lead
to the belief that the lard business of this
country is suffering from fatty degener-
tion.
"Uncle Kit" Banks (Colored).
Here is it simple tribute to one of the
[sett men that ever livid anti died in this
vicinity, by one who loved him living,
and revers him dead.
"Uncle Kit," as we all called him,
was a gentleman of the truest type. Ilia
politeness anti artlessness were truly
grerefue He was always well timed in
hit (11A1111er, never overdoing the mat-
ter. He taltilbill•Ni Its Wally virtues
with SS few faults as any Mall I have
ever known. Indeed If I were asked
to mention hin faults I should be at
great loss to note even one. This may
appear extravagatit lapwings, and yet It
Is pure truth.
He was up to the mark lit his Chris-
tian character. in an intimate ate
quaintance and association with him,
this writer never saw Iran wanting in a
strong faith in God and the joy of Ret-
ention. He was humble without ob-
sequiousness; grave without sternness;
cheerful without frivolity; and his re-
liglotto experience was positive and inn-
pree.rtive without being pretentious.
Flierefore rounding hitn up, we may
say; -He was a good man and full of
the Holy (Shoot," not giving oftense in
anything.
lie wits a laborious man. Full of en-
ergy, he could not sit down and be idle.
His habits; of work were so thoroughly
settled that his constant labor was rath-
er eatural than the result of a persist-
ently exercised will-force. Whoever
saw "Uncle Kit" unemployed, or tri-
flingly- employed when it would have
been a virtue to have been at work ?
reed did not make him to be a fixed
star in the firmanent of his kingdom.
Motion was a law of his being and he
ever moved to the glory of his Redeem-
er I have seen him out and at work
when lie was an object of sympathy, on
account rates feeblentsa and infirmities.
And this not once but often.
He had ir. him a set of working prin-
ciples and lie worked by them, just as
the artisan does by the laws of mechan-
ics. These principles were not to be
taken on and laid off at the caprice of
circumstances; but they were part oh
the man himself, in truth, woven in the
wot f of his make-up. lie was, there-
fore, sterling coin current everywhere
in th 3 community. I would have
trusted his word and trusted him to arty
extent he livered. He was just the
kind of malt to repose confidence in to
the tatzioat-genuine, without any show
of t4 plausible in affection. Ile neve•
promised that be aid not perform. Ile
never betrayed a trust. If any man
will say lie did, let hint rise and speak
The idea of a scandal obscuring, in
the least, the life of "Uncle Kit" Banks
is ridiculous. As well talk of the
smoke from an explosion in a rock
quarry blotting the broad disc of the sun.
lie was one of the salt of the earth.
And one oh the largest luume of gracious
malt that Hopkinsville ever had haa
melted from our eight, but the Saviour
lingers among tie paid will abide, "Ile
being dead yet apeaketh."
The writer of these lines begs to say
that he was an humble, sincere, tisep
mourner at that funeral on Tharadey
ettertioon but the gloom of funeral trap-
pings ems shot with beams of ftelestial
light. We all loved "Uncle Kit" ten-
derly and truly and we mourn hint sad-
ly, still rejoicing that the long life oh
ninety years is merged info eternal life.
Our of the happieat anticipations 1
have now 18 that of one day grasping
the pld trustee hand In our Father's
botew. Blessed oler emus! Farewell:
we shall see thee again where there are
no lintitatione pity upon our tellowship.
where the dimmers of age and the cloud,
of farrow :levet; come. For the glean.
of ettenityes gun. .1. W. Lewes.
April 5th, 1t4S3.
/ FubhIeati.us.
The cfreientipolitan is improvirg with
each biota'. Its Illustrations are always
excellent and ita reading matter of the
beet quality. It is not loaded with pon-
derous essays but is bright, Dewey and
artistic. It is the sort of periodical the
public likes and it is interesting. The
illustrations in the March number are
of a high standard. Cosmopolitan Mag-
azine Company, New York.
Veinal)" is a nuagizine of much
merit. It is rt tined, intellectual and
thoroughly practical. The contribu-
tions are bright and written by the
most popular writers of tee day. A
valuable series of papers will soon ap
pear, entitled "Prisoners of Poverty
Abetted," by Helen Campbell, who is
now in Europe investigating the sub
ject. Woman Publishing Company,
New York.
Judge George C. Berrett, of the su-
preme court, New York, before whom
the "boodle" al lertnen and Jacob Sharp
were tried, has written an article on
"Miscarriages of Justice," w hich will
appear in the Forum for May. 'lime
same number will eontain "Obstacles to
Good City Government," by ex-Mayor
Seth Low, of Brooklyn; "Appropria-
tions for Public Works" by Senator S.
ell..C•ullont; and a strong article by
Michael Daviteon "Irish Latellerdiene"
Literature, an illustrated wtekly mag-
zine ($1 00 a year), has certainly sue-
eeasiully taken the field as the popular
literary journal of America. Its great
variety of contents, handy form, and
choice ilitiatrationa, make it r xceedingly
attractive. Foremost American au-
thors are among its eontributera. Mrs.
Stem!, E. Wallace, wife of the author of
"Ben Hue" anti quite as charwieg a
writer as her husband, kin papers in
two current issues on "The Poetry arid
Music of the Arabs." For a specimen
copy (free), address John B. Alden, 393
Pearl street, New York; P.O. box 1227.
The Hon. Stephen W. Dorsey, who is
known thoroughout the territory ot New
Mexico as the sage of Billybydant, has
delivered hinirelf of ci•rtain oracular ut-
terances touching the complications in
the Republican party, and hart retired to
his sheep ranch with • farewell obaerva-
don to the effect that lie has become sick
and tired of reptibileati
Tills is somewhat unkind. It was carry-
ing the load of such men as Dorsey that
broke the back of the Republican party,
and until the party is purged of the
Dorsey element it cannot hope to enjoy
that confidence W111(111 it must have be-
fore it oan recover power.
Little Mathew Arnold now refers to
this country as "the dark continent."
We fancy tlest Matthew must have been
pretty hard upon he'd not have Invented
this flimsy excuse for making light of na.
.S.L.
CAPITAL PRIZE, $150,000.
We do hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the Monthly and guar-
terlyls Drawings of the Louisiana State Lot•
tery i'oinpaur, anal in person manage anal con-
trol the Draw nits theme.' v es, anal that the same
are conducted with honesty, fairness, and in
good faith toward all parties, and we authorise
the Company to use this certificate, with fan-
similes of our signature,' attached, in its adver-
tisements."
e•tramatissirosern.
We the undersigned Ranks and Bankers will
pay all Primes drawn in the Louisiana State
Lotteries which may be presented at our coun-
ters
R. WALMSLEI.
Pres, Louisiana Nati•nal Bank;
P. LANAUX,
Pres. State National Hank.
A. VIALDD IN,
Pres. New Orlean• National Hank.
CARL KOHN,
Prw. Union NaSional Hank.
IINPRECF.DIFENTED ATTRACTIONjU over half a Million Distributed!
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP?
Incorporated re DAS for 25 rears tiv the Legie-
lature for Educational anal Charitable purposes
with &capital of 111,000,000-to which a reserve
fund of over $5150,000 ties since been added.
By an overwhelming popular vote its fran-
chise was wade a part of the present State Con-
stitution adopted December Id, A D.1579.
The only Lottery ever toted oh and endorsed
by the people of may State.
/t never scales or postpones.
Its Grand Single Number Draw.
ing• take place monthly, and the grand Quar-
terly Drawings regularly every three months
(Mandl, June Scptemlier and December)
A Splendid opportunity to wia
fertusse. Fifth i.ranil Drawing. class g
an the Academy of Music. New Orleans, 1 tugs-
day May II, 181513-210th Monthly Drawing
CAPITAL PRIZE $150.
gar•Notire-lickets are Ten Dii:fra fnly.
Halter $5 Fifths, 41. Tenth 111.
LIST OF FKIZ/S. '
I Capital Prize of $150,000 i 21'0,000
1 Grand " of 50,000 ! . 50.000
1 " " of 20,0001 .. 26.000
1 Large Prizes of 10, -,.... 20.000
4 .. of 10,000
20 Prizes of I 20,000
50 " WS  23,000
110 . of S0,000
200 " . 200  40,000
500 " ioo  50.0110
100 A pprJximation Prizes of $810  $50000
130 do do 105 20.000
100 In .. do 100 10,000
1000 Terminal ' do 50 50,000
1,179 Prizes, amouiling to ... 8533,000
Application for rates to clubs should be made
only to the otlice of the Company in New Or-
leans.
For frrther/Information write clearly giving
full address. Postal Notes, Express Money Or-
ders, or New,York Exchange in ordinary letter.
Currency by Express at our expense, ad-
dresseal
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
or MA. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D. C
Address Registered Letters to
NEW ORLEANS :NATIONAL BANK,
New Orleans, La.
REMEMBk.,11 '4=2: guseuserreartofi
and Early, who are in charge of the drawrogs,
as a guarantee of abeolute fairness, and integrity.
that the chances are all equal. and that no one
possibly divine w hat numbers will draw a
Prize.
REMEMBER that the payment of Prizes
as GUARANTEED RV FOUR NA-
TIONAL RANKS of New Orleans, and the
Tickets are signed by the President of an in-
stitution, whose chartere•I rights are recogniz-
ed in the highest Courts; therefore, beware of
any imitations or anonymous schemes.
KrEbs.
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GuKRoor
INIMENT
CURES SPRAINS,BRUISES.ReEumATISte
SaREestROAT SPAY 04 SPLINT, RieGBONe
EriZoo'r IC. Tic. 50cENTS rye BOTTLE
WIDGE5
sARsi1/4 004
CURES Mae eTleteSC /SONIA x At L13411%51.3
4 oF THE BLOOD.
SIPut BOTTLE • 6 roe •SD •
Me4te
•Nkiw\Nk4k1 Nt• cl‘k
CURL het 1:4M5 of illef(A161AleVelisee
50crs Ste Ese•
SOLO EVERYWHERE.
IV* 13itri Oi @
RktO
VOR SAI.E BY AI.I, DitCliaGISTs.
ITA-CU-PI-AGehl testi, of coma-aria,
instituted twilit een La-etopl-
and other blood refiledleti
prove conclusively that it
s. stands 'a Ittusttt. a peer. W
chitin for Lis-cn-pit-a *buil Lite
tufallib.ite ft.? slay dl.t.asi• (ii
which It Is recommended. and a failure it
tny case is utlet.) intiersible, ()Venal. Nero
ula, syphilis, 1,1 eVerylatifte.CiteOttle Rheu
t ball, KUltill.lig Sores, Ulcers. Nwellie
A bilegSsell eat Me, I by LH p Disease, or Carle
invisible Parasites, all a iig r y Skin Dia
• tad unnatural dischn7ga s 1..re Ittirardintel3
suit rolled by Le-cu-pi-is and a positive curt
s the Inevitable result-
" For seven years I was almost one Mayo
orrupt Ion. Deep angry sores had eaten dowl
o my back-bone, rny body and limbs wets
Nit ered with Pores, my lips, 110ne and GI is
rtlally destroyed by them, given up to di
iy I tw best physicianso(Culumbus. Weigh
'al but eight v pint rids, reduced to the verge o
he grave, thought I was dying. 1 then too
-cu-pal-a, nothl ng else ,• batik 20 bottles. Al
ny wir4a are healed anal I urn as well as eve
u my life, anal weigh 12kpuonds."
M itl.4. M Alit) I r HARPER.
125 W. Court St. l'oLi• wet's, Onto.
Hold tall druggists and dealers. 11.Un pt.
tttle, (organ. Bend forH mnDr. arta'
molt, "The !ilea Li fe,"fient free. anti -a 'on
dentist Physician," eu reoelpt of 15 cents.
It. N. B. IA ?MAN A CIL 0.dunitnia,()
Pe•ria•na, Man •a-nn ano 1.a-rn•ps•I are sold
at Wholesale •nal Retail by
H. B. GARNER, HopkInsvIlle, Ky
Livery and Feea
-STABLE,-
T. L. Smith, Prop'r,
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.
Large and roomy stable and ample accommod•
non for horse*. Special attention given to furnish
rg mead horses and vehicles to all livery einem
.ols: phone coneriction
FULL OF FUN.
-"The coat smells a little musty,
Isaaeetein," said the customer, throw-
ing it down. ••I no schmell dot trifle
musty," argued Mr. Isaacstein, earn-
estly, eund my nose vas twice so big as
yours."-Pacetiotia Exchange.
-Let the weather alone if you want
It to let you alone. The hottest man
in the town is the one who goes about
with a fan asking every body if it is hot
enough, and appearing to have charge
of the weather. -N. 0. Picayune.
-It has been asked why a city is
called a "she." The answer seems an
easy one. There is always more or
less bustle about a city. Besides a city
has outskirts, and a he could not un-
der any circraustanees have skirts of
any kind.
-The following notice was seen last
summer near a colored inaas melon
patch down in Kentucky:
" Millions for sale,
both water and mush.'
-Harper at Bazar.
- "You risked me to bring you a little
pin money," said a young husband to
his wife. ••Yes, dear," said the lady
expectantly. "Well, to save you the
fatigue of going out in this hot weather
I have brought you some pins instead."
-N. Y. SIM
-A stern old orthodox clergyman,
when passing a fashionable church on
which a new spire was being erected.
was asked how much higher he thought
It was going to be. "Not much high-
er," he said; -they don't own very far
in that dit•eetion!"--.Y. I Ledger.
-elk' al mina. where do the cows get
the ra 
t;e
i •?" asked Willie, looking up
from 
,Ik 
foaming pan of milk which he
had been intently regarding. "Where
doeyou get your tears?" was the an-
steer. After a thoughtful silence he
again broke ent: "Mamma, do the
cows have to bt spankee?"- Western
Aerie's/tuns/.
-"'Pears to me, '' said Uncle Pete,
as he leaned his Ito ' against the corn-
crib and extracted a pebble from his
shoe; "pears to me like dar' was
some kind of metelecomposishum in all
dis talk about babies cutter' teof. De
way l'se cum to look at it, hit's de tech
cutlet' the baby. Iseas'wise, dat's de
way hit looks in de case of culled
chil'en."-Exchange.
-The editor of the London Post
wears lilac kid gloves through every
dinner to which he is invited. He is
rather tony, but for genuine three-ply,
eighteen-carat style. t he English people
are referred to the Dakota editor, who
wears a six-shooter, a bowie knife and
no necktie through every dinner to
which lie is invited-as well as to some
to which he is not Invited. -Norris-
town Herald.
-The editor of the Carson Lariat
remarks in a striking editorial para-
graph: "If Tod Bunker don't keep
his sow and shoats from under our
office he is going to lose sonic pork."
In the midst of profound speculations
on European affairs and the probable
hereafter of the heathen, how refresh-
ing is such a breezy, commonplace,
homelike editorial utterance as this. -
Burlington Free Press.
-Keeping Himself Before the Public.
--No," said a young man to the
theater ticket-seller, "I don't wane an
end seat; I want one in the middle of
the row. I usually go out two or three
times during the performance, and
half the pleasure I get at the theater
is in the sensation I make in passing
in and out. you know. If a fellow had
an end seat, he might go out and come
in a dozen times and nobody would
notice him. So no end seat ear me."
-.V. Y. Ledger.
-"No doubt you have heard," said
the ear conductor, "of the man who
always gets into a ear with a ten-dol-
lar bill and, as it could not be changed
for Ma fare, rode scot free. A certain
aged creature played the game on me
for five consecutive mornings. In or-
der to get even with him I filled a
small tin pail with nine dollars and
ninety-five cents in pennies and five'
cent pieces. The next time he offered
me the ten-dollar bill I dumped the
contents of the pail isto his hat.
'We're square now,' I said to him.
*Quite so,' R. aa the reply. But wen I
turned the ten dollars into the office, it
was pronounced counterfeit, and I. for
my smartness, was that lunch ont of
pocket."-Philadelphia News.
MOONLIGHT HILARITY.
An Elevated Individual'. Solicitude for His
I ull-Leugth Shadow.
A very worthy citizen WhoSC greatest
fault is that he will "treat" his friends,
and allow them to treat him, in re-
turn. was looking for his home in the
neighborhood of Caes avenue and
Henry- street the other evening about
midnight. The electric lights were
shining, anti so was the moon in a
cloudless sky. The elevated individual
saw his shadow at full length on the
sidewalk and halted. Bringing his
metal-tipped cane down with great
force he exclaimed: "Go home!
'shamed of yoteself! You're full,
darned if you ain't. lie home! Don't
sten' there, lelehlocking up the side-
walk! Ohotne!"
Then he broke nut into a snatch of
'song and windows went up, and heads
were put out to listen. -Roll on-roll on
-s-ilverntoon-s' salver 'lieu guisiethe
traveler s'on 's way, whilst nightin-
gales sing in tinie."
"G' home I tell you! Pike '11 take
you in! My wife's waithe for rne else
-of -(4 eolIrse ole fed-lel take you-
roll on silver moon-"
The last that was seen of him he was
leaning affectionately on the arm of
a policeman. saying with great solem-
nity:
y-y-your friend an' don't you
forget it. You take th-th-that other
fel h-home-he's had te much."-De-
troit Free Press.
Notes From Haddocks.
Special terresisindence
lieneocx's Senotm-Hoese, April 14.
-Mites Nora Johnson, who has been
visiting relatives in your city for the
past ten days, has returned home.
Mr. William e'anliociaer visited hIs
uncle, Mr. Myers, of Kirkmaneville,
title week.
Mr. E. C. Lyle, of Nashville, Tenn.,
who repreaenta the Grand Central Nur-
sers.. has been stepping eith Mr. .1. 'F.
Johnson this week.
Mr. Andrew Cantata, who has been
quite III with rhentitathen, is convales-
cent.
Wits It y It irrow, of this neighbOx-
hood, Is sewing with Misses Lander &
Yancey. of your city, this spring.
According to rootlet' I will tell you
who Mr. R. II. Haddock's housekeeper
Is-Mrs. R. II. Hoildock, lace Miss Mag-
gie Boottintan. •.
•
By a collision in Philadelphia between
a New York and Philadelphia train,
four coaches were overturned and
ituae'lled to pieces and about twenty
persons wounded, though it is not
thutight any of them will die.
REV R. L. McELREZ.
The subject of this sketch was
born in Washington, Penn. In
1851 he entered Washington Col-
legs and graduated in 1856 from
that institution. Believing that
his duty called him to preach the
gospel, in the fall of 1856 he enter-
ed the theological department of
Cumberland University, located at
Lebanon, Tenn., and finished his
theological course in 1858 and was
at once called to take charge of the
Cumberland Presbyterian Church;
at Fayetteville, Lincoln county,
Tenn.
In 1858 he married the daughter
of Rea'. A. G. Smith, and was em-
ployed by the Board of Missions to
take charge of the Mission Church
at Paducah, Ky., where he was la-
boring at the outbreak of the civil
war.
A circumstance, trivial in itself,
has made tis name famous in near-
ly every househeld in America.
In visiting the family of one of
his parishoners, his attention was
directed to a singular variety of
herbs in their possession, and he
made inquiries regarding them.
He was told that many years ago,
during the early settlement of Ten-
nessee. a kinsman of this family,
emigrating from North Carolina,
pitched his camp for a night in the
Cherokee Nation's reservation in
North Georgia, near an Indian vil-
lage.
In his family was a girl about
fifteen years old, just passing to
womanhood. During the evening
this girl was attacked by violent
pains, which threw her into spasms.
An old Indian squaw witnessed it,
and, without a word, went to her
wigwam, selected some herbs from
her store, prepared a decoction, and
administered it to the suffering girl.
in five minutes the pain was en-
tirely relieved.
The grateful mother of the girl
begged of the squaw a small quan-
tity of the herbs. Afterward, when
using them, she found a few seeds
in a bud of the herbs, which she
planted and raised the herbs from
year to year for half a century.
The herbs that attracted Mr.
11IcElree's attention were descend-
ants of this stock. He was told
that they possessed wonderful qual-
ities in the cure of diseases pecu-
liar to females.
Mr. McElree carried away some
of them with him, and was aston-
ished at their miraculous action in
cases of female complaints supposed
to be ineurable. He raised the
herbs in his garden and furnished
his neighbors gratuitously with a
wine made from them for several
years; but its repatation spread
abroad anti the demand was
soon beyond his limited means to
supply. Iu 1879 he solicited the
Chattanooga Medicine Co. to take
charge of the manufacture and sale
of the Wine.
The Medicine Company sent a
quantity of the Wine to their
customers all over the coun-
try, instructing them to fur-
nish it free of charge to every
afflicted lady they could hear of.
About seven thousand cases were
treated in this way and less than
live hundred failures were reported.
Every class of female disease was
treated; chronic cases of twenty
years' standing were cured. Old
and young, rich and poor, doctors
and clergymen all testified to the
wonderful virtues of IbIcElrees
Wine of Cardui. It was found that
the Wine was not only an
Ernmenagogue, but the most as-
tonishing tonic for women known
to medical science. Ladies who
were weak., nervous and debilitated
discovered that the Wine restored
their strength, quieted their tterves
and increased their flesh and ener-
gy. Young girls were carried over
a critical period in their lives by it,
in perfect health and safety.
The manufacture of the Wine to
supply the demand has taxed the
c.apacity of one of the largest medi-
cine companies in the country.
They have howexer been equal to
the emergency, and McElree Wine
of Cardui, or Woman's Relief will
be a household word in our section
from this time forth.
Mr. McElree has done and is
still doing much good by preaching
the gospel of Christ; but his discov-
ery of McElree's Wine of Cardui or
Woman's relief is likely to hand
his name do Nn to posterity, follow-
ed by the blessings of thousands of
women.
•
It is curious that Roswell P. Flower's
name doeatet rise' phrenix• like in the
clouds of New Yotk polities. Rcswell
himself Is not it particularly potent
power, but he has a barrel that sweeps a
wide swath. Otte good thing about the
situation in the Democratic party at title
eine it the tete that Clevelarel is so
clearly the dictator that the moneyed
felines are of no more consequence than
the veriest horny-handed day laborer.
So far its the democratic nomination la
concerned this sear, there can be no
corruption, tor the ample reason that
the menination 14 *timely bespoken anti
delivettel.
--ems e
'serviettes of Morocco have proclaimed
a holy nan against the sultan. Secre-
tary Bayard should lissaten to secure
those deviates for allies and then make
another effort to frighten the II apeaka-
ble Moor who refuses to quail before
the Atnericen tuan-of-war which threat-
ens big toast.
e -----
Speaker Carlisle has bought a house
in WaaltIngton. Here is a victory for
the tariff reformers at last. Sam Ran-
dall doesn't own as nice a house as
Speaker Carlisle.
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C. W. DUCKER,
kap Munfictuni
Cor. 8th and Virginia Sts.
Same cna stand.
%aging a Special
Farmers Bring in Your Work and
Rave it Ready for
Spring Use.
111 ?coats to be Divided.
Prices Lower Than Ever.
I have secured the services of H. F.
MeCs me, of the late firm of McCamy,
13onte & Co., in the Bleckstuithing De-
partment.
GUS YOUNG,
—02ALICit 124—
HARDWARE!
GUNS!
AND CUTLERY!
Piga Milli Tociel,
Hunting Outfits!
Iron, Wagon Timbers,
HORSESHOES,
BELLS AND ROPES!
Cermre Street, opp. Planters Bank,
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky.
Premium List
FOR NEW ERA
Drawing
TO TAKE PLACE
Siclay, Oct. Ith,
One fine two-horse spring wagon,
Tenn ufac tu red sail guaranteed d rst -
class by C. W. Ducker, Hoptiosville,
Ky , value .
$1" 
SO
One "White" Sewing Machine, finest
mate, four drawers, all attachments,
sold sad warranted by C. E. Wast,Hop-
kiasville, Ky., value  50 09
An elegant set of furniture, bedstead,
bureau and wash-stand, value  so 00
A handsome stem-wtading sold watch,
for lady, value 
 
5C 00
A '-sale Spring-Tooth Sulky Harrow
and Cultivator," lb* best combined im-
plement in use. value  Ci 00
A fine breech-loader shot-gun, value 33 00
A first-class, standard silver watch,
stem. wind, for gentleman, sold and war-
ranted by L. tianokat„ Clarksville,
Tenn., value ...... . 25 00
A good family cooking stove, with full
set of •easele, coal or wood, value .... 20 00
One Lovell Washing Machine, with
bench and wringer, vaine   12 30
Ose lament Stearn Washing Machine,
value. 
 
10 00
Premiums to bit added   891 60
. IMMO 00Total 
Every subscriber to the Wizii.T New En•
for one year, at $1.00, gets one ticket. Sub-
scribers to the Tai-Witz iv, at $3.00 a year,
get two tickets, or for six months, $1.00, one
ticket Alt Paper* Stopped WAen Stawription
Expert& Call on or address
New Ea• Co.
Hopkins, mile. Ky.
Sod Entuky Collogo,
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
311Ith Tear Spring Term Bo
Tuesday, January, 24, 888,
A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
AND TEACHERS IN ALL
DEPARTMENTS.
1. La nne•OR ti—English, Latin, Greek,
French, and German
I. Sciancs--Mental, Moral. &nil Phymical.
I. ElIGINZERINU —Applied Mathematics.
4. Comsteace----Commercial Law, Commer-
cial Arithmetic. and Book •keeping.
2. Note •L (D•ingDeirl, especially,
for the instruction of theme whosspect to teach)
—Theory and eractice of Teaching, Normal
Method*, Graded Schools, Schcol Government,
Sehrose4 Amusements, Teacher's Institutes. etc.
6. Pia ..... ORT •POD PRIX•RY TR•IN No—
Reading, Spelling, Writing, Geography, Arith-
metic,ete.
7. Music and ART.
M. Two Li  SOCIETIES—Essay Read-
ing, Declamation, Recitation and Debating.
9. Daily Reading and Writing exerciwa for
pupils in All Departnsents
Is Woltz the College challenge. comparison
with any 'other first-claw college or school
Monthly Reports sent to parenteano guardians
Both sexes admitted to the Study Hall and
Recitation Rooms. Young ladles board with
the President in college budding. Young gen-
tlemen in private female*. Pupil,' entering
school on the lit of January 110.18, and remain-
ing until the close of the session in June will
receive one month's tuition free. Tanen Moo-
 . For further particulars. catalogues.
Etc. address JAMBS H. WHINEY,
eresIdlesit.
Prof. 111. L. Lirscooss, v. P.,
A..1. DAIIINEY Com'irt Cadets.
EVERY NIGHT I SCRATCHED
Ike •Ikiti null raw. Hedy'
 ed with scales like spats of
II' mortar. Cured by the Cutts
runt Heettedie•.
I am going to tell you of the e,xtraordinary
change Tour Cterrat-e• KKIIIIPIES performed on
me. About the lit of April last I noticed come
red pimple. like corning out all over my holy,
but thought nutmeg of it null some time later on
wen it began to look like spots of tar /pot-
ted on. •rat a hich ramie off in layers, accom-
panied with itching. I would scratch every
night until I Wag raw, then the neat night the
wale*. bed g homed meanwhile. a ere scratched
of again In vain did I consult all the doctors
7 is the coon ry, but without aid. After Fit ing
up al: hopes of recovery, I happened to see an
advertisement in the newspaper about your
Curler it• RISE DILA, and purchased them from
my ml uggist, anti obtained al woot immediate
relief. I no an tit notice that the wally erup-
cons gradually 'trouped OtT and opaareil one
by one, and have been fully cured I hail the
disease thirteen month* before I i.e-gall taking
the CuTicen k and in four or live
week. was entirely cured My disease was
rest-mit Pool tworiasis. I items, mend the CUT, -
CUR Iriltni 14 to all in air iciuity. and I LtioW
of *great many who ha, e taken them, and
thank me for tiiC too* lesIgsof them. rep delis
mothers have babe% a ith wally ertivi.015
on th -tr heads and bodies. I cannot etpreas in
words the thinks to you for wont the lir 'MUSA
Ititettelltit have been to me Sly bony was
covered witn wales, an I was an awful streets-
el bib- hold my skin is a nice and clear
FM. Ci Y. Wi.as a baby's
Sept. 21, Pert
Feb 7, lieel —Not a trace whatsoever of the
diaesie from which I suffered has shown itself
since an cure. GEO. S. OTEY
We cannot do justice to the esteem in which
Cel'll Si. the great Skin S. tire, and CrriCt'at
So•r. an • xquisite cam It- :wieldier, prepared
from it, and CrTiCIIst MISOLV NT, the new
Blood Purider, are held by the hmeands upon
thousands weenie lives hate been made hap y
by the cure of apronizicg. humiliating. itching,
seal) and pimply diaconate of the akin, and 1.M
with loss of hair
Sell everywhere. Price, C uric it a. 50c.:
Soap, 25...: litasetvsee. $1. Prepared by the
POTTIER List mm SSD t HEIM' AL CO , 11,ston,
Mara.
gar- Send for "How to Cure Skin Diseaae,"
64 pag.si, 50 illustrations, and 100 teelimontals
P. NI black• head-, red, rough. (-beepedMK oily skin prevented by Curicra•SoAr
I CAN'F BREATHE.
Chest, Pains. Soreness, Weakness,
Hacking Cough. Asthma. Pleurisy
mit inetmmation Teller 4 la
woe soinsese my the Castles's-a
Antleral• Plaster. Nothing like it for
Weak Lungs.
For Rent.
Dwelling house with
4 rooms on the West-
side of Jesup avenue,
with all necessary out-
buildings, lot 80x206.
Building all new. Will
sell at a bargain as the
owner wants to leave
the city.
We will rent or sell a
brick dwelling on Elm
street, large lot.
35 acres of splendid
farming land just out
of the city for rent.
On the Cox's Mill road,
near city limits, dwell-
ing with 7 acres of Ian d
Cottage, 3 rooms on
Princeton street, price,
8.50 per month.
1 Store-room on 9th
street in the Hord
block.
Cottage on South
Campbell st. Price, $15
per month.
For Sale.
A frame cottage on
Elm St., with 4 rooms.
Large lot. Rented for
this year at $10 per
month.
At A Bargain:
We are authorized to sell the dwelling
with store room attached, situated on
Ninth street, near the depot, and the
dwelling on the lot adjoining. We will
sell at a bargain. The purchaser to re-
move both buildings at once.
Fire and Tornado Insurance written in
first-clue Companies, and prompt at-
tendon in cue of 1088.
Negotiating Loans a specialty with
t16.
We rent houses and collect rents, and
pay taxes for non-residents. Come to
see us if you want anything in our line.
Canis & Co.
Main street. Poet-office building.
ROFESSIONAL CARDS.
PHYSICIANS.
II H FAIRLEIOR
11.1111DINCI
Cor Clay and 7th
111011 W B1.111tIT
Dra.Fairleiali &Blakey,
Pityidas ati trgeou.
ggiro tare comer lith and Main
JOHN W. McPHERSON
Attorney at Law,
HOPKINSVILLE, : KENTUCKY.
Will practice as heretofore in the Courts of
the Cromonwealth, except the Common Fleas
Court for c bristan county
JNO. Fili•Nn. H. J. STITZP, .1,10. FELAND,.15.
Feland, Stites & Feland,
Attorneys-:-at-:-Law
HOPHINSVILLE,
DESTINY'S.
A. P. CAMPBELL,
—DENTIST,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
°sea over N. Frankel • Sons'.
Casty Fish-bar Joints.
Special Correspondence
CASKY, April 14.—Mrs. E. C. Brasher
spent Wednesday in Nseliville.
MIK. Mary Henty returned home
from Hadensville this week.
Master George Boxley, of Crofton,
wee the guest of hie uncle, John
Huxley, Thursday.
Capt. Jerry Burns returned Friday
front a two months' vatettion in the
south.
At this writing Tom Garnett has failed
to find any clue to the thieves who rob-
bed his awoke house a few days ago.
Mrs. S. H. Burbritlge left tor Hop-
kineville Friday and a ill soon leave for
Cincinnati to make that city her home.
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Kendell are
spending too week.; in 'Vexes, as guests
oh Mr. Kendaire brother.
The loss of the deed to the ground()
here has prevented tile building of our
new depot so far.
Miss Carrie Winfree left Friday on a
visit to her sister. Mrs. P. H. Cunning-
ham, of Henderson, Ky.
Miss Annie Wartleid, who has been
confined to her room with a severe at-
tack of measles, is now about well again.
Rev. W. L. Casky spent several days
with Anderson Presbytery during its
during its meeting at Dawson last
.week.
Dr. Forgy epent Thursday and Friday
visiting his patents In South Christian.
Verily the good doctor's vieite to the
old folks show him to be a detiftil sem.
Mrs. W. J. Chilies, nee Miss Merle
Radford, of Trenton, came home yester-
day on a visit to her parents.
There is probably more tobneco ship-
ped from this polet to Clarksville this
season than for many years past. The
farmers of North Christian have a fond-
ness for Clarksville markets.
OLD HaNNE88EY.
w
.11,000 WORTH OF SCENERY
Will be Used In the Production of
Julius Caesar.
The scenery for the production of Ju-
lius Ca•sar by the Booth-Barrett combi-
nation, Saturday evening, May 12th,
during the May Dramatic Festival, will
be the most costly and elaborate ever
seen i,i this country, coating over $11,-
000, and being only seen in three cities
of the I7Iiited States, namely ; New
York, San Francisco (from which place
it was shipped direct) and Louisville.
The forum scene a hich stands for
the first and fourth acts, gives a view of
the forum looking up towards the Tab-
ularium and including the Basilica Ju-
lia and the temples of Dioscuri, Concor-
dia, Vespaeiana amid Juno Moneta. This
scene also displays the colossal statutes
of Dousitian, Augustus, and many
other@ of lesser importance, the whole
producing an effect of unaseive dignity
end grandeur. In the capitol in act
third I. found a realization of Gerome's
great painting, "The Death of C'a'esar,"
It is very masslve and 'revere, construct-
in a semi-circle, while the entire straw
gives the effect of an amphitheater, the
senators being elevated upon circular
platforms. In the garden scene in the
eecond act there is a weird night effect
showing tlie terrace and distatit foliage.
In this act there is alma a Roman inte-
rior in Caesar's palace. In fifth act
shows the exterior atid interior of
Brutus' terit at Sardis. Act sixth is the
battlefield in the plains of Philippi.
The sale of season tickets, only con-
tinue!, until April 24th, when Hie Sale 01
Seats for single performances tegine,
and it would be advieeble lor those an-
ticipating attetaling the testi cal not
to delay securing thetr seats. Those
wishing to secure *eager) tickets (prier
$6) can do so now by writing to Mr.
James B. Camp, Business Manager, P.
O. 63, Louisville, Ky. On and after
May 24th, those wishing seats for single
performances (price $2) curl obtain them
also, by writing to the same address
Nearly 1,000 good seat* are yet tin sold
tor tile four performance..
ALUX BAKINIJI POWDERS.
I List of Those Mut Prensineuti)
Sold.
The following are the names of sone
of tbe baking powders publielted by the
public authorities as beteg made from
alum:
Kenton, Davis,
Silver Star, A. & P.
Forest City, Henkle,
One Spoon, Ne Plus Ulna,
Patapeeo, Enterprise,
Empire, Can't be Beats
Gold, Eureka,
Veteran. I nternational
Cook's Favorite, Puritan,
Sun Flower, Albany Favorite,
Jersey, Golden Sheaf,
Buckeye, Burriett'a Perfect,
Peerless, Suite,
Crown, Silver King,
Wheeler'a, Weleome,
Carleton, Old Colony,
Gem, Crystal,
Scioto Centetnial,
Zipp'e Grape Crystal.Geru,
Geo. Washinguet, Windsor,
Fleur de Li., Sovereign,
Feather Weight, Daisy,
There are doubtless many other breeds
of alum baking powder beside those se
tar examined and named by the author-
ities. Moot of the baking powders *ret-
ie bulk, by weight, and all gild with a
gift or present, are said to be of this de
ecription.
l'rof. Wiley, chemist in chief of the
Department of agriculture at Washing-
ton, D C., ley.: "The use of alum in
baking powders in large quantity,
in place of other acid salts, should be
prohibited by law."
Harper's Magazine for May is aloothei
proof of the ol-termieration of it, wonder
tors that in all respects it shall lead tie
other monthlies. One alter one, the
name. of the principst magazine writers
of to-day greet the eye as the pages arm
slowly turned over, and their literars
efforts are supplemented by die best ar-
tistic work of artist and engraver. Neith-
er in variety or excellence will this
number be easily surpassed. The front-
ispiece is kportrait of Kitiglake, the his-
torian, anti is of eapevial intereet now
that hie work of thirty years, "'floe I n-
realm' of the Crimea," has just been
finished.
e -
"Please materialize the *Mule of a
Hopkinsville policeman," said the blonde
young man with gole tilling in his teeth
who sat lii tl e front row of spectators at
a spiritualistic seamiest nd toyed care-
lessly with a gold-beaded cane. The
medium. turned down the lights and
retired to her cabinet. Presently the
audience heard a sound of shuttling;
then all was silent and the
.
inediutu came
forth. "I give it up," she said; "the
job is beyond me."
THE LIMEKILN CLUB.
Brother Gardner Glees Utter:tore to •
Few Philosophical Observations.
ar' sartin rings 1 want to eau-
shun you about," 'sail Brother Gard-
ner as the merlin opened. "an' I
shall take advantage of de present ray-
akehtin to do so.
'Dian' Ilse out no Presitlenslitil can-
dydate fur 1888 befo' tie convenslinns
meet. Di amount of wind an' money
spent in namite canolydates who neb-
ber git dar' would keep all de wind-
mills in de kentry in lierpetual moehun
an' pay de interest on dm publick
debt.
"When a man ad-vises you to be a
philosopher keep your eye on De
(liances nr' dat lie am A kicker front
way back. He'll eat buckwheat all
winter, COMO out wik ease of da itch
in April. an'. den almse de Lawd all
summer fur hevin' afil ettel him an' let
somebody else go.
"If any of you know who am gwine
to be de flex' Gub'nor of Michigan,
doan' say a word. Nobody will believe
you if you give de feckt away, an' by
keepin' silence somebody may suspect
dat you know stinthin' an' gin you
credit fur it.
"When a man comes to you as an ad-
vocate of free trade or purteckshun,
doan' gulp down his theory as you
would a hunk of corned beef. Watch
de advocate a few days. Mebbe his
wife ar' is'arftit, hie rent two months
behind, nn' his grocer an' butcher
tryin' to find his trail.
"When you h'ar a pusson tryin' to
convince his fellow mortals dat dirt
world waen't created ineitie of a
thousand y'ars-dat de flood was only
a thirty-foot rise in de Ohio riber-dat
Adam an' Eve nebber exieted, you git
outer dat crowd all' skip fur home.
If he borrys any money of you he'll
nebber pay it back, an' if you accom-
modate him witi a chair of 'haccy he'll
take the hull plug.
"In case any of you git on to de fack
dat die world am gwine to eand up at a
sartin slate tioan say any thin' to de
rest of tie. We can't stop de affair
from condn' off, and it would only
make us feel bad to know it.
"Dar' far' men who humbly bow de
head an' say it is de lAawore will when
any thing happens. I.00k out fur 'em!
Dey will borry yet- mule an' drive him
ter death an' call it tie Lawd's will to
git shet of a lass-suit. Dar's a heap of
people in die ktoitry- de Lewd nebber
heard of, an' dig chap belongs to dat
class.
"When you hey a theory, be sure
dat your rent am paid an' dat your
fam'y kin sot out sunthin' besides cold
'taters when company drops in. If
you hey a doctrine. (loan' be seen
buyin' bedbug poison in de daytime,
an' done' git widin a dozen rods of
anybody's henroost at night. If you
hey an opinion, keep it in a bar'l of
water about a week befo' you try to
fo'ce it off upon de ;elect-al public." -
Detroit Free Preis.
HEAVEN'S FIRST LAW.
Why Order Can Truthfully Be Called
the Key to Unlimited Happiness.
One of the most important lessons of
life, and yet so universally overlooked,
is order. Through every natural king-
dom nothing but order prevails. A
definite arrangement of the elements
in every material form is sure to be
found: the law of crystallization of the
rocks is distinctive in every variety;
the varied structure of the organic
kingdoms all display a harmony of
arrangement attractive to every stud-
ent of nature.
Above all these. the crowning work
of the Divine mind, sits man, in whom
Is United these kingdoms, an epitome
of the universe-the only creature of
God's handiwork possessing the inde-
pendence of free will, the reason domi-
nating the instinct. Yet, strange as it
seems, man continually forgets the
significance of this all-pervading
order; and it does not cease with tip
universe of worlds, the realm of
physics, but, more refined in its uset
and benefits to humanity, exists In the
laws of mental and moral philosophy.
In degree as man comprehentie and
makes practical this face is he made
better. Order is the key to unlimited
happiness; it is the law of moral
gravitation; the fulfi !merle of which
gives to us the full stature of a perfect
manhood and womanhood.
When called to treat tlie sick, fur
measure of hops for restoring the pa-
tient depends upon the character of
the patient. Self-possess" fl, even
with the children, the result of ortierly
habits and good training, often deter-
mines the question of -recovery. The
agitation produced in the minds of un-
governable children by the necessary
treatment of the physician, with the
most gentle care, frequently
causes a fatal termina 1111, Too
often the physician's judicionis sugges-
tions for the restoration of his patient
are ignored. because the subject has
not been taught to yield to nioral re-
straint; every effort to control the case
but increases the aberration, until the
friends are compelled, helplessly. to
watch the drifting down to death.
Thousands of precious lives are thus
sacrificed annually., not only in the
case of children, but as often with
adults.
Truly. "Order is Heaven's first law."
It begins with the planting of the seed
and must continue throng!' every stage
of growth, niorally and physically, to
insure the fullest fruition.
"As the i wig is bent the tree is in-
clined." Good habits, self-possession
and forgetfulness of seit-lheee will
banish the necessity of pin eieians. -
Christian al Work.
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Artesian Wells in the Desert.
Respecting the plan of Colonel
Lantias for fertilizing the African
Desert by means of wells, Sir R. Lam-
bert Piayfair, in the course of a C insu-
lar tour in Tuns, has visited the
ground where the first well was sunk,
and ropers meet favorably as to the
success of the projee. A space of 73.5
acres has been cleared and eown with
cereals and Ineerne, a vegetable gar-
den been made, anti aimursery of young
trees plantel. Two o her wells ere
being sunk. ohich ost completion will
irrigate 7.500 acres of land. The B
of Tunis has conceded tei the compeny
25,000 acres of land. as hit-la they can se-
lect themselves from district+ ivhich
are at present of 11,1 rhreno-
logical Journa,.
.1•1 111 AP.
-A reeident at Open Point, Me.,
reports a great fight between twc
monster /wale, vshich he thus describes:
"I think they would each weigh on
thousand poem's; they tore at one an-
other fearfully ; laelicti the water into
foam and leaped lo lolly into the kir.
It was the battle of giants. fearful tc
behold, and I it not wonder that the
ancients created IS mythology out of
such marine tussles Filially, after a
desperate enconinter of five minutes,
both the combatants disappeared Lie-
(teeth the waves."
HOW DO WE OM OUR GRAVES?
We must eat or we cannot live.
This we ad know. Bilt do we all
know that we die by eatitig• It is
eatol we dig our gravcs with our
teeth. How foolish this sounds.
Yet it IfS fearfully true. We arc ter-
rified at the appi otielt of the cholera
and yebow fever, yet there is a dis-
ease constantly at our doors and in
our litaimea far inure dar,:erous and
destructive. Most peoi •t1' have in
their own stomachs a I.‘:son, more
slow, but, quite as fatal as t tie germs
those maladieis which sweep men
:nto eternity by thousands without
warning in the times of great epi-
lemies. But it is a niercy that., if
we are watchful, we eau tell when
we are threatened. The followieg
are among the symptoms, yet they
do not always neeessaiily appear in
the same older. nor are they always
tho same in different cruses. There
is a dull anti sleepy feeling; a bad
taste in the mouth, especiaily in the
uorning; the appetite is change-
able. sometimes poor and again it
seems as though the patient could
sot eat euough, and occasionally no
appetite at all; dullness., anti slug-
zishnesta of the mind; no ambition
0 study or work; more or less head-
and liesvinestia in the head;
liazineest on riginss• to the feet or
nosing • litiolenly ; furred and coat-
id tongne ; is sense of a load on the
•tomach that 'nothing removes; hot
.nd dry skin at times; veilow tinge.
n the eyes; acitioty istid Lir:II-colored
trine; sour taste in the mouth, fres
tuently atteuthed by palpitation of
he heart; impaired vision, 'with
pots that seem to be swimming in
he air before the eyes; a cough,
vith a greenieliseolt treat expect°.
stion ; poor nights' rest; a sticky
;lime about the teeth anal gums;
lands and feet cold ard clammy;
rritable temper and bowels bound
ip and costive. This disease has
Juzzled the physicians and still puz-
des them. It is tile cotentoneet of
silnielite and yet the moist compli-
cated slid nis-sterions. Sometimes
it is tieated as consumption. some-
imes as liver complaint, and then
again as malaria and even heart (list-
'ass . But its real nature is that of
.onst ,st it tri and dyspepsia. It arises
n the Calk.,:estive organs and soon
Ifects all the others through the
•orripted and poisoned blood.
)ften the whole body--including
he nervous system---is literally
'tarred. even when there is no
emar.stion to tell the sad story.
Experience bas shown Hutt there is
ant one remedy that can certainly
7ure this disease in all its stages,
lamely, Winker Estraet of Roots or
1lothey Seigel's Cure ti ve Sy-rup. It
i(Yer fails but, net erthe sf0... no time
ahou:d be lost in trvina: other so-
Nailed remedies. for tliey will do no
good. Get this greet vegetable
preparation. (diseovered by a vener-
able florae whost name is a house-
hold word in Geriliany) and be sure
to get the genuiLe •uticle.
°ryas tri DV SEVEN DOCTOR&
Shaker f'traact of Roots or Sei-
gel's Syrup has raised me to good
health after .1. e; sum. !Ad given
me up to dn. with nonsuaiption.—
So writes R. F. Gruen, Kirkman-
vine, Todd Co., Ky.
HZ REAM) OF IT JUST IN THFIL
"I had been about giseti up to
die with dyspepsia when I that saw
the advertiaement of Shaker Extract
of Roots or Seigel's Syrup. After
able to at-
utesnindgtofoinur iylt:itsti::: I ss I snv well as ever.
I know of as veral cartes of chills and
fever that have been cured by it."
So writes Mr. Thos. Pullum, otTay-
lor, Genera Co., Ala.
WORTH TEN DOLIArfl A BC TTLL
Mr. Thomas P. Evans, of the firm
of Evans & Bro., Merchants, Horn-
town, Accomack Co., Ya., writes
that he had been si it with digestive
lisorders for many years and had
,rued mane. physicians and medi-
ince witholit benefit. Re began to
ice Shaker Extract of Roots or Sei-
;ers Syrup about the let of Jan.
1.887, and leas so much better in
three weeks that he considered him-
self practically a well man. He
adds: "I have at this time one bot-
tle on hand, and if I could not get
any more I lemdci Viet ta.1 4 a ten
dollar bill far it."
All druggiete. or Address A. J.
White, Limited. 54 Werrose Sts N. Y.
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PARISIAN DOLLS.
An Industry in Which the French Are Re-
ceded by No Other Nation.
The making of dolls is one of the
principal mu slit of Paris, the mas-
terpiece of the trade b •ing a marvelous
creature consisting entirely of paper.
with a porcelain head. This belongs
to quite a new race of dolls, which has
driven the old ones out of the Parisian
market. In making them, a tine paper
pulp is used. atei the doll is molded,
bit by bit. Ono workman does noth-
ing but shape the arms, another has
charge of the feet. and so on with the
entire body. Elastic bands are In-
serted in the arms and legs, and the
Joints are made to work so perfectly
that a limb will remain in any position
in which it is placed. The porcelain
head is noire difficult to mnke than the
body. After being molded. the heads
are placed in an oven, and baked for
twenty-seven hours. They are then
rubbed with pumice stone, polished,
and painted with the greatest care.
The eye, are made as carefully as are
artificial- human eyes, and the hair is
wool front wild goats in the mountains
of Thibet. To finish one of these
dolls, the labor of thirty different per-
sons is required.
Connected with every large manu-
factory- are dressmakers. milliners and
shoemakers, who work at their own
homes. One manufacturer displays
over three hundred different costumes
every year. There are toilets for
every conceivable occasion, including
marriages and all the fashions of the
day are scrupulously reproduced.
Costumes of the time of Louis XV. are
considered very desirable, and the pic-
turesque dresses of Switzerland. Italy
anti Spain are often ordered. Gloves,
mu& and jewelry specially for dolls
are made, and their booth are gepuine
works of err.
Attached to every manufactory is a
hospital. where iii ills may have their
fractured limbs mended, or be sup-
plied with new beetle, and fille may
also find plenty of shop's prepared to
furnish I heir bcd-eliands•rs, cradles
Slid china. In short, Parisian art has
every luxurious plaything to offer the
children whose, parents have full
purses.- Youth' Companion.
•
-It is said that all the elements of
the rattlesnake's poison are to be
found in the common Irish potato.
THE BLACK DEATH.
amount of the Great Plague in Europe
During the Fourteenth Century.
The great plague, known as the
"Black Death." Was the most deadly
epidemic ever known. It is believed
to have been an aggravated outburst
of the Oriental plague, which from the
earliest records of history has periodi-
cally appeared in A4;7I and Northern
Africa. There lash been a %Agitation
of the plague its E imp in 1312; the
black death, in terrible virulence, ap-
peered it. 1248-9: it also came, in
milder form le 1351-2, and agein in
1369. The prevalence and severity of
the pestilence during this century is
ascribed to the (boom-bed conditions of
the elements that pretested it. For a
number of yeere Asia and Europe had
suffered ft' 'an mighty earthquakes.
furious torn atlosee, violent floods,
clouds of locusts darkening the air
and poisoning it with their corrupt-
ing bodies. Whether these natural
di eturbances were the causes of
the plague is not certainly
known, but many writers on
the subject regard the connection
as both probable and possible. The
disease was brought front the Orient to
Constantinople, and early in 1347 ap-
peared in Sicily and several coast
towns of Italy. After at brief pause. the
pestilence broke out at Avignon in
January, 1348; advanced thence to
Southere France, Spain and Northern
Italy. Passing through France and
visiting, but not yet ravaging, Ger-
mat ys. it nettle its way to England, cut-
ting down its first victims at Dorset, in
August, 1:34K Thence it traveled
slowly, reaching L mottle early in the
winter. Soon it embraced the entire
kingdom, penetrating to every rural
hamlet, so that England became a mere
pest-house. The chief symptoms of the
disease are described as -spitting, in
some eases actually vomiting, of
blood, the breaking out of inflamma-
tory boils in parts or over the whole of
the body, and the appearance of those
dark blotches upon the skin which
suggested its most startling name.
Some of the victims died almost on the
first attack, some in twelve hours,
some in two days. almost all within
the first three dive." The utter power-
lessnese of medical skill before the dis-
ease Was owing partly to the physicians'
ignorance of its nature. and largely to
the effect of the spirit of terror,
which hung like a pall over
men's minds. After some months
had passed, the practice oh
opening the hard boils was adopted,
with very good effect, and many lives
were thus saved. But the havoc
wrought by the disease in England
was terrible. It is said that 100,000
persons died in London, nearly 60.000
in Norwich anti proportionate numbers
in other cities. These figures seem in-
credible, but a recent writer, who has
spent much time in the investigation of
records, asserts that at least half of the
population, or about 2. 500.0o0souls, of
England perished in the outbreak. The
ravages of the pestilence over the rest
of the world were no less terrible. 
Germanyis said to have lost 1,244.434
victims; Italy, over half the popula-
tion. On a moderate calculation, it
may be assumed. that there perished
in Europe during the first appearance
of the Black Death, fully 25.000.00(
human being. Concerning the Orient
we have less reliable records, but 13.-
000,0 00 are said to have died in China,
and 24.000,000 in the reet of Asia and
adjacent islands. The p !ague also rav-
aged Northern Africa, but of its course
there little is known. The horrors of
that dreadful time was increased bs
the fearful persecutions visited on th(
Jews, who were accused of having
caused the pestilence by poisoning tip
public wells. The people rose to ex•
terminate the haplees race and killed
them by fire and torture wherevez
found. It is impossible for us to con•
ceive of the ecturd horror of much times.
-Chicago later-Occale.
Tii—E— VANDERBILTS.
Their Dislike for Wall Street and Speen-
bailee Enterprises.
The 'Vanderbilt name is no longer
heard in Wall street rat all, or if at all,
only incitientally. It no lon;;ser has
any influence wiits'ever on the general
course of events in that quarter. This
is a marvelous change front the time
when that name had power to move
Wall street from end to end. The
present Vanderbilts have DO taste, to
speak of. for speculation. William K.
showed a good deal at one time, but a
squeezing he got cured him pretty
thoroughly, anti as he now has all the
money hb can spend, thanks to his
father's will, he does not care to bother
about making more, but takes all the
pleasure he can find instead. Come.
hue, the head of the family. is method-
ical and quiet. Wall street never sees
him. He gives all his time to tip
affairs of the Central railroad, without
reference to the stock market, and ths
religious and philanthropist societie'
with which he is connected.
Frederick is also inclined to business
and quiet ways. and the fourth and
youngest brother. George, is more in.
terested in books than any thing else.
The disappearance of the Vanderbilt
name from Wall street is only part,
however, of the change that has taker
place there. Nearly all the other old
names are gone. too. With the ex-
ception of Gould. there is not a single
strong man in the street to-day. Rus-
sel Sage, Cyrus W. Field and Deacon
Waite. who rank next after Gould,
would have been mere subalterns ten
or fifteen years ago. The days of big
leaders seem to be passed, and if they
are passel, it nifty be as well. The big
fellows had just as little mercy on this
miscellaneous crowd as the little ones.
The first Vanderbilt lied worth a hun-
dred million& and his son doubled it.
Letter.
A Novelty in Railroads.
-It is a fact not osetierelly known."
remarks. I a railway official at that' Pa-
cific. -that Illinois can boast of
novelty in the shape of a railroad
which has no duplicate in the Utuited
States." "Wlett's that ?'• asked a
listener. "A road whose stock is held
by the original incorporators?"
"Nothing of the kind." replied the
first speako•r. 'The novelty is a rail-
road whose side tracks auk nine or ten
times greater in length than, the main
line." -Where ie such a road?"
"The Peorie anti Pekin Union. It
runs from Peoria to Pekin, a distance
of ten miles. That is die main
line. Being a belt road, caring for the
cars of the several mask rtIllitilig into
Peoria and traneferring the care from
one road to another, it has many
miles of side track-toyer one IllIndred,
I believe. This aecounts for the pecul-
iarity of a road having more miles of
sidetrack than it has in its main line."
-Chicago Journal.
-A San Jose (Cal.) bicyclist is hay-
ing a machine made in the Eaet with a
nine-foot wheel, anal which will rum a
mile a minute.
AKIO
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This powder never vanes. A -marvel of pun-
y. strength and whoiesomeness Store econom-
teal than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be soh]
in competition with the multitude of ow teat,
short weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold
only lot arum. P.OT•L Baillaa POWDER CO .100
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ANNOUNCEMENTS.
4.111 ••••••••••••10.4•Wao
FOSS
WE ARE AUTHORIZED TO ANNOUNCE
MAT S. MAJOR
a candidate for Sheriff' of Christian county, at
the August election, Mei, subject to the actioo
of the Democratic party
WE ARE AUTHORIZED TO ANNOUNCE
D. G. WILEY,
a candidate for Sheriff of Christian county, at
the Augrait election, less, subject to the am-ties
of the Republican party.
For Judge Cositutou Pleas; Court.
E E. A UTHORIZ ED TO ANNOUNt E
JOHN W. McPHERSON,
• candidate for the once of Judge of the Court
of Common Pleas at the Angina election.
WE ARE AUTHORIZED TO ANNNoUNCE
JAMES BREATHITT,
as • candid -le for Judge of 'he Court of Com-
mon P.m., sukloct to the action of ih Republi-
can county con ,ention.
PRINCESS TEA
Dose not hare to be BOILED ONE HOUR,
Draw It fifteen minutes and IOU hare a cup
of delicious trograirce. for Sale By
Chas. McKee & Co.
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FORINeE•MeidAlith.Claelnsalt.0.
utfs Pills
eltninlates the torpid liver, •treegths
was thedlgesttle• organs, regulates tie
lowerials, sad aro a ueq mated as am
ANTI-BILIOUS MEDICINE.
In malarial districts theirs irises are
a Wel y reerroan zed. or to...r. possess pee-
Miler properties In (reef's; the system
from that pelttan. elegantly sugar
Mated. Dose small. Price.. eikets.
Sold Everywhere.
Difice. 44 Murray St.. New York
IES TOT 73LIEXA
Female College
Hupkinsville, Ky.
The Fall Term will open on SI N DAY, AU-
GUST B. 'ST. An experienced faculty, thor-
ough.instruction and terror as heretofore For
other inform/Hien call on or ad/rem
J. D. HI ST.
I.
CALT HOUSE,
LOUISVILLE. KY.
Tip F:nest and Largest Hotel in the City.
Hates 112.80 to 44.00 Per Day.
According to Rooms
Turkish and Russian Baths in Hotel.
TO THE PUBLIC.
Pastimes K v., Mar. 12, 18811.
Messrs. Brodbeit & Sterling,
Sirs :-The National Garment Cutter
represented by yourselves is in my esti-
mation the nearest perfect and moat ea-
sily learned than any other system be-
fore the public. It is certainly the
housewife's friend.
My wife learned the system in a few
lemons and has used it twelve months
with entire satisfaction. She asked me
a question about it soon after purchas-
ing outfit and on examination I saw the
simplicity and reliability of the system
and with very little study I learned to
cut sny pattern I wanted. Often when
my wife was busy I drafted patterns for
her with ease amid correctness.
A few trials gives convincing proof of
the correctness of the system and begets
confidence In the roost timid of their
ability to cut and fit.
volunteered my endorsement of the
cutter and take pleasure in giving this
testimonial. It is seldom I give a testi-
moniel on anything of this character,
but as 1 learned it so rapidly, almost by
accident. I am convinced that any one
can easily learn and successfully use the
system. You are at liberty to use this
if you choosse. Truly, J. 0 Bow,
Pastor of the Pembroke Baptist church.
CASEY, Mar. 24, DM.
National Garment Cutter :3o.,
GIENTO W haling to promote the
work of your National Garment Cutter,
1 will say that after a thorough investi-
gation of the system I am thoroughly
convinced It is an article of great
merit within Itself, and that it is indis-
pensable in the household. I have ta-
ken an agency for the system and will
wait upon the people of Cuky and vi-
cinity and think they will do well to
take instructions In the use of this valu-
able system. Wiehlug you success I am
truly yours.
iMr. Brown fully understands lO Ba,t7Neu.se
of this system (the National Garment
Cutter) and is a gentleman in every
sense of the word, and the people ou
whom he may call will please give him
their attention for a few minutes whilst
tie will try to show them how valuable
the cutter is. Respectfully,
BRODEILLT & STERLINCli
Hoexursviu.s, Marci427, 1888.
Messrs. Brodbelt & Sterling:
SIRS have taken but few lessons
at the National Garment Cutter cutting
school, yet thoroughly understand the
principles of the system. I find the
work easily learned and correct in re-
sults. I think the system will be of
great value to all who will take die trou-
ble tw learn its use. 1 consider a work
of this nature a neccessary part of any
young lady's Reedsupeccatlioun.liy.
Lks• Gantois.m.
ROCHESTER, IND., June 15th, '87.
Sirs:-We, the undersigned, hereby
take pleasure in saying that we have
purchased the National Garment Cutter
and after a careful examination we are
convinced that it is far superior to any
other system we have ever known. Be-
ing simple, easily learned and correct, it
has advantages possessed by no other
system, as it cuts all kinds of garments
for men, women and children, including
drapery and trimming, with instructions
In making up and no trouble to learn to
puser seiti.iteldS.'e believe it to be just as re-
:Signed. Mrs. P. Waite, Mrs. G. A.
Coffin, Mrs. J. Shoup, Mrs L. M. Spotta,
Mrs. J. Slick, Miss Etta Fetts, Miss Lie-
mute Graves, Miss Delia Lister, Miss Im-
mo Pyle, Miss Nora Downer, Miss Kass
Meyers, and many others.
The latest fashionable method of cut-
ting dresses is by the tailoring methods
of work and the National Garment Cut-
ter is the tailor's rules simplified until
any one can readily use theni.-Nation-
al Republican.
II OFICINI5V (LLD, KY., Mar. '88:
Messrs. Brod belt at Sterlicg:
Sirs :-I wish to say in behalf of your
National Garment Cutter that after tak-
ing three lessons in your cutting school,
I can make a dress to fit perfectly with-
out a change. The National Garment
Cutter cannot be praised too highly and
can only be appreciated by giving it a
trial. It is all you claim for it as it is
applicable to cutting all garments worn
by man, woman or child. Wishing yen
success, I am, very respectfully,
MARY E. lissosirry,
Dressmaker.
We wish to say to all who are inter-
ested in having their garments to fit and
cut in the latest style that they will do
well to call at the Garment Cutter
headquarters in 
te P 
hiciraniela ta,% locEkk, ocpopo-
si. 0. 
N 
Hoekiksvius, March 26, 1888.
To whom it may concern :
I have had cutting done by the use of
the Natlotial Garment Cutter and can
say that I am highly pleased, for it is a
perfect fit. Mint. FANNII C. For Lie.
Hors ixst-mut, KY.,
I have taken lessons in National Gar-
ment Cutter cutting school and have
seen work done by the system, and must
say that it could not be improved. I
think the system will fill a long felt
want and be an indispensable compan-
ion of the sewing tnachine.
EDITH BOULW ARE
lioremsvitts, Kr., Mar. 21, '88.
Messrs. Brodbelt & Sterling,
GENTS :—After taking instructious in
the use of the National Garment Cutter
and taken an agency for the same, I am
fully convinced and prepared to say that
It is simply perfect in every respect,
both in cutting and telling you how" to
make your garments in the latest style
and to those who are not 'profitably Sit-
uated, I would advise them to examine
the National Garment Cutter if no more.
As a 'perfect fitter it cannot be equaled.
I remain truly and sincerely yours,
L. E. ELKIN.
NEWSTE•D, Ky., Marcia 21, 11388.
Brodbeit & Sterling,
Suss behalf of the National Gar-
ment Cutter I can say that it is simple
and easy to understand, applicable to
all garments worn by man, woman or
child, and well worth 117.50 to any
household. Respectfully,
Mae. N•NNIlt ANDERSON.
K's' , March 22, 1888.
Messrs. Brodbelt at Sterling, -
Slits:-! have had cutthng done by
the National Gam ent Cutter and ob-
tained a perfect fit, and think it is as
good or better than any other system
now in use, and conscientiously recom-
mead the Garment Cutter to any lady
who may do her own cutting.
Yours, respectfully,
N•NNI1 GRISSalle.
For further information and terms to
agents you are respectfully Invited to
call at the National Garment Cutter gen-
eral office in McDaniel block, or address
Brodbelt & Sterling, P. 0. box 81, Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
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THE NEW ERA.
-iececisiie.0 BY-
**. Era Printing and Publishing Co.
111 A YEAR.
FRIDAY. 'APRIL 20. 1888.
To Subscribers.
le he date with your
"iliame printed on the
margin or wrapper of
your paper shows when
your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ed, your paper will be
stopped on the 1st day
of the month succeed-
ing that date.
otne attb i:ortrtg.
Dr Mathew?. of Itern.1„n. was in town Men-
ds,.
ieWr Fuqua is visiting retell% es near Hern-
don.
D soaks. of Russell% tile, was in town this
week.
Jwo. Cross, of in.otott. was in the city Wed-
liesiday.
Will Glam. of South Chred•an, was in the city
Sunday.
Houston Harrison spent Sunday at Mont-
gomery
.1 W.Wootton, of Herndon, w as on our streets
Monday
smith Dalin, of Morton's Clap, w as to town
Saturday.
Charley Little. of lierndoo, was in Ike city
Ttinnelay.
J no. Stewart, of tlarksv tile, was in the City
Wednesday.
Muia Willie Radford is visiting relative* in
larksv tile.
Mrs. J. R Winfree is % netting relative- in
Todd county.
Dr. Rodman nt ?Under ith (needs in
Russellville.
Metcalfe, of ciarrettsburg, was in the
city Moaday.
MM. Owes Smith. of Pembroke, was lit the
elty Moaday
Mrs Lowey. Pierre. of Nee stead. was is the
etty eaterdar.
Mrs, ittle Wattiles, nl Nstrrly, tweed le the
elle salwritar.
4i$l Wow* seen{ sip,ai dere Ill Pelle,
04k ION *Mill •
tiessege 4,ai•e54e, el Werth 1-10010111111, Wes in
Ike ell), Tuesday.
We bele Ittesty. of Saito new, elided friend.
ta the city Yrula).
Vas Bus Illerteseeteu. of Lafayette, waste
thicity Thiireda1.
Mrs J. W. McGaughey. of Ne 'stead. spent
Teasley in the city
.180 B. Martin, of North 4. h•i-titn. sent
Tuesday in the city,
W. M. Moen?. of Longview. was is the city
several days ths. week.
it i.rinter and Ed Met arty. of Cadiz. 4414re
in the city Weilneeiday .
Ben • ly and lady, of Dixon, Ky.. are in
the city visiting friends.
Mr. W E. Forey, of the Salem neghliiorhood.
epee' Friday la the city.
Dr J. R Pate., of Pembroke. was in Inc
city oa bummer Friday.
Mimes Naomi and &sale Jose*. of egimbroke,
were la the city. Tuesday.
Mies Leute Owen. of Church lull. • as shop•
p•ag in the city, Tuesday.
Mayes lime sad nem. teedware are Tiot•
lag friends near St. Elmo.
Mrs Kate Doemas, of lloph use Ole. is in the
e hue% tile Tribune
Mrs. J B. Iteteitiap, et the Limo neishbor-
heed, was in town Saturday.
Mum Eliza Metiowen. of Louisville, is visiting
the family of Ir.smi t sin1ibell.
Muss Vtorne Bibb. Ruesellville. is vial ins at
U. V. Owes's, in this county
Alez Cox and Hairy Tandy spsnt Sunday
with friends sear Fairview
Mew Mollie (Julia, of Morton's trap, % toted
Mies Riehie Blwles this week
Mrs. Robert Burke and son, Thompson. have
retuned from a v.sit to Cadiz.
Mr. Chas. Radford sad daughter, of Pees-
oroke, were in the city Saturday.
Walter Radford and J no. Pendleton, of Peet-
d-oke, were in the city Saturday
Oi . I.. W. White, of Hernando, Misr., is •iis-
Meg Mr and Mrs. C. M. Latham.
Muses Anne and Ida Winfree, &sky.
visited friends in the city this week.
Mrs. J. II Hall and daughter. Miss Annie. of
Fairview were in the city Saturday.
Miss Mule and Sallie Darnell, of Fairview,
were shopping in the city Saturday.
Mrs Lissie Venable has returned from a
pleasant visit to friends in Cincinnati.
Mies Rolm* Wheeler has ret urned to her home
after • visit to friends and relatives.
Mesdames R. C. Jamisoa sad F. S. Beaumont,
I Pembroke, were in town, Tueelay
Judge J I. Landes returned Monday night
Irons • professional trip to Louis' tile
W Gunn, one of the proprietors of let u
kaa Springs, was in the city II eitae•day
Mrs J. W. McClanalise and Mies Blanche
Thomas, of Elmo, were in the city Monday.
Mrs Sue Barbridge left Saturday for C incin •
nat.. where she will make her future home.
Pack toles, one of the newt prosperous farm-
ers of Smith Christian. was in the city wedne•-
ilay.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Ellie, of Ntstictile, tweet Sat-
urday and Sunday with the faintly of N. It.
Shyer.
Will Gamut and wife spent several days
with friends and relatives in Bowling tireen
last week.
Mr* S. W. anetein and daughter. of Phil-
adelphia Pa, are stalling Minelayee 4 oleman
aset Glass
Mrs. earoa Williams and daughter, Mum Cis,
Ruesellville. are visiting friends and relatives
in the city.
Rise Flora Trite, of Hopkiasv die, will be here
on the high to •unt Mrs. Geo. B. Exall.-Park
city T mes.
Miss Lizzie McCarty. owe of the most charm-
ing ) (num ladies of Cadiz., was in the city
Wednesday.
Br. Richard Herndon, who has been the guest
of Bailey Waller for the past week, left sunder
for Evans•Lle
Mr. Richard Herndon has returned from •
Ten to his sister, Mrs.. Bailey Waller, at Hoe.
kinseille.-Ivaneville Tribune.
Mrs. •sbby went on eaturclay to visit hersoe.
who is at school with Major .1 te Ferrell, at
Hopki eav tile -Evansville Tribune.
Mr. T. If Parksk prominent merchant, of
Lyaehrinrg, visited hue daughter Mimi Minnie,
who is a student at the Soups Kentue% y lobes*,
this week.
Mrs J D. Ruseell, who has been visiting
friends in the city for several weeks, retuned
to her home in Hopkiasville Friday night.-
Clarksville Democrat.
Frank Buckser, of HoplitlasvIlle, was
here its Wednesday of this week. Frank has
many gmel friends in (.larks•ille who were
glad to see him -Clarkerille C hninie le.
Mr. and Mrs. Ned ampliell. of Hopkinsv tile,
arreied in the city Sunday and are the guests
of Mr and Mrs. Thos Lambert. They will
probably reside permanently in Die city.-
Henderson Joel nal .
Mr. .1 F. Brown, of Hopkinsville, rates
dews Tuesday to visit his brother, Col. M. I).
Brows), of this 'deer. He was aceonspas led by
his wife who will remain here for several 'tats
-11•111sonville Theme.
W, a. Mein and Miss Daisy A aderson. Del
Nseilersee sad Miss Femmes A &derma, Hiram
Mellor east Miss Nee* Balboa. Wailane Mavis.
mati lad Maw Beaus Tammy, *el Field suet Miss
Kigia. law Waller sad Miss opal Wit.
lie. Iv IC Beattie sail IOW 14111, Pflall at.
WOW Moine at Nut itualbaltaillt.
noddy Hoods
at any prices are the dearest In the long
run. C. M. 1.athans keeps none but the
best goods that can be bought. His
prices are as low as any buyer can ask.
Tile fills Well.
The indications grow more favorable
with every stroke of the ponderous drill.
A Nevi En.k man vieited the gas well
again Wednesday morning and WWI eur-
11111 prime] at the rapid progress that- had
Vendt gociteingo. C. M. Latham has a novelty in ruch-ing. After wearing it uutil it is *oiled
Hopkinsvilie / Jamie. cansier,d „bk. you call plant it anti it will grow cucum-
bers. Persons wearing it ill damp
Go to A. G. Bosh for boots and shoes weather should he verefol as 'tie likely
and Jaye money, to sprout out and grow a cucumber
are vine while 4111 their uts.kg.member's of the tenni@ chili
eiljuy hug this tine weather.
'The leading jeweler and most reliable
watch-maker is M. D. Kelly.
50,000 good poplar shingles for toile,
cheap. Jtm. H. GREEN it Co.
Mr. Noe Dills, who tor the past sever-
al weeks ha. been quite ill, is recovering.
Rom Rodgeie represents the Mutual
Life Insurance Company of Kentlicky.
The ycling ladies of *ouch Main street
are speaking of organizing a tennis
club.
As may be men from our rorreapon-
denve, Mr. Bryant, of Gracv, is fast re-
covering. Forbes and Bro.', Of this city have
It seems to be the general opinion that closed a contract with Mr. .J. T. Harper,
the fruit crop will he mitimially large of Cerulean Springs tor the erection of a
this year.
The iuiprovenient that a trip across the
Atlantic wi'.I create call be seen by send-
ing over to Creitstnati at Clarksville for a hy the public: 2'1 went to Henderson class of goods for the moneyjug of that old Bourbon that was export. at the instance of the Ohio valley men to than any house in the city.
ed to Bremen in '$2 and brought back in i consult with them upon legal matters Li.Ins stock of
of relating to the road. I cannot say
means necemary for time extension to
"
whether or not they hive secured the
this point. 
1740i:,
. , s.
0 B0014
'85 thus having enjoyed a couple
voyages across the Atlantic.
Mej. Ricketts sold a lot of spring
chickens Saturday at the rate of $3 00
per dozen.
Mrs. William Moore, who for the past
several weeks, has been quite sick, is
recovel iug.
The Rev. Mr. Candler, made famous
by Emma Abbot, has been preaching in
Clarksville.
Bowling Bros. & Sugg will have their
ice plant in operation by the latter part
of this week.
The directors of the Driving Perk are
making extensive preparations for a big
meeting t:iis fall.
Mr. M. B. Gill, of Clarksville, has
accepted a position in the Implement
house of John R. Green & Co.
Homes mid investments in the west.
Write to Secretary Board of Trade, Gar-
den City, Kansas, for circulars
Bill boards are being erected on va-
cant lots which will soon picture the
gorgeous glories of the coming Oro's.
young ladies of Owensboro will
give a leap year fancy these ball to the
young men of that city on April 26th.
quite a number of young men have
availed themselves of the line weather
to take a (icy in the country for Melting.
Otho Anderson has rallartied froth the
L1101101110 Lila end *III probs.
lily Benito Imre for Ilia lowlier of itio
profp•ritoo,
The termer, lit the antihero portion
of the county Ilre nearly through with
corn planting. In the norther's portion
they are a little late.
The Christian Woman. Temperance
Union will hold Its next tneethig Mon-
day evening at the residence of Mrs.
Toni Jones, 1:30 o'clock.
FOR SALE FiveliOthied *lel Iota in
Hopkineville and a farm of 150 acres in
this county. Teruo/ reasonable and
easy. M. 11•NN•.
City Etigitteer Twyman has about
completed the work of grading nod
macadamiziog Second street front Main
to the river. It is a floe piece of work.
Alex Graves, colored, had a fine cow
killed by a train at the Madisonville
crossing, two and a half miles from the
city, on last Tuesday. She was ap-
praised at $50. •
A vender of tolu caused some excite-
ment on the streets Wednesday morning
by howling out the virtues of his wax.
Ile made plenty of noise, if tw didn't
sell much wax.
The reports sent to several dailies
stating that Col. E. G. Sebree, of Tren-
ton, was dead, are not true. Col. Se-
bree is very iii, however, with but little
prospects of recovery.
Col. Brown, of thia place, will perhaps
have no opposition as elector oil the
Democratic ticket. We can endorse
the Col. very heartily for the position.-
Madisonville Times and News.
On Tuesday morning while a heavy
water tank out at the rock crusher was
being moved, it rolled over and caught
a negro man under it. Ile was quite
badly mashed, but will recover.
The sound of the saw and hammer is
heard in the lend and new buildings
are going up all over the city. On al-
most every street may be seen improve-
ments and addition@ to property.
L•etess will consult their best Intel-
eats by calling on Mies Alice Hayes for
for millinery. Her new stock embraces
many very attractive styles. Prices
guaranteed to suit all purchasers.
Judge J. I. Landes was called to lien-
deraon, Wednesday, by the officers of
the O. V. road to commit over matters
of importance. What was done will
be made know it in another issue.
No man has yet dared to say that the
fruit crop has been killed, so the New
ERA venture* the assertion that peaches
and apples can be bought on the streets
next summer at twenty cents per bushel.
WILIKLY NEW ERA WOO a year, With
ticket in the drawing, Tat-Weax Ls' $2.00
a year with two tickets or WOO tor six.
months with one ticket. Terms cash in
advance, papers stopped when time is
out.
Ingrain Crockett, the Henderson poet,
is making a reputation as a composer
that is quite enviable. The poem "The
Defence of the Inca" in the Henderson
Journal of the I3.h must, id exceptionally
good.
The Latham Light Guards have been
solicited to enter the competitive drill
at Nashville, on May 21st. If the boys
decide to enter the lists, it will take
some hard work on the part of many
older companies to beat them.
A car Was derailed just above the
depot Wednesday morning as it was
beleg taken from the males. The rails
were sprung to such an extent that the
passenger train was compelled to take
a sidetrack in order to get by.
Hopkinsville has orgailized a cotnmer-
cial club. Its members are young men
who take an active Interest in the growth
of i)te place, and the organisation will
doubtless be productive of much good to
Hopkinsville.-Henderson Journal.
Mr. B. F. Malone, representing Wm.
Bronaugh tit Son, Pembroke, was in
town yesterday introdieing his new
plug chewing tobacco "Hopkineville
Choice.'' It is far superior to "Green-
ville" tend a "chew" will convince you.
Dr. J. P. William., of Winchester,
Tenti„ a recent graduate of the dental
deportment of Vanderbilt tniversity.
spent several day. with friends situ rel.
Were Iii the city this week, Ile is on
ids way to thvonalturst where Is. pros
pools to locate,
Col, 11. II, Crump and Mel H. W,
Covington lospe)ted the Latham Light
Guard. at their armory Friday night.
There was a ful: attendance and the
boys acquitted themselves In • manner
that redacted great credit upon them-
selves and officers.
D. Galbreath, the popular young jew-
eler, will open ep a complete stock of
rweiry in the Wilding occupied by Mr.
4ryan at au early date. Mr. 4ryan and
Mr. Galbreath will both occupy this
house whioh ia one of the most desire-
Mr. Walter 1:11111114, a promineut cititem
431 this city, who for many year. was
a miller for Ellis Co.. has bought a
half interest in Mr. Ben Nanee's mill
on little river, near Pee Dee, in the
southern part of this county. We wish
Mn. [thins oeuvre.' in his new home.
handsome two story frame residence.
They will also build tor Mr. Sam White
1t Abe's shop, a doe business house.Work will be commenced oil the build-
ings itt once.
Alfred S. Gentry, a former Hopkins-
ville boy, who has been absent nearly
thirty 3 ears, is 1111 the city, visiting hie
brother-in-law, R. F. Ferguson. Mr.
Gentry was a school-boy in our city
with many of those who now constitute
our prominent business men. lie is
from Cincinnati.
Chairman S. G. Buckner urgently
requests all the members of the County
Democratic Executive Committee to
meet at the South Kenteckian office
next Saturday afternoon, April 21st, at
1 o'clock. Business of pressing im-
portance Is to be attended to and all the
members are urged to attend.
Hopkinsville ought to follow Hie ex-
ample of Marion, 0 , anti set apart a
day for the destruction of English
sparrows. 'Ds true there are only
about a mili19.1 of them here as yet, but
by the end of the summer we may rea-
sonably expect this number to be in-
creased to about four million. Shoot
'em
Four horses hitched to a Wag011
loaded with salt, because !right-
cued at a locomotive as it crossed
Ninth street Saturday, arid wheel-
ing suddenly around snapped the
tongue of the wagon anti crippled the
animal under the saddle. If the locc-
motive had been a moment later or tile
team a moment earlier very serious emi-
ts (pieta-es might hove results tl.
Mrs. Maria Rubinson, colored, died
at Boonville, Ind , sundry April 1st, at
the advanced age of one hundred and
twenty-five years, one hundred and two
years of which time were spent In bon-
dage. She was the grandmother of
Mrs. B. 11. Wert and great grandmother
of Jas. Haile, of Princeton, Intl. The
old lady formerly lived in this city and
many people remember her well. She
has several descendants here.
Some son-of-a- gun set the tall end of
the New Est (Ince afire Wednesday
afternoon, and it was only after a hard
and desperate struggle with the furious
flames by our private fire company that
they were brought under control. For
a while It looked as If all our kindling
wood must go, but by desperate fighting
it was saved. But for such prompt
action the shed and fully a bushel and a
half of coal must nave been utterly de-
stroyed. The lose has not been estimated
as )et; to insurance.
A fine audience greeted Pete Baker
Monday night in his original and laugh.
able comedy "Chris and Lena." To
say that Baker is a great cotnedian is
expressing it very mildly. He is won-
derfully versatile. His songs are new
and original. You cannot look upon him
without laughing. You must laugh;
you can't help it. The play is inter-
spersed with songs. music and dancing
and a variety of novel features. The
management has booked this popular
comedian for the 21st of January, next
season.
The Adelaide Rtudall Opera Compa-
ny did not receive the patronage here
that it deserved. The troupe is the
best balanced one that haa appeared In
the city this season, and contained not
a single weak voice. Mies Randall's
singing and acting were exquisite as
any one who heard her will adniit, and
among the support were several excel-
lent voices. Only two really excellent
companies have appeared here this sea-
son, Rhea's and Handall'e, and the New
Elt• Id Very sorry to say they had to
play to comparatively empty houses.
At the anniversary celebration of the
I. 0. O. F. in Owensboro on the 26th
Inst. it is expected that a delegation
from the lodges of Hopkineville, Evans-
ville, Henderson, Russellville, Rock-
port, Newburgh, Lewisport and Can-
nelton will be t resent. It is propmed
to make the celebration a success, and
the lodge and its committee will spare
neither trouble nor expense to secare
this result.
The Henderson Journal says : The
Hopkinsville people are agitated about
the 0. V. railway and fear that they
will have to keep that nioney they voted
the road 011 certain condition*. l'he
company certainly has not given up the
Idea of extending to that place, and Or.
Kelsey says he certainly expects to
claim that $100,000, and this be can
hardly do without ecmplying with his
part of the contract.
The WOUllifi'd Christian Temperance
Union for this district will meet at time
I Baptist church at this place Tuesday
evening, 17th, at 7:30 o'clock. Mrs.
Bell, of Madisonville, will deliver the
address of welconte which will be res-
ponded to by Miss Nora stark, of Hop-
kineville. The meeting will be in ses-
sion Wednesday night. Mrs. Ropzell,
the public lecturer, will be present.
Mrs. Geo. W. Bain Is expected lobe
at the meeting. The 'Beetling will no
doubt be one of interest. All are Invit-
ed to attend •••11aolhintiville Tillie,.
Am.'. a very earrfol review tot the
"Jematip tlenealogy" hy Henry W.
Jesup, we Viol It to Ise toot of the most
slthaustItie works of its draerlption ever
Walled, Its euthor It evidently a ripe
*choler anti he lteente to have left no
point untouched that would throw
light upon the embject. Every branch
of the family is clearly traced, anti
many leteresting incidents In the lives
of each are given. Descriptions of
many homes are to be found in its pages
as well as the general character and life
of the inmates. 'pie work te of especial
interval to the branches ot this family
residing in Christian anti Todd coun-
ties.
been made sinoe Saturday. Thee the ble locations in the city. I The Bowling Gr
een Democrat, while
drill was scarcely ten feet below the It doesn't propose to take a hand in Sec-
ond district polities can't resist the temp-
tation to pay McKensie'e congresaional
abilities a high compliment. It saye:
"Since we saw his commanding form
and listened to his eloquetit voice in the
said church next Friday, as appointed, Louisville convention hall last May, as
but will meet Friday night thereafter. he carried the great crowd with him in
Hon. James A. McKenzie, ex-mem- his forensic tilt with Taulbee, we have
surface and now the well has reached
Owing to the fact that 1 reebytery will
a
depth of sixty feet. The mud, water and convene
 In the Cumberland Presbyte-
rian church next Friday, and continuing
pulverised moue which drawn from '
over Sunday. the meeting of the Good
the bottcm hae a strong smell of petro-
Templar's lodge will not take place at
Wont and the air around the scene of
operations le pregnant with the odor.
The machinery is in fine order and is
making from fifteen to twenty per day.
A bold stream of water was found at a
considerable distance under ground, and
when this is drawn from the well and
emptied upon the ground oil accumu-
lates upon the surface. A great many
people from the city visit the scene
daily.
ber of congress from Kentucky, a dis-
tinguished citizen of Christian, our
neighbor county, was in our city on last
Wednesday, and received a hearty shake
of the hand from hi* many warm per-
sonal friends anti admirers.-Clarks-
vine Chronicle.
been impressed with McKenzie's con-
gremional possibilities. He is as fine a
piece of congregational timber as grows
in the Second district; still, this Is not
our say, and we are not taking McKen-
zie's part against either Powell or Ellis.
We're for the man that wins."
Judge J. I. Landes returned 'rhurs- PREFERRED- LOCALS!
day morning from a business trip to
Henderson. A New Ella reporter way- .
laiti the Judge linmetilately upon hie
arrival and /I e ill a lit 1•11 in behalf of a pa- A FACT
'lent public it thieg du flii Its as to the
future movement@ of the Onto Valley i 1bo 0 eorailroad. The Judge !seeingnoaveilml-suf escape nmimit'Ie the d
hiwili°t17igniCreamttilitteitutlreentwhik'ii will hue rsvssl e  John Moayon sells ft better
The OCO .1 girl of title city has caught
the base ball craze anti 16 hot only
taking a lively interest in the national
game, but actually shows her pride
and patrlotient by engaging Ill it. This
is as it should be. Base ball lei a healthy
and an interesting exercise and gives
strength and vigor to the constitution,
imparting a natural appetite which all
silly games of the house can never give.
And not only this. Site is thoroughly
Informed upon a topic with which every
young man is familiar; ,w hether he
knows anything else or not, Ile knows
base ball and this is a subject that can
never be exhausted. We almost bear
her say : "Ali! did you catch on to
that beautiful curve? it was just per-
fectly splendid and Mn, Jones took it off
the bat so nicely. I think he'e PO nice!
he threw it to third and that
horrid Snlith muffed It am! let Johnson
get in and that mean old umpire counted
It when everybody knew-"
He Waste the Boodle.
Mr. Geo. W. Long, the jailer of Chris-
tian county, proposes to contest the
right of the city judge to excuse the im-
prieonmeut of parties convicted in hie
court of earryieg concealed deadly
weapons. Mr. Long claims that as
jailer of the county he is justly entitled
to the fees for the board of parties so
convicted and that the sretion of the
statute width provides for the imprison-
ment of the party is not enforced ;further-
more that the city j.itige has no right to
release a prisoner upon the mere pay-
ment of his fine, when the law provides
for hie imprisonmeet in the county JO,
quite a novel feature In the business Mr. Long c11110111 further that titom a
41 nowt' a ('ts'a this week Is their very recent necaolott a pflettiter was fined
Noe curtain sale, lontigurstell a few Vet awl 10 de) a linprisistittietil fist tarry.
111Y" agn, 'oily II" 1111111 0160411 ha tssg umsuuus,elsls.sl *velem. Slid Wittig tumble
Outfit Its be POO anti, MO itrittlte 1110 to pay lila 111111 wee soul to the Ittelitip
quolity vonmitiortni, It le no wonder that no *Me It OW, Mr, 10114 tine. Mit
010 Nooji go oft iso rapidly, Parties III queatIon the right of this own to stool a
need of those goods are edvieed to call prisoner to the city prison to serve out
It °nee, ills Nile, buit the atill11.101i111 tell tint a
prieonnient which the statute *aye 'mist
be tierved iti the comity jell, lie thinks
lie Is entitled to.
A Forged
lit April 18S7 Mary Leaven, colored,
died possessed of about $1,000 in person-
al property. In July '1•17 R 11'. Henry,
of this bar, qintlified as admitiletrator
and as 1.11 •11 hail the property appraised.
On September 5th, a will purportiiig to
be that of Allary I,eavell, was produced
and probated in the Christian county
court. Mr. Henry then tiled a suit in
the Christian circuit court attacking
the is III and arcking a dirtribution
of the property upon the idea
that ilary 1.eavell died lutes-
tete. On holt Friday Lizzie Car-
ter, daughter of Mary Leavell, and one
of the beneticiarlea tinder the will, ad.
milted In Mr. Ilenr1 'a cdice that the
will was a forgery anti written by her
brother, James Torten, slim one of the
benetleariev, and that the mid will was
written Ims August after the death of
Mary Leavell in April. This forged in-
strument seeks to divide the property
among three adult heirs, depriving the
Infant heirs of their part GI the prop-
erty.
Genuine Latest Styles
in ladies' dress goods, imported and do-
meatie, of all fabrics cheap arsd dime are
'Mown exclusively at Latham'a. No
old stock brought over and sold as new.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Wall Paper
And
Window Shades.
Now is the time for
Spring cleaning and
you want to fix up your
home. Call at C. A.
Thompson's and see the
largest and finest stock
of Wall Paper and Win-
dow Shades in the city.
All the new styles,
pretty and cheap, at
Thompon's Hardware Stare.
MILLINERY.
leo to Mad. Jacob.' and see the beauti-
ful little "Adelaide" hat the '"Dtquet"
anti her own stylish little hat called
'"foska." Main street opposite Court-
houise.
Gents who are fond of a fine Cigar,
would do well to try one of our Pap-
pooee, Fanny Davenport, Patti Rosa,
Cuban Six or Old Tinie; they are all
fine. We are daily receiving fresh
Drugs and Medicine..
BUCKNER LEAVELL.
MAD. D. JACOBS'
Grand Spring and Summer ()petting to-
day, to-morrow and Saturday. Ladies
all invited.
We have placed on our Bargain
Counter is Idle they last time follow ing
articles. If you think of buying any
4:01111c 10..)W,4• eel( k amid r  often,
and if you do hot think of buying come
anyway and we- will tie glad to show
them to you. Note prices:
40 Styles of Valley Toilet Soaps.
3 Cakes nice Picnic Soap in box, Sc.
4 Large I rises Highly Perfitused its
box, lit
tlie Boil Rustles, re'.
Baby in Cradle,
Fare is Dot Tam Tog, 10e.
That Awful I tad of Mine, 10e.
Grafelfiits, 10e.
50) Yards Spool Thread,
4 Papers Needles, 5...
Ivory Tooth Picks, 3 blades, Si'.
Braes Match Safe's, Sc.
Shears, s inches long, Sc.
Steel Sheen' .3 irwhes lenig, 10c.
Heinle 11110tf: Vfallira for wall, Sc.
Glans Pails, alLeolorts, Sc.
Glees Semite, all cedar., Si.
mesa Hats, all potties,
Heed Hrtisisto,
It It. hei. atu el
largo .lm, ilk.
I 'Itaithlott.a, WOW/ aie.
bolsi, N.,
husks anti Keys.
Jail tont, V hem Ilk.
silver Call Bella, g
silver Hells,
Base 11411o,
Bete,
Towels lie, Curlier Istainpsd Towels, Ile,
Ttirklah Bath Towels 5ti, W hits Boil
Spreads 50c, Baskets, all Styles amid
Priem. See them. Shoe Polish, Curry-
Conibs, Waltere. A few niore Parasol.),
5, 10, 15 end 30e. We into. lots of
other ankles tin this (minter, which are
hard to:describe, besides we have not the
space.
N. B. Shyer
Cor. Ninth and Main.
--- -
Our line of Toilet Articles is simply
superb: Soaps from 150ete. per dozen to
175 cts. per cake-Peares, Imben's Col-
gate's and other leading factories. Our
Pert umery is tumult/Li-mei, as we make
a specialty of dila line of gooda-Lubin's
Extracts, Colgate'a, Palmer's, Lorenge,
Curl twrg's and others. Ladles are
especially invited to call and examine.
BUCKNER LEAVELL.
ARTISTIC MILLINERY.
Mad. Jacobs has returned and brought
with her Madam Morton, the artistic
milliner, who has been in her employ
many, many years. She is now able to
show the ladies the handsoment, moot
stylish hats ever shown In Itopkinsville
Come early and avoid the rush. Main
street opposite court-house.
Milk Shake, Blue Lick,
Ice Cold Soda, Deep
Rock Water, Belfast
' .14.2%.7= 81-10=13
are first-class, and you may
depend on what "Honest
John" says. If he tells you
they are good yon may bet
on it.
Lace Curtain Week!
Bassett & Co!
A grand array of won-
derful bargains.
MI LLINERY.
90 per cent. guaranteed to every
eu n etomer o ally article In our Millinery
Department, besides we give to each
purchaser of a $2.50 Hat or Bonnet, a
Heedful Bound Novel and for each pur-
chase of 25c, or over, • Paufplilet form
Novel, or Sheet of Popular Music.
Remember these are intluvements offered
by no other*. MRS. R. I. MARIAN,
M'g'r Millinery Dept.
N. B. SITYEIL
ICE
in small or large quan-
tities at
WILSON'S.
Mi.e•bee,t413.
50e. in Silver will be given to every
one who buys of us a $1.00 Gem Shirt
within the next 30 days. These Shirts
are made of New York Mills Muslin,
extra good itomm and Reinforced Back
and Front. We will introduce this Shirt
In this manner. We also have them in
Pleated Bosom, with same Rebate. All
Size from 14 title,
N. B. SHYER.
Cor. Ninth and Main Streets.
Our stock of Artists Material is com-
plete. Tube Paint, Brushes, Crayon
Paper, Tracing Paper, 
ImpressionPaper, etc. BUCKNER LEAVELL,
STYLE.
Don't fail to see Mail. Jacobs for
elegant black lace hats anil bonnets and
handsome 'shaded plumes anti tips.
They are beauties. Main street next
door to Plantere Bank.
Buckner Leavell to the Front
With the pleasing alinotincement that
he has just received another large lot of
handsome Stationery, by far the largest
and most elegant ever brought to this
market..
Merchant Tailoring.
If you want a first class suit of clothes
140 to
GORMAN'S
for good tits. tine trimmings and
made clothes; he cannot be &turps I
anywhere. A choke stock of foreign
and domeatic 'whinge and troultering to
select from and prices re•sonable. He
does strictly first-class tailoring mei the
public will tied it to ihrir Interest to
patrohize 111111.
r. T. GORMAN,
"THE TAILOR,"
No. 11 Seventh Street.
Hay, corn, Oats, Bran,
Feed Meal and Chirien-Feed,
:tap': rancy
Seed Sweet and Irish
Potatoes, Lime 76c. per
bbl.
We have our own
wagon and deliver at
all hours. We deliver
coal oil. Give us a call.
Anderson & Tate.
CHAT': SILK 1.1 SALE,
_AT
Metz 4t Timothy's
THIS WEEK.
Very handsome Jersey Silks in evening shades, well worth $1.75
per yard, our price this week will be $1.25.
Very handsome Faille Silks, evening shades, at 75c. per yard, would
be cheap at $1.50 per yd.
600 Yds. Fancy Check Summer Silks at 25c. per yd.
A few Suits left of fancy Foulard Silks, 24 inches wide, at 36c. per
yd., worth 75c.
Remnants of black and colored Gros Grain Silks, 2 to 12 yds. long,
will be sold
25p er Cent. Less than Eastern Cost.
A few more of those $16.00 Combination Suits left. Remember our
price while they last, $9.50. Everything complete.
A full line of Moire Silks, all colors, from 85c. to $2.60 per yd.
Special Sale of Hamburg Edgings !
this week. Hamburg worth 15,18 and 900. will be sold at 10o. per yd.
HANDSOME LINE BLACK CHANTILLY LACE FLOUNCINGS.
MK. 1:4 C3I- 4=4 M I
We have a very handsome line of Embroidered Back Gloves. Prices
from 75c. to $2.00.
Foster's 5-hook Lace Embroidered Back Kid Gloves at $1.00 a pair,
every pair warranted.
Big Bargains in Lace Curtains and Carpets this week.
METZ & TIMOTHY,
Leaders and Controllers of Low Prices.
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Millinery, Millinery, Millinery.
I have just opened up a Millinery Parlor next
door to my Dry Goods House, under the manage-
ment of Mrs. Carrie Hart and Mrs. Lizzie Dick,,
where they will be pleased to see their acquaint-
ances and friends.
IKE LIPSTINE5
NINTH STREET.
1888. SPRING.
-••• 
1888
 
MA
A. C. SHYER CO.,
THE POPULAR CLOTHIERS,
Are Showing Styles that can not and will not be equaled in this city.
30 STYLES OF SPRING OVERCOATS!
Our assortment of Spring Suits and Pants are the pick of the very
hest makes, and the greater m portion of the we control
Try the stile for this city.
Beautiful Soft Roll Sack Suits,
Ginger Ale at 
Gaither's 
Elegant 3 and 4 Button Cutaway Frocks,
Light and Dark Colored Pants,
The First National Bank.
Treasury I iepart ment,
timec oft om pt roller et Iii Currency,i
W Asti Pseeom, M•reli 17,th, 11054)
Wm  by sat isfar tory e%tiletee presented
to the undersigned, it has heen made tit appear
that "The First National Bank, of Hopains-
nee," in the town of Hopkinsville. in the coun-
ty of ( hristian, nnil state of Kentucky, has
complied with a'l the provisions Of the statutes
of the Cultic° "Late.. required to be complied
with before nn association shall be autbonzed
to imminence the business of banking: Now
tberefore I, Jesse I) Abrahams, Deputy and
acting t omptroller of the i•urreney, do hereby
certify that "The First National liank,of iiO4;
k hipline, in the town of Hophinaville, in t
county of Christian. nod state of leentuc.ky Is
authorized to commence the Lupine/is of bank-
ing as provided in seetiou Ofty.mie hundred
and sixty nne of the reviled statutes of the
l'oited htates. In testimony whureof wi mess
hAnd aisi Seal of ogles this 15th day of
March, 104. J. Is. ABRAHAOM.
Liepety and Actives Comptroller of the Cur-
rency
No. WOO.
Stylish stripes and checks, stylish in cut. They are beauties. All
these goods are perfect fitting, "par excellence of the tailor's
art." No such line of garments were ever shown in this city.
We will be pleased to show these goods whether you are ready to buy or not.
A. C1 SHYER & COII)
Successors to John T. Wright.
GLASS CORNER. GLASS CORNER.
BOY'S SUITS in all the popular fabrics, in Sacks and 3 and 4 Button Frocks.
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STORIES OF PARROTS.
•monsiag Stories of a Number of liatel/t•
gent wed Talkative Birds.
Brehm. the author ,of a ',kronen
work railed "The Histery of &Ili-
ma's." affirms that parrots of the
more intelligent Indian and African
bevarieties he se net only en taught
many tivhra.ses hich thcy r,l,cat by
rote, but that they have emus. to itil.
deretand the meaning .1 what they say,
and use wools ionleeeteloseth in their
proper eeneee.. tete% the o ose ef an
E.A.4 Indices pat oiL Iio loaraed a
largo numb es of Devil werds in hi-
native (ornery. Breieeei to Eecope.
he learneol a 111111 1 1 •i• ,,t U .r 'tatand
ireneh were- in asked
for water, fey e fer plarthings,
and for 3 chance to gvt out ,,f his
cage. which Wa• reg'111311%. illuweil'
him. H • did Dot ,11.yri. ii., he le
man word-, f %%hit he e :tooted, iii
speaking- to Ger nans, het -.onetime:
substitutee the Dwell words, in theio
proper 4011-s.. N .1,11,h.. a geed mani
of his testis, `W. 1.4•1111••• jabbering-
were pot doe II :I.: • •Ih1t t. 11" by his
German III:''.er-.
Sealiger tells of 3 !MT..: x% hick imi-
tated the calls nee! in the dances of
the Stty..yruals, end ropeate I pert', of
their settee :11111 Jecqiies Mentor. a
French writer, tills oof an African par-
rot who dative! a. he had seen the
people do, repeatillg ass he did so the
words oif their ' A little
A little jump! Ion!
Menault, another Frenchman of
cum tells of a famene parrot. for
which Cardinal Beeea paid a hundred
gold crowns beceuee he recited With-
out a blunder the Apostle's Creed. and
;emitted the maqivilkat correctly.
The story is rye oteled in English an-
ecdotal collections. if not in grave his-
tories, that a parroot belonging to
Henry VIII. once fell in the Theme.,
and sum ((((( 111.41 passer-by t,, he res-
cue by calling out -Help! Help!"
The Indian parrot if whom the ac-
count is given by Ilrelen, was de-
prived of its mime--; by ileath. It re-
fused to eat. and called out repeatedly:
-Where is madam? Where is mail.
am"' One of the friend' of the fam-
ily, an elderly Major, owe patronized
the parrot by saying to him: "Jump
on your perch. Jacke. there's a good
bird; jump on tour perch!" Jacket
looked as hint an instant. contemptu-
ously. and then estelaimed. -Jump on
the perch. Major. jump on the perch!"
The French it.aveler. 1.14 Berne a
very serious end careful Milan tells a
singular story of ass AMMO parrot
called Chrysostom by the sailors on
board a vessel whit+ beought La Barre
front Senegal to France. Chrysostom
had belonged to the ishaplein of the
ship, who had taught hint a prayer or
two, and a portion of the liturgy. On
the voyage the chaplain died, and the
bird continued to repeat the prayer
that had been taught him. The sail-
ors bestowed upon the parrot the
'tense of -the chaplain," and knelt
about his cage in a reverent manner
when the bird repeated his prayer.
'There is another, and an unpleasant
side to this picture. however. in the
fact that -the chaplain" learned some
of the sailors' oaths, and added them
to his liturgy. He slid learned to call
himself by the W. at -the chaplain."
and made such eisessehes al this: "Had
your breakfast. Mr. Chaplain? OIL
Yee; oh. yes. Mr. Chaplain wants a
cracker. Yes, yes-for the cheplain.
Amen! '-- YOKO.' s
A GLIMPSE OF TANGIER.
A. Ancient North Afriew Tea-Port De-
void of Gratifying Sights.
The view of Tangier from the sea is
very picturesque, the houses rising
one above another, somewhat as at
Hong Kong. But the parallel
elwes as soon as you put your foot
on shore, for here is nothing of the
order and eleanlinese of an English
port. Indeed, if one wished to keep
in mind a pleasant picture of Tangier
he would not land at all. but content
himself with the view front the ship's
deck. IL ott the other hand, he yields
to his curiosity, he will find himself. as
soon as he touches the shore, plunged
Into all the filth of an Eastern town.
The narrow streets, lit which men and
donkeys and camels jsetle emelt other,
are full of every kind of abomination.
To) drel any thing attractive one
must go out of thy teen to) the en-
virons, where the foreign Consul*
reside. The instanter has much natal%
al beauty. The soli Is fertile, yield-
ing abundantly, and furnishes almost
the entire supply for tioo. market of
Gibraltar. Mnreeese of while% Tangier
Is the pore I. a large country, with
resources which would make It rich if
it were tinder the protection and en•
eouragernent of a goosl government.
But its -government" is suds as ex-
Sea in the heart of Afriset. All power
is vested in a Sultan, who lives at
Fez, some days in the interior, and
whose sole i lea of the dignity of the
position is that it gives hint unlimiteol
opportunity of squeezing his unfortu-
nate subjects. It is said that he has
no scruple in despoiling ant- one of his
goods. or even taking his life, if he
should become rich enough to be worth
the robbing er killing. No
man can acquire property ex-
cept at hie peril. If he is se
inconsiderate as to le ant menet-. he is
presently inv,ted to Fez to receive
ecene mark of royal favor, and on the
way. going or e testing. "purely by
accident." he fall's among thieves, and
does not rettiroo to the hoeoni of his
family (or his harem), nhile his wealth
1% seized as the penalty for some
imagined o•rhur.
Among the sights of Tangier is the
prison. where one may leek through a
barred window and •-ee a number of
wretched creatures, yoneig and old.
the innocent and the guilty, all herded
together in uric disglisting abode of
misery, the greater part probably un-
tried, but none the less ol000neol to stif-
fer till they or their friends can buy a
release- The stories which one hears
are enough to make his bleed boil with
indignation. -le it net a horrible
outrage.'" still 3 high oflieer at
Gtbraltar. -that such barbarism can
s.liet in this nineteenth century, and
right here in the eieitt et Europe?" -
Chicago Times.
REFINED CREMATION.
The Near aystouit Aatoplawill for a Welt-
It ewers galas Cresastarium.
Th., Cremation Society at Zurich.
Switzerland, one of the best orgaeized
sesoeiations in the world, has itolopted
the &terry system. which Is Ile.eribett
as follows: Like Slenteits, Mr. lettirry
only allows heated air to cominunieate
with Ow body. In both systems the
rorpee burns directly. No flame is to
be seen singeing the body, but it burns
itself by the abundance of hot oxygen
which surround's it. Bourry use. eat.-
bootie echl gas, prepared in a Yoko i•e-
generator. for hosting the cremators-.
During the proweet erostuatIon he
uses mainly chitnney gas for heating
the air before it touches the eorpsse,
which allows is more economical use
of the heat. It it of great ad-
vantage that the chimney -needs to be
thirty-five feet high from the base of
the cellar, so that it is fully covered up
by the building. The *Ahem fall, with-
out being tootcheol, by an elumet auto-
matically working apparet Ile into the
11111.
The dissolution of the body does not
take place in the dark, unseen and un-
controled. but the it hole action is
open. Bourry and Veniiii place the
crematorium, which has the 'shape of a
sarcophagus, enol which) ram let ap-
proached from all eislee, ill the midst
of the hall in wIlio•lo the 4erviee is to
take place. There is 3 little window
on the back of the sarcophagus,
through n hick one can see the process
of cremation, alike* is uompleted with-
in one to one anti one-half hours, with-
out smell or smoke.  'iii • process is
solemn and beautiful, and avoids every
unersthetle nipulation. - Sanitary
.Voes
A Postponed Conference.
eAtosi hail 1 better speak with your
father to-night, dear?" he asked. as he !
suddenly continued to hold on to her !
with both arm..
-No. Geogr..' ehe answered from
his top met leitton"not to-night. It Is
nearly twelve o'clock, aad papa has
doubtless gone to bed." -Jor. Y &ea.
3 YEA
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The Cild Reliable
House has been Known in and around Hopkinsville as the headquar-
ters for GOOD AND CHEAP
Dry Goods, Clothing, Boots and Shoes,
NOTIONS, FURNISHING GOODS, HATS, ETC.,
And it would be foolish to suppose they could now let anyone under-
sell them. Others
May attempt to follow, but the Old Reliable
M. FRANKEL & SONS
WM .116. L. W.Z11.757. 3EK. 30 1:2 3E1 .iek. 13 •
A RARE OPPORTUNITY!
• - •••••••••••••••
Dry Goods and Notions.
10 pcs. 40-inch Cuban Suitings, Spring Shades, . . 30c per yd
10 pcs. 40-inch All-Wool French Borges, splendid goods, all
the popular colors . . . . 35c per yd
50 pieces Treres Koechlin Sattsens (French) new patterns, 30c per yd
40 pieces best make American Satteens, copied from im-
ported goods, fast colors - 12 1-2c per yd
20 pieces 36-inch English Cashmeres, the popular colors, 20c per yd.
20 pieces Double Fold English Serges, in popular shades 16 2-3c per yd
10 pieces Double-width English Cable Cashmere, all colors,
worth 20c.. our price, 12 1-2c per yd
10 pieces 36-inch Plaid Beige Spring Snades, handsome
goods, plain to match, 22 1-2c per yd
White Coods and Laces.
1,000 yards Sheer India Linen, very good, - 5c per yd
20 pieces Satin Check Nainsooks, very stylish patterns, Sc per yd
20 pieces Satin striped. Nainsooks, very pretty and worth mole money, 8 1-3c per yd
20 pieces very pretty and Sheer India Linen 8 1-3c per yd
25 pieces extra quality and Sheer India Linen, - 10e per yd
10 pieces lace stripe Nainsooks and India Linen Novelties.
160 pievs Hamburg Embroideries, good work and elegant designs, from 5 to 35c per yd
130 pieces tine Swiss Embroideries, ranging in width from 1 to 12 in.. 5 to 25e per yd
25 pieces line Swiss Flouncings, sheer with heavy work, 45 in. wide, 45 to $1.35 per yd
Our stock of Smyrna, Valenciennes, Gunny Irish Point is pretty and cheap.
We call special attention to an elegant line of Oriental Laces, all widths, at 10e per yd
Infant's Laee Caps :ill sizes. 25e to $2 each
Dress Cxinghams and Cotton Goods.
85 pieces of standard Ginghams, in stripes and plaids, latest st vies. Ile per pi
25 pieces of French Corded Ginghams, all new patterns Iiie per pi
25 pieces shifting Penangs, new figures, light grounds - 10c per yd
100 pieces of aproncheek Gingham, large and small, in all .eolors, fast, 8 1-3e per yd
A large stock of Cottonades, striped and plaid Cottons. Bed Tiekings at lower prices
than any other house in the ('it).
Dress Trimmings.
An elegant line of worsted and silk braids, bed sets, gilt braids, silk velvets. all
colors, and surah silks for trimming, and sashes in all the new shades; also handker:
chiefs, ruehings, Ribbons and dress buttons to match, all new colors. Agents for the
best kid glove in the world. Every pair warranted.
41,
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and smallest in tlie,e goods,
READ OUR QUOTATIONS.
THACKERAY'S DRAW
he 11••Ceall parable Novellsr• Rostaing
Place at Kensal Orew.
I hats- often wondered whether
Thackerny did not answer "Adsum"
is hen his own stimmonl cams. He
lied very eteldenly early in the morn-
ing of December 21. 1863. No one
was u ith tutu. for he had not cone
plained of serious illness on retiring the
night beim... When timid he WAY
lying in bed As if asleep-but the slops
was the long seep it! death. Hts
grave is in Kensal Green. one
epee 
tlit
at of Lon n &kedorne
and his last resting place is as vtuiph
311,1 impr,tentiou, Its was his life,
„The grave is comet-lel in by a low wall
brick. on it Melt is laid a large hori-
zontal slab of white marble, perfectly
plain, a ith this hiscrir ion:
Clothing and Furnishing Goods Dep't.
In this department we are showing the leading novelties in genteel mill nobli.
eltoliing for young and old, for husiness and street wear, or Fovial and evening wear.
Full Dress Suits, 3 and -I-button Cutaways, noliby Sack Suits, an elegant line of
klys' and children's suits at close figures.
Nobby stiff hats. All the new shades, browns, tans, and metriaa An elegant line
of nobby soft bats, black and light colors, silk hats and an immense stock of straw
hats,
Our Stock of Boots and Shoes
Is as complete as can he found in any exclusive shoe house in larger cities and we
have goods which we can recommend to give good wear.
Ule Agenti for w. W.L.DOUGLAS'
Douglas' 2.50 and $3.00 Shoos !ss,p,”
For men, and i.,42 and :F42.50 shoes for boys.
y Fro SEI.1 X' NAT t 4e,cI. 7rOM t
ALSO FOR
Edwin Clapp's Fine Men's Shoes.
Om. stock of furnishing goods is the largest in the city and we eanquote you lower
prices in this line than any house in the west. We are exclusive ag.ts for the celebrated
Emma 3Est1xrci- SEikulirtss
The Best in the World Ask for Them.
Ont. st ne k II
0E2 IINEIMAR
N complete' in all its line.
'and we call
t'it the Largest
-cow AND 'SILVER'
‘,
) -(;)••
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I
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FAC-SIMILE
or err
sti.!P•rs
Our stock of
Hosiery, Coildrg, Cuffs
are of the best makes
and you can bliy them as
MS inferior grades from oth-
er houses.
Bear this ininind: To every CASH purchaser of $20.00 at one time we will present
an Elegant Nickel Alarm Clock from this date.
Old Reliable •.
Frankel LIZ:
Have built their business on performances and not promises, and tlw public are noNN
Priees for Good Goods.
WILLIAM MAKIPIACII
Dora, July 11, SU.
Died December fa, net
mother, who died not long anti
her son, is buried with him, and her
name-Anne Carmichael Smyth -is.
carved on ill. eame stone and with a
-, tniler epitaph. The It has no othet
tenant-, noel an iron railing, rising a
few incites *here the slab, is thickly
twined with ivy tuiegled eith climb-
ing flowers. Far better. I thought.
this grave in the free air anol sunshine
than a tondo in that gloomy charnel-
house. West onineter Abbey-whose
glories can not compensate for the at-
mosphere of death and decay en•
shrined there. Some loving hand had
laid a floral offering upon .the marble.
I added mine, and came away. thank •
ful for the oppertunity of paying even
this emallss-t trebute of grateful ad-
miration to the man who has been
called -a cynic'-the cynic mho wrote
this ver.e Children RCMP, the
sea:
I tarusat. as day was breaking.
My little girls were waking.
And smiling. and making
A prayer athome for me.
-- St. /, .041$ Lepni.licar.
-The United States pays every year
for cigars anti cigarettes $186.500,000
and $20.000,000 f r tooluteco smoked in
pipe.. Too Iles it gelds the cost of
chewing toobacese $50,000 ON. bringing
the eteire tooleseco 6111 for toe year up
W $2;s6 .14 ) 10
\ 
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and reliable Medicines are the best
to depend upon. Acker's Blood El-
ixir has been prescribed for years for all im-
purities of tbe Blood. In every formof Scrof-
ulous, Pe pLilitle or Mercurial diseases, it is
invaluable. For Rheumatism, has no equal.
II. B. G•enxe, Hopkinaville, Ky
The Milwaukee Sentinel and the
Philadelphia Press are about to imbrue
over the presidential candidacy of Wal-
ter Q Gresham. The sentinel favors
the abolition of the tariff on everything
but cheese and bottled eoods and the
Pres. urges the abolition of the tariff on
everything except pig-iron and cook
stove.. We don't know how Gresham
stands on thew issues; to be candid, he
seems to put in most of Ids time sitting
on legal Minket. In the federal court.
Brace p.
You are feeling depressed, your ap-
petite is poor, you are bothered with
Headache, you are rldgetty, nervous,
and generally out of bores, and want to
Grace tip. Brace up, but not with
stimulants, spring medicineti, or bitters,
which have for their basis very cheap,
bad whisky, and which stimulate you
or an hour, and then leave you In
worse condition than before. What you
want is an alterative that will purify
your blood, start healthy action of Liver
and Kidneys, restore your vitality, and
give renewed health and strength.
Such a medicine you will find in Elec-
tric Bitters, and only 50 cents a bottle at
Harry B. Garner's City Pharmacy Drug
Store.
•
It appears that the city of Grand
Rapids, Mich., has Indorsed the Cleve-
land• Dickinson atitr InIstration by elect-
ing a Democratic mayor. If Dickinson
can actiomplish an much after being In
the cabinet only a while why may not
his lirlartati loduencr reach out and
make Itself felt lit Stains rr by the first
Tuesday alter the first Monday In No.
vember, Inatit
"‘\' fethauroro:11„r1:,. ..:'
ii
alone on aecount of Dyspepsia. Acker
Dyspepsia Tables will cure Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Constipation, sold on a
positive guarantee at 23 and 50 mats, by
B. Garner,.11opkinsville, Ky.
--se- ....-
The Philadelphia Ledger says:
"Twenty marriages were announced in
Saturday's i.edger." That great mor-
tuary sheet is toot exclusively read in
cemeteries, as some had supposed, or It
would not boast of its matrimonial news
in this manlier. Perhaps it is to be pub-
lished hereafter in the interest of people
now alive.
C. H. Oedamer Is a 'S cry Lucky Ian.
Mr. Ordainer was in his cigar factory,
No. 1532 Main street. 'l'o queetioria
from the News man he said; "Yee, I
drew 25,000 in the Louisiana State Lot-
cry last Tuesday, and I have been paid
every cent of the motley. I got ticket
60,675, which I sealed up in an envel-
ope and thought no more about it until
I read a list of the lucky numbers in the
Dallas Newe. I then examined my
ticket and found that I was the fortu-
nate man " The lucky man is a young
untnarriel German, and lives with his
mother and iskters, the latter bring In-
terested with him ito the prize.-Dallas
(Texas News, March Is
The residences of Senator loogalls and
Congressman Phelps having burned
down recently there is ho reason al)),
the following Republican ticket should
not have its supper:ere: For president,
J. J. legalls of Kansas; for elev.-presi-
dent, W. W. Phelps of New Jersey.
Platform : Be prepared for sox:Meats.
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Soother at heed. It ii the only safe
medicine yet made that will remove all
infantile disordens. It contains no Opines
or iforphint, but gives the child natured
sass from pain. Prize 25 cents. Bold by
H. B. GARNER, Hopkinsville, Ky.
We see by at advertisement In the
Century that Dr. Warner Is the inventor
of a new style in corsets. Thls man
Warner Is certainly the must versatile
anti enterprising genius In the laud. He
gets out twelve Harper's Drawers per
annum and now he Invades the domain
of corsets.
T. I. N. C. is not a cure-all, but
quarter of a century of constant We has
demonstrated beyond question that Tan-
ner's Infallible Neuralgia Cure is the
only known infallible cure for all kinds
of neuralgia and for nervous headache.
50 cents per box. Manufactured by
Mangum Root Medicine Co., Nashville,
Tenn. Sold by all druggists.
A voice from Michigan insists that the
Hon. Don M. Dickinson would not
accept the thief justleeship even though
it were handed to him on a silver salver.
This may be true, but at the same time
e should not care about tempting any
, M iclugatt Democrat with any °dice that
didn't have a string tied to It.
•
1 heir Business Itemising.
Probably no one thing lint caused
stich a general revival of trade at Harry
[set that it at s cures and never dis-)S 
B. Garner@ City Pharmacy drug store
as their xis h utoog away to their csmers
of so !IWO' free trial bottles of Dr.
King',. New Di...overt. tor Cs.onsuunp-
tem. 'Heir trete is pimply enormous
in this very veltieble article from the
, 
appons
oints. coughs, Colde, Asthma,i Bronchitis, Croup, and all throat and
1 lung di.eapes quickly cured. Every
reaping the harvest- in 1_40w . bottle warranted. 50c. and WOO perbottle.
Matthew Arnold, tile distinguished
English poet, is dead.
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